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EMM 5 deb }42 TO THE TEACHER 

Every sincere teacher of elementary agriculture is 

striving to make his teaching so practical that it will lead 

to worthwhile accomplishments. This means that he 

must not neglect laboratory, field, and project work. 

The purpose of this little book is to act as a practical 

guide to such teachers. All the exercises are arranged 

seasonally so that the various phases of the work may be 

studied at a time when they will mean most to a child. 

The exercises in this book are intended primarily to 

cover two years’ work. They are equally adaptable, 

however, to courses of shorter length where more time 

per week is allotted to the subject. In both cases, a 

teacher should consider the outline so elastic as not only 

to change the order of the exercises when she considers 

it wise to do so, but also to include others which she 

considers better fitted to the particular needs of the com- 

munity in which she teaches. 
In the book will be found enough material for labor- 

atory, field, and project work to meet the requirements 

of most states. Throughout the book emphasis has been 

put upon those topics in which a child in the 7th, 8th, 

and oth grades can take part. 

The book should be used’ in connection with some 
good elementary argicultural text book. Although it is 

primarily adapted to use in conjunction with “An 

Introduction to Agriculture’ by Upham and Schmidt, 

published by D. Appleton & Co., it can be used with any 

Vv 
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of the more recent text books on elementary agriculture. 

All the exercises in. the book have been put to a 

practical test by several years’ experience in the teaching 

and supervising of young people who were being fitted 

to teach in rural and state graded schools. 

Every child in the class should possess a copy of the 

book, as all the directions throughout the exercises are 

given directly to him. Thus, much time and work are 

saved for the teacher in the planning, the directing, and 

the class room preparation for the work in agriculture; 

also, much time is saved for the pupil by simplifying 

the preparations of his outlines and notes. 

Fach teacher should make use of the exercises and 

projects best adapted to the community in which he 

teaches. The aim of the book is to help teachers in all 

communities to follow more intelligently the prescribed 

course of study, not to supplant or supplement it. Each 

teacher should, also, plan well in advance of the work of 

the class, for all the field trips and projects he intends 

the pupils to undertake. 
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LABORATORY, FIELD AND 
PROJECT GUIDE 

SEPTEMBER 

Exercise 1 

STUDY OF A POTATO PLANT 

Object.—To make a careful study of a potato plant. 

Material —Each pupil in the class should carefully dig 

up a potato plant and bring it to school. The tops and 

roots should be intact and a few potatoes should be at- 

tached to the plant. : 

Procedure.—1. Carefully spread the plant out on a 

piece of newspaper and notice its parts—roots, stem, 

tubers, leaves, and flowers. 

2. From what part of the plant do the tubers or po- 

tatoes grow? 

3. Describe the size and shape of the potatoes. What 

is the color of the skin? Is the skin smooth, pimpled, 

or netted? 

4. Are there few or many eyes? How are they dis- 

tributed? Are the eyes deep or shallow? 

5. Were the stems or vines upright or spreading? 

What is their color? 
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A HEALTHY BUSHEL.—Courtesy Wisconsin Experiment Station 

6. Has the potato plant any flowers? Are they abun- 

dant? What is their color? Are the flowers essential 

to the formation of potatoes? 

7. What variety of potatoes did you study? See Ex- 

ercise 2. 

8. If laboratory notes and drawings are kept, draw a 

tuber, natural size, showing the characteristics. 

QUESTIONS 

1. How do potatoes grow in size? 

2. What is the composition of a potato? 
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3. How does the plant make starch and how does the 
starch get into the potato? 

4. Are any of the potatoes diseased? With what disease? 

Exercise 2 

COMMON VARIETIES OF POTATOES 

Object—To become familiar with the characteristics 

of some of the common varieties of potatoes grown in 

the locality. 

Materials—Each pupil in the class should bring two 

good specimens of each variety of potatoes grown on 

the home farm. 

Procedure.—1. The table given below shows the char- 

acteristics of some of the more common varieties of 

potatoes. The characteristics of the varieties common 

to the community should be learned. 

VINE AND TUBER CHARACTERS OF STANDARD VARIETIES. 

Variety Tubers Vines Flowers 

Rural New Round, flattened, oval] Late variety. Purple} Bluish purple 
Yorker to oblong. Eyes un- tinged stems. Dark anid (tan ly: 

evenly placed. Blue green foliage. Re- abundant. 
to purple tipped sistant to tip burn. 
sprouts. 

Green Moun- Blocky to oblong.| Late variety. Stems] White and very 
tain Flattened. Skin green. Foliage] abundant. 

netted, Pairim. bright green. 
Creamy buff color. 
Sprout tips creamy 
green, pink at base. 

Burbank Long-oblong and flat-| Late variety. Light! White and fairly 
tened. Pointed green color. Stems abundant. 
tubers objection- silver green and 
able. Eyes numer- abundant. 
ous, evenly  dis- 
tributed. Skin 
slightly netted. 
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Variety 

Peerless (Pearl) 

Triumph 

Earlyz,Ohio 

Early Rose 

Irish Cobbler 

logs. 

Tubers 

stem 

Flesh 
Skin 

Heart shaped, 
end sunken. 

very white. 
slightly netted. 

Deeprosecolor. Round 
to flattened. Stem 
end sunken. Eyes 
numerous. 

Oval. Oblong and 
blocky. Skin pink, 
pimpled. Eyes 
prominent and 
numerous. 

Long and flattened. 
Light rose color, 
varying, eyes nu- 
merous. Sprouts 
yellowish green. 
Pink base. 

Round to flattened. 
Fairly deep eyes. 
Pink tinge to 
sprouts. Skin 
creamy buff color. 

Vines 

Late variety. Medium 
dark green. Fairly 
bushy. 

Fairly dark green. 
Leaves broad. Fair- 
ly bushy. Early 
variety. 

Fairly dark green. 
Stems dark green. 
Upright, bushy 
vine. 

Light to deep green. 
Thrifty. 

Dark green and up- 
right. 

WISCONSIN BULLETIN 280 
2. If there are varieties of potatoes grown in the com- 

munity, but not mentioned in the foregoing table, their 

characteristics may be learned by referring to seed cata- 

Flowers 

Very scarce, Sel- 
dom blooms. 
Buds yellowish 
white. 

Pale pink and 
purple tinged. 
Fairly abun- 
dant. 

Scarce, yellowish 
white color. 

Fairly abundant 
and white. 

Fairly abundant 
and light pink 
color. 

3. Learn to identify each variety of potato at hand, 

by studying both the table showing the characteristics 

and the samples. 

4. If scales are available, determine the weight in 

ounces of a fair representative of each: variety of potato. 

5. At the close of the exercise, mix up the potatoes 

and test your ability in naming each variety. 
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QUESTIONS 

1. How many ounces does an average size potato weigh? 

How many potatoes should an average hill yield? 

2. How many averaged sized potatoes are there in a 

bushel ? 

To the Teacher.—Inquire and find out what are the com- 

mon varieties of potatoes grown in the community. Make 

an effort to have several good samples of each of these 

varieties on hand. If any of these varieties are not listed 

above, look up their characteristics in a seed catalog, or 

garden book, and write these characteristics on the board 

so that the pupils may copy them. 

Exercise 3 

A. Jupcinc PoTATOoEs 

Object.—To practice judging potatoes by means of a 

score card. 

TYPES THAT BRING TOP PRICES.—Courtesy of Soil Improvement Committee, 
Chicago 
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Materials —Samples of standard varieties of potatoes 

grown in the community. 

Procedure.—1t. Review exercise 2, paying particular 

attention to the characteristics of the varieties of pota- 

toes to be judged. 

2. Score a sample of eight or ten potatoes of some one 

variety according to the score card here given. 

SCORE CARD FOR POTATOES 
—— 

Salient Points Intrinsic Points Perfect | Student’s | Corrected 
Score Score Score 

TAS MONA Dara aris etree 25° Pete leve 0 cic 2 ROkE | eee renee 
2H EOIZE sy eee ee 20) lakes oes | eee 
Zire COlOT Sy inion eke LO’. Paes addon sqeleteo eee 
Beit NEVES a rcjvvete dra, 0) elecehaee TO... «| sacc.3 e's: dels eilorene terete 
rie altel! iG Aedes eh LO. yf a eavebth-e Stee owen Renee 
6: Blemishes?=- 42. QS lose siete ccndovey'a hee eae 

MOtale ee taste 100 

In preparing the above score card the value of the potatoes for both 
“Seed”? and market was kept in mind. From the standpoint of ‘“‘seed’’ 
alone the value of ‘‘shape’’ should be increased and the value of ‘‘blemishes”’ 
and possibly ‘‘size’”? decreased. The reverse would be true in judging from 
the market standpoint alone. 

1. SHAPE 

The form should be typical for the variety. It should show strong 
vitality. No signs of degeneration should be apparent. In varieties which 
are naturally long, such as the Burbank, thickness of tuber is an indica- 
tion of vitality. In varieties like the Early Ohio, the short oval form is 
an indication of vitality. In varieties like Rural New Yorker No. 2, Sir 
Walter Raleigh, Carman No. 3, Carman No. 1, and Norcross, the tubers 
should be as nearly short as they are wide as practicable, and flattened. 
Varieties like Triumph and Irish Cobbler should be fully as short as they 
are wide, the former being slightly flattened and the latter more so, In 
no variety should there be any indications of tapering at either end. They 
should be uniform in shape. They should have as smooth and even a 
surface as possible. Knobs and other roughnesses of the surface are 
undesirable. 

2) SSIZE 

The tubers should be of good size. Size indicates vitality and is desir- 
able for market, but, on the other hand, they should not be too large. 
As a rule, people do not want extra large potatoes for kitchen use, and 
they are also not as desirable for seed when too large. They should be 
uniform in size. 

3. COLOR 

The color should be typical for the variety. It should be bright and 
attractive, but not obtained by scrubbing the potatoes. Where different 
varieties in a class of late potatoes are judged against each other the 
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white varieties should have preference over the red. In early varieties 
there is no objection to the color of the Ohio as compared with white 
varieties. 

4. EYES 

_ The eyes should be as shallow as practicable, and they should not be 
in a depression, because it makes the surface of the tubers uneven. 
The eyes should not be unduly numerous for the variety. An increase 
in the number of eyes above normal for the variety is one of the indi- 
cations of degeneration. 

5 FLESH 

The flesh should be a clear white and free from grayish or dull hues, 
or dark colored streaks. There should be no hollowness, and a heavy cut 
should be made for this fault. 

6. BLEMISHES 

Scab is the most common blemish, and a heavy cut should be made 
for this fault, according to the amount present. The tubers should be 
free from all other diseases and injuries caused by insects, bruises or 
careless handling. They should aiso be in good marketing condition— 
mature, solid, not greened by exposure to light, not sprouted, and free 
from dirt. 

It is preferable not to have them washed, They can be cleaned quite 
well with a soft cloth, taking care not to injure the skin by rubbing too 
hard. Some prefer washed potatoes because it improves the appearance 
of the exhibit. In case they are washed it should be done by simply 
rinsing them, without rubbing, until the dirt is removed, Scrubbing is 
exceedingly objectionable. 

ODE A ne BOSE ee Warising geoc Boaadcsoos Biatelalaletotela\ciclotetsiale 

Student’s UN eT Weta cicterelare cio os alelels stn Sir aie aiaisate nieetareiets siatcvevevsicieisisielsleteioraye cree 

3. Get the total or final score of the sample. 

4. Discuss the results. 

5. If time permits, score another sample. 

6. Would the sample of potatoes you judged be of 

grade 1 or grade 2? See directions for grading given 

below. 

B. Market Grapes OF Potatoes 

The Department of Agriculture and the United States 

Food Administration jointly recommend and urge the 

adoption of the following grades, which, in their opinion, 

will meet the needs of the Federal Reserve Board, as 

well as those of growers, dealers, and consumers: 
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U. 'S:, GRADE UNO: <2, 

This grade shall consist of sound potatoes cf similar varietal character- 
istics, which are practically free from dirt or other foreign matter, frost, 
injury, sunburn, second growth, cuts, scab, blight, dry rot, and damage 
caused by disease, insects, or mechanical means. The minimum diameter. 
of potatoes of the round varieties shall be one and seven-eighths (17%) 
inches, and of potatoes of the long varieties one and three-fourths (134) 
inches. In order to allow for variations incident to commercial grading 
and handling, five per centum by weight of any lot may be under the 
prescribed size, and, in addition, three per centum by weight of any such 
lot may be below the remaining requirements of this grade. 

US SaGRAD EEN Ox: 

This grade shall consist of potatoes of similar varietal characteristics, 
which are practically free from frost, injury and decay, and which are 
free from serious damage caused by dirt or other foreign matter, sunburn, 
second growth, cuts, scab, blight, dry rot, or other disease, insects, or 
mechanical means. The minimum diameter shall be one and one-half 
(1%) inches. In order to allow for variations incident to commercial 
grading and handling, five per centum by weight of any lot may be under 
the prescribed size, and, in addition, five per centum by weight of any 
such lot may be below the remaining requirements of this grade. 

Reference.—F. B. 753: Commercial Handiing, Grading, and Marketing 
of Potatoes. ) 

Exercise 4 

FALL WEEDS 

Object.—To learn to know the names and character- 

istics of the common weeds of the community. 

Explanation.—There are two ways in which this exer- 

cise may be taken up. One is to have each pupil in the 

class bring to school weeds found on the way. These 

weeds should then be studied in the class room. The 

other and the better way is for the class to go out on a 

field trip. Each member of the class should be supplied 

with an old magazine and a lead pencil. 

Procedure.—1. Learn the name of each weed brought 

into the class room. Ask your teacher the names of those 

you do not know. If a weed cannot be named, it should 

be put aside and identified later. Insert a piece of each 

weed if large, or a whole specimen if small, between two 
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pages of the magazine and write the name of the weed at 

the top of one of the pages. 

2. Discuss the characteristics of each weed by answer- 

ing the following questions: Is it an annual? Where 

does 1t commonly grow? 

3. In this manner all the weeds should be taken up. 

List the weeds identified and opposite their names write 

one or two of their characteristics. 

4. If weeds are studied on a field trip, each weed 

should be discussed as mentioned above, and each mem- 

ber of the class should have a sample of each weed. 

5. In storing the weeds in the old magazine, leave a 

number of unoccupied pages after the place of inser- 

tion of each weed. In this way the weeds will be kept 

in good condition. Press them by putting several heavy 

books on top of the magazine. In about a week the 

pressed weeds should be dry enough to mount if you 

wish to make a collection. They may be kept, indefi- 

nitely, in the magazine. 

6. Occasionally test your ability to name the weeds. 

Cover the name, look at each weed, and see if you can 

name it and give its characteristics. If you have for- 

gotten these, refer to the list. 

7. You should have no trouble in finding from 25 to 
50 varieties of weeds in your community if several field 

trips are taken, and this number will, without doubt, con- 

tain all the common ones. 

8. If time permits, collect samples of common weed 

seeds. Put these in small vials or envelopes 144” x 2” 

and learn to recognize them. 
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QUESTIONS 

1. What weeds are most common in the community? 

2. What are the worst weeds in the community? 

3. Why are some weeds harder to hold in check than 

others? 

To the Teacher—This exercise succeeds best when the 
work is done collectively by the class, the teacher holding 

before the class a specimen of each weed, and following the 

outline suggested. 

Exercise 5 

SELECTING SEED CORN 

Object—To learn how to select, in the field, good ears 

of corn for seed. 

Explanation—The moisture content of corn is often 

30% or more when 

the seed is ready to 

pick... Jf. trees 

weather catches the 

seed ears when they 

contain a_ relatively 

high percentage of 

water, the corn is 
RURAL STUDENTS SELECTING SEED CORN.— 

Courtesy Iowa State Teachers’ College likely to be of no 

value for seed pur- 

poses. To get good seed the seed ears must be selected 

before frost and from the plants in the field, and the 

ears must then be properly stored. The following points 

should be observed in selecting seed corn from the field: 

1. The ears should be of good shape, but early ma- 

turity must not be sacrificed for fancy points. 
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2. Ears of medium size only should be chosen. 

3. Ears should be chosen which hang down, because 

they shed water. 
4. The kernels should be well dented. 

5. There should be two good stalks in the hill from 

which a seed ear is taken, if the corn was planted in hills. 

6. Do not, in the field, be too particular about the 

fancy points. Study the corn more carefully after you 

have selected a considerable quantity. 

Materials ——A field of corn from which seed ears may. 

be selected, and a few good specimens of ears of corn 

fit for seed. 

Procedure.—1. Carefully read the explanation, and 

listen to your teacher’s discussion. 

2. Get a good, clear idea of the kind of corn that 

should be selected. 

3. When in the corn field be careful not to destroy any 

of the corn. Select a row and proceed to gather a few 

good ears from it. 

4. Place the ears of corn you have selected in a row 

with those which the other members of the class have 

selected. 

5. How do the ears you have selected compare with 

the others? Would they make good seed corn? 

6. Give the corn you selected to the owner of the 

field. 

QUESTIONS 

1. Why is it preferable to buy seed corn on the ear 

rather than shelled seed corn? 

2. Why is field selection better than crib selection? 
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To the Teacher.—Obtain from some farmer in the com- 

munity a few good ears of seed corn of a variety commonly 

grown. Briefly discuss with the class characteristics of 

good seed corn, before you take the class out. See Exercise 

5, December. Obtain permission from a neighboring farmer 

to select with the class some seed corn. Try to get him to 

assist and take part in the discussion after the class has 

selected some corn. 

Exercise 6 

CURING AND STORING SEED CORN 

Object—To study different methods of curing and 

storing seed corn. 

Explanation—The germinating power of seed corn 

and the stand of corn in the field depend largely upon the 

way the seed corn has been cured. This is illustrated 

by the data given below, taken from the Wisconsin Ag- 

ricultural Experiment Station, Circular 58. 

STORAGE, GERMINATION AND STAND TESTS OF SEED CORN USED BY 350 
WISCONSIN FARMERS. 

Germination Average Number 
Methods of Storage OT stands of 

1909 | I910 | Average} 1909-1910 | Tests 

igs “Ralnvdniedsemimnevere ots cpalcloute 93 90 QI.5 89 16 
2. Purnace room y=... 2... 93 89 91.0 a 8 
3. Room above latehenes. oa. 92 8I 86.5 8I II2 
Ax (ARICS Halter te wiciokeke 92 ap 84.5 79 75 

AVeragenecceonine amis ctine (O25 sO4 nal Moons 83 2I1 

5. (Under porches hase. < <r) | 719 62 70.5 63 27 
6° Granaries. 5. At ee eae 65 43 54.0 77 20 
7. Barns, tool houses and other 

Out-buildingseessenrneeieere 86 52 69.0 60 52 
3.) Corn! cribs: cis vet eke ara 28 27 B75 49 26 
9. Inshock during winter...... 81 eS | eye 4I 4 

10. Windmills and outside of 
walis of buildings:..-....-| 45 23 34.0 56 10 

AVEGARG ss acitelacue atyaieas ie atepers O50). BOe4 5 s5rcO Ses 139 ” 
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Seed corn at harvest time contains much water and 

the corn should, therefore, be hung up or stored in some 

PROJECT WORKERS CURING THEIR SEED CORN FOR NEXT YEAR’S CROP.—Courtesy 
U. S. Department of Agriculture 

way in which it may cure quickly. While curing, it 

should be protected from freezing temperatures and the 
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hot sun, but should be in a place where there is a good 

circulation of air. 

Materials —Binder twine, wire corn hangers, and ears 

of corn. 

Procedure.—1. Enumerate some good places in which 

to cure seed corn. What are the characteristics of a 

good curing place? 

2. Practice stringing corn, and putting corn on hangers. 

3. Visit some places where corn is being properly 

cured and where it is well stored for the winter. 

QUESTIONS 

1. Why cure seed corn where there is a good circula- 
tiOn, OF air’ 

2. Where have you seen farmers cure their seed corn? 

Were these good or poor places? Why? 

Exercise 7 

CUTTINGS FROM FLOWERING PLANTS 

Object—To make and root cuttings from such plants 

as the geranium, the coleus, and the wandering Jew. 

Materials —Plants from which cuttings are to be 

made; a sharp knife; flower pots; clean, coarse sand; 

and several glasses. 

Procedure ——1. From the ends of fairly well matured 

branches of geranium, coleus, or wandering Jew plants, 

cut off pieces 3 to 4 inches long. Make the cuts about 

¥% of an inch below the nodes, or joints. Cut off the 

lower leaves from the cuttings and if the upper leaves 

are large, cut off about 1% of each leaf. This will leave 

on the cuttings only a few small leaves. 
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2. Place the cut- 

ting so deeply into 

clean, sharp sand 

that merely a little 

of the top and a few 

remaining leaves 

show. 

3. Keep the pots 

in a moderately 

warm room, and 

water the cuttings 

often to keep the a 

sand moist. Shade i 
the plants from the bP) 

direct sunlight. bh? 
4. Try rooting a GERANIUM CUTTING READY FOR PLANTING.— 

i Courtesy H. Sahli, Whitewater, Wis. 
some of the cuttings 

in a glass of water. Change the water frequently to 

keep it fresh. 

5. After the roots are well started, pot the plants in 

good, rich garden soil containing a little coarse sand. 

QUESTIONS 

1. Why root the cuttings in sand? 
2. Why protect the cuttings from direct sunlight? 

To the Teacher—Unless plants from which cuttings can 

be made are easily available, it would not pay to take up 

this exercise. The rooted cuttings make desirable plants for 
the school room and for the home, and it is for this reason 

that this exercise is here given. 
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Exercise 8 

DIGESTIBLE NUTRIENTS IN COMMON FEEDS 

Object—To determine the total amount of digestible 

nutrients in 100 pounds of common feeds. 

Explanation—The three important nutrients in feeds 

-are protein, carbohydrates, and fat. In addition to these’ 

we find mineral matter and water. The weight of any 

feed, less the weight of water it contains, gives the 

weight of the dry matter. 

Fat produces 214 times as much heat and energy as 

an equal amount of protein or carbohydrates. In finding 

out the total amounts of digestible nutrients in feeds, it 

is necessary, therefore, to multiply the amount of fat 

by 214 to reduce it to carbohydrate and protein equiva- 

lents, so that the three may be added together. 

Procedure.—1. Find the total amount of digestible nu- 

trients in the following feeds. Multiply the fat by 2.25 

and add the result to the amount of digestible carbohy- 

drates and protein, as illustrated with corn. If the third 

decimal is less than 5, drop it; if 5 or more than 5, add 

one to the second decimal. 

2. Below are given the calculations for finding the to- 

tal amount of digestible nutrients in 100 lbs. of shelled 

corn. | 

LBS. OF DIGESTIBLE NUTRIENTS IN 100 LBS. OF CORN 

Protein Carbohydrates Fat 
t 66.8 4.3 

5 = 9.68 , 
.8 + 9.68 = 84.28, total digestible nutrients. 
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3. Make similar calculations for all the feeds men- 

tioned in the following table and record the results in 

the last column. 
_ 

TOTAL AMOUNT OF DIGESTIBLE NUTRIENTS IN 100 POUNDS 

Feeding Stuff Dry Protein ; Carbohydrates Fat Total 
Matter Nutrients 
La Ss eS eee ee ee 

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. | Lbs. 
eHeled Corm.....0..6:. 89.4 (os 66.8 Ale) 84.28 
ONG SGC a 890.5 8.8 67.25 TS uly eae, 
AUS. AAS eee 89.6 8.8 49.2 TRIS (lp Bae 
UVES ESTA 015. c coves (0 4 88.1 TEGO 42.0 PALS | A Lea aS 
lulite (ohh toYe te er 88.8 i 45.7 Nie oe a ant 
Ovi Nee a ae 90.2 30/2 32.0 GROW near ees 
m@imothy Hay.......... 86.8 Ones 42.4 THESE. neue kee 
Red Clover Hay....... 84.7 Gat 37.8 TA Shawllet i sree 
ONDE ¢ | ih gaa ee 9O1.9 10.5 40.5 SQA) Meta renee 
Wheat ottaw......... 00.4 8 a5. 2 SANs Wee acts 
ORM OMA css. k ees 26.4 nA 14.2 Sop wie oe tae Dy 
RAMS EIS. Sin clccis Steels eves 9.4 8 6.4 UTA en sateen 

QUESTIONS 

1. Which feeding stuff contains the most digestible nu- 

trients? 

2. Which the least? 

3. Why does oats contain less than corn? 

4. Why does corn silage contain less than timothy hay? 

5. Which feed contains the most protein? 

6. Which hay contains the most? 

7. Why is wheat straw worth less per ton than. timothy 

To the Teacher.—These problems may well be assigned 
for work in arithmetic, and the results be discussed when 

the class meets for agriculture. Using the results, other 

problems may be worked out, such as getting the cost of Io 

pounds of digestible nutrients in a few of the common feeds. 

Use local market prices. 
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Exercise 9 

NUTRITIVE RATIO OF COMMON FEEDS 

Object.—To calculate the nutritive ratio of a number 

of common feeds. 

Procedure.—1. The following formula is used in find- 

ing the nutritive ratio of feeds. 

Lbs. Digestible Carbohydrates + (Lbs. Dig. Fat & 2.25) 

Lbs. Digestible Protein a 

I; < = nutritive ratio. 

2. The nutritive ratio answers the question, How many 

parts, by weight, of digestible carbohydrates and fat, 

the latter reduced to carbohydrate equivalents, are there 

in a feed, to each part of digestible protein? 

3. The table in exercise 7 shows that 100 Ibs. of shelled 

corn contains, 

. 

® Digestible 

Protein Carbohydrates Fat 

Corn, 100 lbs. “8 Lbs. 66.8 Lbs. 4.34 Lbs. 

Then ~'66.3 +-7@.3 X 2525) 76.475 

7.8 7.8 

The nutritive ratio of corn is therefore 1:9.8. 

4. Copy in the first four columns of the table given 

below, the nutrients in the feeds mentioned in the pre- 

vious exercise, 

5. Find the nutritive ratio of each of the feeds, in 
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the same way as has been indicated for corn, and record 

the results in the last column. Carry these calculations 

to only one decimal place. If the second decimal is 5 

or more, add one to the first decimal: if less than 5, drop 

it. 

TABLE SHOWING POUNDS OF DIGESTIBLE NUTRIENTS IN 100 
POUNDS OF FEED AND THE NUTRITIVE RATIO OF THE FEED 

Feeding Stuff She Protein | Carbohydrates Fat ee 

Lbs Lbs. Lbs Lbs 
Shelled Corn........... 89.4 7.8 66.8 4.3 1:9.8 

EE 1 5bac.d CO BItIbIg © Bere 
oS aaa e 
Weheas Bran........... 
Ba Medes. sees 
dimothy Hay......:.:- 
Red Clover Hay....... 
MMPI TAGET AVE cc.c fac ccs +s 
Wincatestraw.........s 
Wormioilave...:....5... 

QUESTIONS 

I. Which feed in the list given above has the greatest 
percentage of protein? 

2. How can you tell? 

Which has the least? 

Which hay has the greatest percentage of protein? 

What use is made of the nutritive ratios of feeds? ae ie 

To the Teacher—tThis exercise furnishes good practical 

work in arithmetic. Assign the problems for arithmetic 

work and discuss the results in the agriculture class. All 

books on elementary agriculture give a good discussion of 

nutritive ratios. Read Chapter 21, in “An Introduction to 

Agriculture.” 
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Exercise 10 

THE CORN BELT STATES 

Object—To make an outline map of the United 

States, shading the seven states comprising the corn- 

belt states, and to show the number of acres devoted in 

these states to corn, and their yields. 

LL rh 

uae 

tyengcnumren 

a ——— 

=f ay 
3 R 

abe MES 

EPRH aan 
r class use in Geography, History, Civics, Economics, otc. Prepared by J. Paul Goode. Published by Tbe University of Chicago Pross, 

Chicago, IIL = Copyright 1908, by Tho University of Chicago. 

Materials —Last edition of the U. S. Agricultural 

Year Book, or the last issue of Statistics of Grain Crops, 

U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. 

The. latteris sént free. on request: 

Procedure——1. Make an outline map of the United 

States and shade the corn-belt states. Write the name in 

each state. 
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2. Fill out the following table, getting the data from 

the suggested references. | 

Acres | _ Total Yield 
State Devoted Yield in in Bushels 

to Corn Bushels per Acre 

oa eae "i 
TE re alk 
Pndiana..... 
RMR See aie ik, 
(US ore eh a 
Vo Ge ly 
rr 2 

QUESTIONS ° 

I. What percentage of the corn grown in the United 

States is grown by these seven states? 

2. Why do these states raise more corn than other states? 

Exercise 11 

CULLING THE FLOCK 

Object—To learn how to cull, or sort out, from a 

flock of hens those which are poor layers. 

Materials —At least 6 hens, better Io or 20. 

Explanation.—Every flock of hens should be culled at 

least once a year in order that the poor layers may be 

weeded out. If a flock is culled only once a year, Sep- 

tember is the best month in which to do the culling. The 

good laying hen has a short strong beak, her eye is 

large, bright and prominent. Her whole head is short 

and strong, but distinctly feminine in appearance. Her 

body is long and deep for the breed, with parallel top 

and bottom lines. This gives her room for a large soft 

abdomen with plenty of food capacity. She is a busy. 
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hungry, happy, noisy bird. She is easily tamed and likes 

to be petted. Hens that have the characteristics of being 

good layers and are in good laying condition in Sep- 

tember, are the hens which will prove the good layers 

throughout the year. These should be kept, and all 

others sold or eaten. 

The points which should be given special attention in 

separating the laying hens from the nonlayers are: 

A GOOD TYPE OF LAYING HEN A TYPICAL NON-PRODUCER 

I. Age of hens.—Hens belonging to the dual purpose 

and meat breeds are rarely profitable as layers beyond 

their second laying year, and hens of the egg type breeds, 

beyond their third laying year. 

2. Condition of birds.—Sickly looking, inactive hens, 

with long slim heads and beaks, hens with dark or bluish 

combs, hens with broken down abdomens, or hens with 

small appetites, are poor layers. Get rid of them. 

3. Color-—In all yellow skinned breeds, those hens 
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with strong yellow shanks, yellow beaks and yellow 

vents are not in laying condition. In all heavily laying 

hens the yellow color has faded out. 

4. Molting—tThe better laying hens lay late in the 

fall, so molt late. Cull out those which begin to molt 

during July or early August. 

5. The comb.—Hens not laying often have small, 

_shrunken, hard combs, sometimes covered with white 

scales. 

6. The appearance of the vent.—The vent of a hen 

not in laying condition is small, contracted, dry, and yel- 

low in color. 

7. Condition of the abdomen.—A solid, fat, contracted 

abdomen is characteristic of non-layers. Also the small 

stringy abdomen denotes the poor layer. The good layer 

has a large, soft abdomen. 

8. The pelvic bones.—Thick, firm pelvic bones, firmly 

joined together at the ends, separated by a distance of 

less than the width of two fingers, and curved in badly 

shows that the hen is not in a laying condition and is a 

poor layer. | 

g. Distance between pelvic bones and the end of the 

keel—When this distance is less than the width of three 

fingers in the smaller breeds and less than four in the 

larger breeds, the hens are not heavy producers. 

Hens having several of the characteristics just given 

may safely be classified as poor egg producers, and 

should be sold or eaten. | 

Procedure.——1. Go with your teacher to study a flock 

of hens. Watch closely while each point mentioned 

above is demonstrated to you. 
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2. Take notes on each bird. Then, when the demon- 

stration is completed, tell from your notes which birds 

should be culled and which should be kept for the lay- 

ing flock. 

3. Practice culling with your home flock. 

To the Teacher—Make arrangements for this exercise 

with the father of one of your pupils who will keep at least 

six suitable hens penned for this demonstration. Either con- 

duct the demonstration yourself, or get the farmer to conduct. 

it. 

Reference—Culling the Flock, Bureau of Animal In- 

dustry Cir. Division of Publications, Washington, D. C. 

Wisconsin Bull. 261, College of Agr., Madison, Wis. 

An Introduction to Agriculture, Chapter 22. 

Exercise 12 

CORN SURVEY 

Object—To make a corn survey of the school district. ° 

Procedure—t. The following is a suggested outline 

for a corn survey or corn census of the school district. 

CORN SURVEY 

Schools District NOt Mow Offi. tor treet COs odes Heo N ace eee 

Date ean br cestyeas anak 

ee Ne) ee a Se Ee eee 

Total | Total | Acres Acres | Yield 
Name of Acres } Acres of Total | Yield of in 
Farmer in in Corn | Yield | per | Corn | Tons 

Farm j} Corn | for Acre for per 
Grain Silage! Acre 
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2. One member of the class should copy on the board 

the outline for the survey, putting down as many num- 

bers as there are farmers who raise field corn in the 

school district. One representative of each farm family 

in the school should copy the outline and take it home 

to be filled out as accurately as possible. Members of 

the agriculture class who have this book need not copy 

the outline, but should enter the data in the book. 

3. When a farm family in the district is not repre- 

sented by children in the school, some member of the 

school should try to get the data from that farm. An 

effort should be made to get the data from every farm 

where field corn is raised in the district to make the 

survey complete. 

4. Each pupil should write on the board the name 

of the farmer assigned to him and the data he obtained. 

The upper classes should then determine the totals. The 

average yield of the district is obtained by dividing the 

number representing the total yield in bushels or tons, 

by the total number of acres devoted to the crop. 

5. Each member of the agricultural class should have 

a copy of the complete survey, to put into a survey 

booklet of the school district suggested for June. 

Project 1 

GATHERING AND STORING SEED CORN 

Object—A good seed corn project is one in which 

the good corn, fit for seed, and raised by the pupil in 

a corn growing project, is carefully gathered, selected, 

cured, and stored for future use or sale. 
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Preparation.—1. Read Exercise 5 on Selecting Seed 

Corn. Learn the characteristics of the corn you have 

planted so that you will be able to select seed true to 

the breed or variety. 

2. Roughly determine how many ears or bushels of 

seed corn you can cure and store properly. 

3. Study methods of curing and storing seed corn. 

4. Determine how 

you are soingatm 

store the corn and 

what materials you 

will need for the pur- 

pose. 

5. Make all neces- 

sary preparations to 

conduct the project 

properly. 
THESE YOUNG PROJECT WORKERS WILL GET 

GOOD RESULTS.—Courtesy Iowa State Procedure — 
Teachers’ College 

t.. Keep accurate ree= 

ords of all the time you devote to this project. Pro- 

vide yourself with a vest pocket note book. 

2. Gather’ the’ corn; cure, and) store’ it properly: 

3. Keep accurate records of all expenses incurred in 

the project. 

4. In the spring, test each ear of corn (see outline for 

March), and sort it into two grades. 

5. When you have disposed of the corn, fill out a 

summary sheet as suggested below, and determine the 

profit you have made in the project. 
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SEED Corn ProyECT—SUMMARY SHEET 

Number of bushels of corn gathered in the fall ....... 

Number of bushels of corn cured and stored .......... 

Number of hours of labor in gathering the corn ...... 

Number of hours of labor in curing and storing corn.. 
Number of hours of labor in testing and grading ...... 

ER Ges rn ark ok redo en eine Lie Seek 

EXPENSES 
Value of 

yee ote bushels of corn cured and stored (Ouse nr DEL DUS. De cco mis oe 
Coa oe hours of labor i in gathering the corm —@s-.....-é per hr. | 2s... 2. < 
5 ae ene thes 3 “curing and storing @ Shain Meme 4 zs iS oor eae 
o Me eee “testing and grading @ ....... ae ets eee 
Io ek ie ae «  * other labor (DON iaie tenes 5 Rae ee 
Other expenses incurred in the project (itgmize these) 

Total expenses Serer Sea aan 

RECEIPTS 

Bees Ree bushels of seed corn sold OeSaner. 6 Pere Use Paistiasie cine 
(Itemize your sales) 

5 scan oe pecks of corn kept for own use Oars Se a one TICE 
ABS Sere oe bushels of corn not sold for seed Oa “Nee cee 

(Usually all corn cannot be sold for 
seed) 

Total Receipts OR AeA eat eee 
WesswhovalelsxDenses! ©) os ociie ols - 

Profit Bio f oeve 

6. Write a brief discussion of the project. 
References.—F. B. 229: Production of Good Seed Corn. F. B. 415: 

Seed Corn. 

To the Teacher.—It may be desirable, in some cases, to 

bring the project to a close after the seed corn is cured. 

‘In that case, the items on testing, and perhaps some of 

those on grading, will have to be omitted from the sum- 

mary. For a discussion of project work see Chapter 28 in 

“An Introduction to Agriculture,’ published by D. Apple- 
ton & Co., and also Bul. 385, School Credit for Home Prac- 

tice in Agriculture, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture; F. B. 537, 

How to Grow an Acre of Corn; F. B. 729, Corn Growing in 

the South. 
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One project, well done and carefully written up, is of 

far more benefit to a child than a half dozen projects im- 

perfectly accomplished. No child should be engaged in more 

than one project at one time, as long as the project upon 

which he is working is at a stage to require his regular at- 
tention. The number of projects given for each month is to 

allow a child a choice, and also to permit some variety of 

interest in such work throughout the school. 

Project 2 

HARVESTING AND STORING WINTER APPLES 

Object——To harvest and store winter apples or other 

fruit, which may otherwise be wasted, to be later used 

or sold. | 

Explanation.—On many farms there are usually many © 

good apples going to waste which later in the season may 

be sold to good advantage, if the sound apples have 

been carefully gathered and stored. | 

Preparation.—t. Determine if there is likely to be a 

market for apples later in the season. 

2. Find out if it will pay you to gather and store 

surplus apples. 

3. Study how to harvest and store fruit properly. 

O peration—1. Carefully gather and store the fruit 

for which you intend to be entirely responsible. 

Measure it as you store it, and record the amounts in 

a tabular form as suggested: 

Fruit Stored Quantity Approximate Value 
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2. Keep an account of your time and of other ex- 

penses in connection with the project. 

3. Record at each instance of use or sale, the amount 

ema value of the fruit used or sold. Do this in a 

tabular form as suggested: 

Price 

Home Use 
Fruit Sold Quantity 

4. When the project is completed, fill out a summary 

sheet as suggested, and write a brief story or discus- 

sion of the project and put in it all records. 

Mortal value of fruit sold: ..2. 00002... Sie tt. ci eo 
Mosel wale ot fruit used at home... = = 22. ...562 

te TECHIES. oo 23 ve flrs bore hie ale og cite aha 03 2 a ae 
MEMES Caspases fo oicid oR ee es Aa ee Gry att teky. 
DEE ec chon Th Raha a AE et a ny a a 

“ING BAI (28.4 0 (ic SYS a Senge RP Dileep ihenatct 

Lit Oi i pahee ty Rare Ae De Pe Sen, Oe 2 aa Froth eh aac, 

Reference.—F. B. 879: Home Storage of Vegetables. Any book on 
Vegetable Gardening. Department Bulletin 579: Celery Storage of Vege- 
tables, 5 cents. 

To the Teacher.—Write to the States Relation Service, 

Maerewept. ef Agriculture for Si R. S. Leaflet: . “How 

Teachers in Rural Schools May Use Publications on Home 

Storage of Fruits and Vegetables.” It will help you to di- 

rect this and the next project. | 
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Project 3 

STORING WINTER VEGETABLES 

Object-——To store properly, for winter use, some of 

the common garden vegetables. 

Preparation.—Study methods of storing properly such 

vegetables as beets, carrots, cabbage, celery, etc. 

Procedure.—1. Put into proper order the place in 

which you plan to store the different vegetables. 

2. When soil and weather conditions are favorable, 

dig and store the vegetables. Measure the quantity of 

each vegetable as it is being stored. 

3. Keep account of all the time you devote to the 

project. 

4. From time to time examine some of the vegetables 

to see how they are keeping. 

5. Make out a summary sheet showing the quantity 

of each kind of vegetable stored, the value of each kind, 

the total value of all the vegetables, and the time de- 

voted to the project. 

6. Write a brief story about the project and in it 

put all records in a tabular form as outlined in previous 

project. 

Reference—F. B. 879: Home Storage of Vegetables. F. B. 847: 
Potato Storage. Any Vegetable Gee Book. 

EXHIBITS 

1. Corn Show. 

Have each member of the class bring to school the 

best ten ear sample of corn from the home farm. Ar- 

range this corn in an orderly and attractive way. Invite 
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some one to judge the samples and to give a talk on 

corn. 

2. Vegetable and Fruit Exhibit. 

Have all pupils who wish bring to school small sam- 

ples of all the different vegetables raised on the home 

farms. Number and display the samples, and some 

evening invite the patrons to see them, and have some 

one judge the vegetables. 

eric, Teese GE B Gty,, School Lesasno’ on Com, 
F. B. 870: The Community Fair. S. R. S. Doc. 55: Ext. N. Boys’ and 
Girls’ Exhibits. S. R. S. Doc. A. I. 2: £Agricultural Exhibits and 
Contests. 

THINGS TO OBSERVE IN SEPTEMBER 

Some good fields of corn Blight, rust, smut, mildews 

The storing of vegetables The selecting of seed pota- 
The filling of a silo toes 

Injurious insects Good fall gardens 

Winter cover crops A corn binder at work 

Drying fruits and vegetables 

To the Teacher—Read Table I in the appendix of “An 

Introduction to Agriculture,” published by D. Appleton & 

Co. It tells how to secure government publications. 

Send to your State Agricultural Experiment Station 

for a list of available bulletins and order in advance the 

bulletins and circulars that pertain to any of the exer- 

cises or projects in the book. See page 216 for the ad- 

dress of your Experiment Station. 
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Exercise 1 

A SLUDY OF SOLES 

Object—To make a simple study of the common soils 

of the community and to collect samples of them. 

Explanation—The four common classes of soils are 

the sandy, loam, clay, and marsh soils. These have 

characteristic proper- 

ties. The U. S, Depe: 

of Agriculture, in 

connection with the 

State Agricultural 

Colleges, is making 

county soil surveys. 

These surveys de- 

A RURAL TEACHER ACQUAINTING HER PUPILS scribe t h c different 
WITH THE DIFFERENT SOILS IN THE COM- i 
MUNITY.—Courtesy Iowa State Teach- sotls ona county and 
ers’ College 

on a map show the 

location of the soils. If your county has been sur- 

veyed, the survey map will make this study of soils very 

interesting. 

Materials —A spade, a half dozen quart Mason jars, 

a Soil Survey map, if available. 

Procedure.—1. Go with your teacher to visit places 

near the school where the different soils can be found. 

2. Describe each different kind of soil you examine, 
to J 32 
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stating its principal characteristics. Classify each soil. 

3. The class should collect a quart jar full of each of 

the different soils examined. These samples should be 

preserved at school for future use. 

4. Try to visit a place where a.cut or excavation has 

been made. Note the color of the top soil; of the sub- 

soil. How deep is the top soil? 

To the Teacher—If you undertake this exercise locate 

the different soils beforehand and take the class to examine 

them. Write to your State Agricultural College and inquire 

for a soil survey of your county, if it has been surveyed. 

Table 4, Appendix gives address. Additional information 

on the use of soil surveys write to the U. S. Dept. of Agri- 

culture for S. R. S. leaflet, “How Rural Teachers May Use 

a Soil Survey.” This publication is free. 

Exercise 2 

SCALE INSECTS 

Object—To study and to be able to recognize some 

of the common scale insects on trees. 

Materials—Several hand lenses or magnifiers; prun- 

ing shears or a sharp knife; one or two Mason jars. 

Ex planation.—The oyster-shell scale, and the San José 

scale are two common scale insects frequently found 

on many kinds of fruit and shade trees. A careful 

study of the dying branches of different trees usually 

reveals the presence of some of these pests. These 

scales are pictured and described in all agricultural 

text books. 

Procedure.—1. Examine the dying branches on some 

fruit and shade trees. Can you see any scale insects? 
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Use the hand lens. Examine some of the living 

branches. Are there any scale insects on them? 

2. Collect and describe samples of the oyster-shell 

scale. Cut off small pieces of the branch with the 

pruning shears and put them in the Mason jar. Make 

a drawing of a branch showing the scale as seen through 

the magnifier. 

3. Repeat the directions given in 2 for the San José 

scale. 

4. Tell how to get rid of each of these pests. 

5. Examine the skins of grape fruit and of oranges 

for the presence of scale insects. 

QUESTIONS 

1. How do scale insects do harm? 
. Should they be controlled? Why? 

3. What are good sprays for these pests? 

To the Teacher—tLocate these pests on trees before tak- 

ing the class to inspect them. Give the class an idea what 

to look for. Some one in the community may be able to 

help you locate infected trees. If you do not take the class 

out, gather a few branches infected by each scale, to be 

studied in class. These insects are fully described and well 

pictured in “An Introduction to Agriculture,’ published by 

D. Appleton & Co., and in other agricultural text books. 

Exercise 3 

PRUNING TREES 

Object—To study the proper way to prune a tree. 

Materials—Pruning shears; small cross cut saws; 

ladders. 
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Explanation—The class should be taken to a fruit or 

shade tree which is in need of pruning. Here a demon- 

stration on pruning should be 

given, preferably by the own- 

er of the tree or by the County 

Agricultural Agent who will 

gladly do this if requested. 

Some of the boys may do the 

work but they should be di- 

rected. 

Observe 

how some broken, injured, or 

diseased branches are re- 

moved. Note that the cuts 

are made as near the main 

Procedure. — I. 

branch of the tree as pos- 

sible, and parallel to 

METHOD OF CUTTING A _ LARGE 
LIMB WHICH SHOULD BE AVOID- 
ED.—Courtesy U. S. Depart- 
ment of Agriculture 

it. Why? 

2. Assist in removing any limbs which injure, by 

\\ é . ~ 

Wess 
oS. Sy 

r “XM « 

ys 

RESULTS OF CORRECT AND INCORRECT PRUNING. A, 

method; after two years; B, 
Department 

NY A 

Gy » 

AK) 
¢ N sah Fe ae 

\ Ny a A\H eA ara 

N\\ : Sore 
i AUP Se vitrngh iy sro h 7 

i 

TU a 
correct 

incorrect method.—Courtesy 
of Agriculture 
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rubbing other portions of the tree. Why should these 

be removed? 

3. Remove some water sprouts. Why should these 

be removed? 

4. Undesirable branches in the center of the tree, 

which make the foliage too dense, should be removed. 

Why? 

5. If you are going to remove a large branch, where 

should the cuts be made. Why? 

6. Make drawings of all the different kinds of limbs 

removed, showing where cuts have been made. 

QUESTIONS 

1. Why not chop branches off? 

2. Why are the central parts of the trunks of so many 

trees decayed? 

3. Should horses be tied to trees? 

4. When should needed pruning be done? Why? 

5. During what season of the year should no pruning be 

done? 

To the Teacher—It may be possible that the trees on the 

school grounds would be benefited by a little pruning. Ask 

some farmer to bring a few ladders. The boys will bring 

the saws and shears if asked. Write to the County Agricul- 

tural Agent located at the county seat and ask him if he does 

not want to assist. Ask farmers to attend the demonstra- 

tion. 

Exercise 4 

POULTRY HOUSES 

Object—To make a study of a few poultry houses. 

Materials —Yard sticks, paper, and pencils. 
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Procedure—t1. With your teacher make a study of 

one or two good poultry houses in the community. 

2. Measure the dimensions of the floor area of each 

house inspected, the height of the house in front, and 

in the rear. 

FRONT VIEW OF AN IDEAL POULTRY HOUSE.—Courtesy Missouri Poultry 
Experiment Station 

3. Inquire how many birds are kept in each house and 

determine the floor space per bird. How many square 

feet of floor space should there be for each bird? 

4. Study the interior of each house. Measure the 

height above the floor of the dropping platform, and the 
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feeding platform. How many inches of roosting space 

are there in each house for each bird? 

5. Measure the size of the nests. How many nests 

are there in each house? How many nests per bird? 

How many should there be? 

6. Note the floor in each house and the litter on it. 

Have the hens a good place in which to scratch? 

7. How is good ventilation secured in the houses? 

Make three drawings, showing the front view, the sec- 

tional view, and the floor plan of one of the good poul- 

try houses studied. These plans should be drawn to a 

scale and should be made accurately. A good scale is 

one which allows, on the plan, ™%4 inch to each foot. 

The drawings should not be made at the time of the 

trip while notes are being taken, but should be care- 

fully drawn at school or at home. 

QUESTIONS 

1. Why should there be a dropping board under the 

roosts in a poultry house? 

2. Why should the feeding platforms be raised? 

3. Why is good ventilation essential in a poultry house? 

References. —Consult any pcultry book. ‘“‘An Introduction to Agricul- 
ture,” Chapter 22. F. B. 574: Poultry House Construction. Dept. 
Bul. 464: Lessons on Poultry for Rural Schools. 10 cents. 

To the Teacher—Find out where there are a few good 

poultry houses near the school. Ask the owners to allow 

you to take the class to make a study of these. 

Exercise 5 

THE NUTRITIVE RATIO OF A RATION 

Object—To learn to calculate the nutritive ratio of 

a ration. 
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Materials —A table showing the amount of digestible 

nutrients in feeding stuffs. (See Table 1 in Appendix.) 

Procedure.—t. A ration is all the food an animal eats 

in one day, or twenty-four hours, whether it is fed once 

@ day, twice a day,.three times, or oftener. If an 

animal is fed and eats 5 lbs. of timothy hay, 2 lbs. of 

corn, and 1 lb. of oats three times a day, its ration will 

consist of 15 lbs. of timothy hay, 6 Ibs. of corn, and 

3 Ibs. of oats. 

2. The formula for finding the nutritive ratio of a 

ration may be stated as follows: 

Total amt. dig. carbohydrates+(total amt. dig. fat XK 2.25 = x.) 

Total amount of digestible protein 

Therefore the nutritive ratio will be I : x. 

3. The nutritive ratio of the ration, mentioned above 

is here calculated to show how to use the formula. 

Ration Digestible 

Carbo- 
Feed Pounds | Protein hydrates Fat 

Lbs. ae Os Lbs. 

mamimcmy Hay... 0c... 15 42 6.36 20 
Pee ers sae «Wess 6 47 4.01 .26 

Pear hel aie on vik 2 .26 1.48 tk: 

Perens) ch | i 11.85 59 

11.85 + (.59 X 2.25) 13.18 

ras FES 

Therefore the nutritive ratio of the ration is I : II.5. 

In all these calculations it will greatly simplify and 
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unify the work if they are carried to one decimal point. 

If the second decimal is five or more, add one to the first 

decimal; if less than five, drop it. 

4. Calculate the nutritive ratio of the following ration, 

and put the work in tabular form as in 3. 

Alfalfa hay, 15 lbs.; Corn, 6 lbs. ; Oats, 3 Ibs: 

5. Calculate the nutritive ratio of the following 

ration: 

Clover hay, 15 lbs.; Corn, 6 lbs.; Wheat bran, 3 Ibs. 

6. Find out some rations which are being fed to some 

animals, and calculate the nutritive ratio of one or more 

of these rations. Put the work in tabular form as in 3. 

QUESTIONS 

I. Why do these nutritive ratios vary? 

2. Of what importance are nutritive ratios? 
3. What is gained by using a leguminous hay in place of 

timothy hay? 

To the Teacher—These problems may be assigned for 

work in arithmetic, and the results be discussed when the 

class meets for agriculture. Many arithmetic books give 

problems on ratios. In this exercise are given some prac- 

tical problems. 

Exercise 6 

THE COST OF A RATION 

Object.—To find the cost of a ration being fed to 

some farm animals. 
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Procedure.—t. If a horse is being fed 10 lbs. of tim- 

othy hay and to lbs. of oats in one day, what will be the 

cost of the ration if the hay is worth $20.00 per ton, 

and the oats $.64 per bushel? One bushel of oats 

weighs 32 lbs. 

Cost of hay = 313, of $20.00 = $.10 
Cost of oats = 43 of .64 20 

Cost of ration $.30 

2. In calculations such as the one given above, what 

prices to attach to the different feeds is a debatable 

question. All newspapers quote the wholesale prices 

of the feeds and it will simplify the work to use the 

prices quoted in the daily papers in figuring the cost of a 

ration. Where prices are not quoted in the papers, use 

those for which some neighboring farmer is willing to 

sell the feed. 

3. Find out a ration being fed to dairy cows; to a 

horse ;.etc.; and figure the cost of these rations. 

4. From the results in paragraph 3, find the cost of 

the feed of each animal for a month, and for a year, 

assuming that the rations and the cost of the feeds re- 

main the same. 

5. Ask some one what it costs to feed a horse or a 

cow for a year, and compare your results in 4 with 

these figures. 

To the Teacher.—Assign the problems for work in arith- 
metic. These are good practical problems. Make up other 

similar problems. 
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Exercise 7 

WINTER RATIONS FOR POULTRY 

Object—To make a study of rations for winter egg 

production. 

Explanation.—The production of eggs in winter from 

pullets, and to some extent from hens, may be greatly 

stimulated by good methods of feeding. In most com- 

munities there are some farmers who get many eggs 

from their flocks during the winter. By studying their 

methods of feeding much may be learned. Also by 

studying the records of egg laying contests one may 

get good ideas as to what feeds produce the best results. 

In a recent egg laying contest the average pen of Io 

pullets produced,— 

53 eggs in November 94 eggs in January 

75 eggs in December 122 eggs in February 

(Fifth International Egg Laying Contest, Storrs, Conn.) 

Procedure.—1. Find out what some farmer, who gets 

many eggs from his flock in the winter, is feeding and 

observe his methods of poultry management. 

2. In a tabular form, write down the ration being fed. 

If time permits calculate the nutritive ratio as sug- 

gested in exercise 5. ) 

3. In like manner tabulate the ration being fed to the 

poultry at your home. How do the two compare? 

4. In a recent experiment at the Indiana Experiment 

Station three pens of Leghorn pullets were fed the 

following rations, and the average hen in each pen laid 

the number of eggs indicated below: 
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PEN 1 PEN 2 

Scratch Feed Dry Mash Scratch Feed Dry Mash 

10 lbs. corn 5 lbs. bran to lbs. corn 5 lbs. bran 
10 lbs. oats 5 lbs. shorts to lbs. oats 5 lbs. shorts _ 
5 lbs. wheat | 31% lbs. beef scraps 5 lbs. wheat 50 lbs. skim milk 

Eggs per pullet in one year, 135 | Eggs per pullet in one year, 133.5 

PEN 3. 

Scratch Feed Dry Mash 

10 lbs. corn 5 lbs. bran 
10 lbs. oats 5 lbs. shorts | 
5 lbs. wheat no beef scraps nor milk 

Eggs per pullet in one year, 36 

QUESTIONS 

1. Why was the number of eggs produced by the aver- 

age pullet in pen 3 so much lower than that of the other two? 

2. Why should some form of animal feed, like skim milk 

or beef scraps, be used, especially in the winter? 

3. Why are dry mashes fed to poultry? 

References.—A poultry book. An Introduction to Agriculture, Chapter 
22. F. B. 889: SBack-Yard Poultry Keeping. F. B. 287: Poultry Man- 
agement. 

Exercise 8 

POULTRY RECORDS AND ACCOUNTS 

Object.—To learn to keep accurate, systematic, and 
business-like accounts of a small poultry flock. 

Explanation.—t1. To learn to be able to keep accurate 

and systematic records of any enterprise is an excellent 

training for all boys and girls. Accuracy, neatness, and 
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regularity of entries spell success in this work. Never 

put off recording any data until to-morrow. 

2. The essential parts of a complete poultry roca 

are the opening inventory, the egg record, the income, 

the expenses, the closing inventory, and the summary 

sheet. 

The opening and closing inventories include the value 

of the house, fencing, equipment, and poultry. 

The egg record shows the number of eggs laid each 

day in every month. 

The income includes the value of the eggs used at 

home, the cash sales of eggs, the sales of poultry, the 

value of poultry used at home, and the value of the 

eges used or sold for hatching. 

The expenses include the value of the home feed used, 

of the feed purchased, of the equipment purchased, of 

the labor expended, and of the interest on the invest- 

ment. 

Procedure—tThe following is a year’s record of 12 

White Leghorn pullets from Nov. 1, 1916 to Nov. 1, 

1917. From the information given, fill out and com- 

plete the monthly summaries, and the final yearly sum- 

mary given at the end of this exercise. 

Opening Inventory—Nov. 1, 1916: 
Value of poultry house and fences.......... $12.00 
Value of feed hoppers and feed troughs...... 2.00 
Value of 12’ pullets2. ce ee ee ee 12.00 

Totals cca ceeintie Ace eee eee eee 

Enter these on the final summary sheet. 

3. The Egg Record—NDaily egg records should always 

be kept and from these the monthly egg yield may be 
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determined. Below is given the monthly egg yields of 

the 12 pullets for the year. Enter these statistics on 

the sheet of monthly summaries. 

Nov. 24 Feb. 229 May 274 eS IOI 
ee; | 143 Mar. 267 june. 237 Sept. 180 
Jan. 262 Apr: -.200 July 246 Oct. 103 

4. The Income.—There should be an income sheet 

for each month, showing the itemized sales, and the 

number of eggs and fowls used in the home with a value 

attached to each item. In the flock of 12 pullets whose 

record is used in this exercise, the income consisted of 

eggs sold and eggs used in the home. Copy these 

records and the totals on the sheet for monthly sum- 

maries. (Article 7.) 

Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apri 
@asw salestofieggs....... <6 be $2023) 1 fOr28')  S4501 0 23-20) | $4). 17 
welds Ohieges used. so..). $.70 2.19 2a PEG 2.07 3.28 

fotallincome... 6 . J.<< 
May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. 

Cash SalesioOfeges.4 . se $522). $4.45 $428" $300)" 7 $2.06: $2.47 
Value of eggs used.......... I.40 1.67 1.95 I.30 2.59 -79 

Motabincome. ,. <<. 2. 

5. The Expenses—Below are itemized the expenses 

for November, 1916. 

Date Item From Whom Amount 
Nov. I Y% bu. wheat Dadmun Bros. $.65 

Nov.4r 1% bu. oats < 225 
Nov. 1 14 bu. corn is i .20 
Nov. 2 15 lbs. egg mash Warner’s AS 

Total $1.55 

The expenses for the remaining eleven months, all for 

feed, were :— 

Dec. $2.05 Mar. $1.78 June $2.77 Sept. $1.95 
Jan. 2555 Apr. 2.53 July I.90 Oct. E75 
Feb. 2.03 May 1.75 Aug. 1.65 

Enter these on the sheet for monthly summaries. There 

were no other cash expenses. 
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6. Closing Inventory.—Nov. 1, 1917. 

Valtevot house andirencesseei in tees cee $12.00 
= “ feed hoppers and feed troughs...... 2.00 

La Sr? Hens EMF Osteen anes Secete 18.00 

POtalinc 2 ca Moncks anes pee eee oe here een aN ae 

Enter the total on the final summary sheet. 

7. The Monthly Statement Sheet—Fill this out from 

the data already given. 

MONTHLY SUMMARIES 

Eggs | Cash Value Total | Cost Profit 
Month Eggs per Sale of | of Eggs Value of over 

Laid Bird Eggs Used ‘of Eggs Feed Feed 

Nov. 

8. Final or Yearly Summary.— 

Dr. Cr 

tT? (OpeninerinventOny ste. ti- te eet XX 
2», i MotalRecermtsies . We Meo ol ekateene ahem tere XX 

(all sales and products used at home) 
2.) ‘Total. expenses a. s-ece tenn. home as xx 

(not including labor) 
4. Closing Inventory.. XX 

(value of everything at close of year) — 
5. Interest on Investmient.. 22... 0-0. ----- XX 

OF: SDobalse ie ete Cate iipearts ohn odbeieerenerasienes XX XX 
Profit or Labor Tacoma... ae xox 

9. Labor records, if kept, should be recorded similarly 

to the daily egg records. The value of all the labor 
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subtracted from the profit over feed, will give the net 

profit. 

to. What was the average number of eggs laid per 

bird during the year? What was the cost of feed per 

bird for one year? What was the total profit over the 

cost of feed for the entire flock? (Determine this last 

item from the final summary sheet. ) 

To the Teacher—tThis is an excellent problem in arith- 

metic and elementary bookkeeping. Assign it for arithmetic 

work. This is an actual record taken from the book of a 

young project worker. 

Exercise 9 

POULTRY BOOKLET 

Object——To make an illustrated booklet showing the 

common breeds of farm poultry and to describe each 

breed. 

Procedure——t1. Take a number of uniform sheets of 

writing or laboratory note book paper, and plan to make 

use of them as if they were blank pages in a book. 

2: Devote the first sheet to the table. of contents, re- 

cording the exercises contained in the booklet in a 

columnar form as suggested :— 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

Common Classes of Poultry. 

. Asiatic: Glass: 

. Mediterranean Class 

. American Class 

5. Our Flock. 
hwWD 

2. Write only on one side of the paper. On sheet 2 

briefly discuss the classification of poultry, naming three 
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or four of the common classes, and illustrate each class 

with a small picture cut from an old poultry journal. 

When putting paste on the cut, add a very small amount 

SAMPLES OF GOOD POULTRY BOOKLETS.—Courtesy Rural students, State 
Normal, Whitewater, Ws, 

only to the four corners; this will prevent the wrinkling 

of the paper. Try to use one sheet only for each topic 

mentioned in the table of contents, and put the namie 

of the topic on the first line of each sheet. 

3. Devote sheet 3 to the characteristics of the Asiatic 
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class and in a tabular form show the names of the 

breeds of this class and the varieties of each breed. In- 

sert one picture for each breed if possible. 

4. Devote sheet 4 to the Mediterranean class in the 

same way as was suggested in 3 for the Asiatic class. 

5. Devote sheet 5 to the American class. 

6. Devote sheet 6 to the variety of poultry which 

you have at home. Classify the birds of your own flock 

and tell why your parents prefer that particular breed 

and variety. 

7. Cut two sheets of colored construction paper so 

that they will be about one-eighth of an inch larger on 

all four sides than the writing paper. Use these as 

covers for the booklet. Bind the book with colored 

cords. Give the booklet a name such as 

Breeds of Poultry, 

Poultry Booklet, 

Classification of Poultry, ete. 

Print the name neatly, or cut letters from construction 

paper and paste these on the cover. Finally, paste an 

attractive poultry picture on the outside. 

8. Let the booklet be an example of your best work 

in writing, language, drawing, and design. You are 

judged, by people who do not know you, by the kind 

of work you do. 

Exercise 10 

POTATO SURVEY 

Object—To make a potato survey of the school dis- 

trict. 
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Procedure.—1. The following is a suggested’ outline 

for a potato survey of the school district. 

POTATO SURVEY 

SChooleDisinicteNos see ee PRowaio fateee eyes County... s-eeeenene 

Totai | Yield cres in in é 
Name of Farmer in Early | Variety) Late |Variety; Esti- per 

Pota- } Pota- Pota- mate Acre 
toes toes toes 

———— | | — |¥  _ |/J | | 

|ja wn H te; 

2. One member of the class should copy on the 

blackboard the outline for the survey. One representa- 

tive of each farm family should copy the outline on a 

sheet of paper and take it home to be filled out with 

answers as nearly correct as possible. 

3. When a farm family in the district is not repre- 

sented by children in the school some member of the 

school should try to secure the data. An effort should 

be made to get the data from all the farms in the school 

district. | 

4. The data gathered should be written on the-board. 

Get the totals. In getting the average yield for the 

district, divide the number representing the total yield 

in bushels by the number representing the total number 

of acres planted to potatoes. 

5. Each member of the class should copy all the data 

to be saved for a survey booklet to be completed at the 

end of the school year. 
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Project 1 

KEEPING POULTRY RECORDS 

Object.—To keep accurate records of the home poul- 

try flock for a period of six months or a year. 

Explanation—This is an excellent project for a boy 

or girl in either seventh or eighth grade. The project 

need not involve any care of the flock; such a project is 

outlined in November. Merely keeping the records of - 

the flock is an excellent project in itself, involving arith- 

metic and all the fundamentals of bookkeeping. There 

is some recording to do every day, and this keeps up the 

interest. The work also offers excellent opportunities 

for comparing the home flock with other flocks, thus 

allowing the owner to get an idea of how well his flock 

is doing. 

Procedure——1. Carefully read over exercise 8 out- 

lined in this chapter. If you have worked this exercise, 

completing the monthly and yearly summary sheets, you 

should have a good, definite idea of how to complete 

poultry records. If you have not, it will be to your 

advantage to work the exercise. 

2. Supply yourself with a ten cent composition book, 

about 7 x 8 inches or a little larger. 

3. Use the first page for the title and the purpose of 

the project. Make all the work so neat that you will 

never be ashamed to show the book to any one. 

4. Use page 2 for the opening inventory. Write this 

out on scratch paper first, check up all data and figures 

to see that they are correct, and then enter these in the 

book. Use page 3 for the closing inventory. 
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5. Use pages 4 and 5 for the daily records as sug- 

gested in exercise 8 of this month. 

6. Use page 6 for one month’s receipts, and page 7 

for expenses of the same month. If you are going to 

keep a six months’ record, you will need 12 pages for 

receipts and expenses; if a year’s record, 24 pages. 

7. Use two pages for the monthly sumrhary sheet, or 

report. See exercise 8. 

8. Use one page for the yearly or semi-yearly sum- 

mary report. 

g. Plan out your work and your book. Show your 

plans to your teacher and parents to see if everything is 

provided for. Get some one at home to put the valua- 

tions on all the items for the opening and closing in- 

ventories. 

10. If labor records are to be kept, record the hours 

‘of work as you do the daily egg records. Determine 

the value of the work per hour and use these figures in 

your final summary sheet. 

References.—F. B. 889: Back-Yard Poultry Keeping. F. B. 562: Boys’ 
and Girls’ Poultry Clubs. Poultry Calendar, The Quaker Oats Co., Chi- 
cago, Ill., Free. Bul. 464, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture: Lessons on Poultry 
for Rural Schools, to cents. 

Project 2 

PUTTING THE GARDEN INTO A GOOD WINTER CONDITION 

Object—To clean up the garden, to fertilize it, to: 

plow or spade it so as to have it ready for spring garden 

work. 

Explanation.—This is a short time project which may 

be well done by any boy in seventh or eighth grade. 

Too many gardens are neglected in the fall and present 
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an unsightly condition during the winter. To get a 

garden into a good winter condition is a splendid project. 

Preparation.—1. Make a study of the care of the gar- 

den in the fall. Find out the value of preparing the 

garden in the fall. 

2. What vegetables may be left in the garden all 

winter? 

3. What is gained by manuring the tein | in the fall? 

By plowing it in the fall? 

4. Why should not the plowed garden be harrowed 

in the fall? 

Procedure——1. Accurately measure the garden and 

make a sketch of the garden plan, showing in a general 

way where the different vegetables were grown. This 

plan may help in forming the plan for the coming year. 

2. Remove all crops, not already harvested, which 

are not to remain in the ground. 

3. Remove all material not suitable for plowing under. 

4. Fertilize the garden with manure. 

5. Plow or spade the garden and leave it in a rough 

condition during the winter. 

6. Keep records of your time, other help, and horse 

labor. Give all these a value per hour, and figure the 

cost and value of the manure. 

References.—F. B. 818: Home Vegetable Garden. F. B. 936: eo 
and Suburban Garden. F. B. 937: Farm Gardening in the North. F. 
934: Farm Gardening in the South 

Exhibits 

POULTRY EXHIBIT AND SALE 

1. In some localities, where a number of boys and 

girls are engaged in poultry raising projects, they hold 
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an occasional poultry show or exhibit, and have a poul- 

try sale. 

2. Three or four school districts, or those of a town- 

ship, combine to hold the poultry show. The entry list 

includes cockrels and pullets of each of the common 

varieties raised. Sometimes this list is extended to old 

birds. Usually ribbons are given as prizes. 

3. In the sale held in connection with the poultry 

show, all surplus cockrels and pullets are scored and 

valued by a good judge. It is assumed, of course, that 

all the birds are pure bred. Farmers are then encour- 

aged to buy the pure bred stock. In one rural school 

poultry sale, the cockrels sold from $.50 to $10.00. 

4. Each boy should make his own exhibition coops. 

EXHIBIT OF PROJECT BOOKLETS 

1. Each school should make occasional efforts to show 

the community some of the work being done by the 

pupils. Project and club work should always be empha- 

sized. Exhibits of project booklets, together with other 

agricultural booklets, make an interesting display. 

2. A program for the benefit of the community, in 

which the pupils give brief accounts of their project 

work, and of their booklet making, will invariably prove 

interesting to the community. 

(See Exhibits in September.) 

THINGS TO OBSERVE IN OCTOBER 

Well housed poultry flocks Breeds of swine 
Different breeds and varie- Winter crops 

ties of poultry Alfalfa fields in good winter 

Fall plowing condition 

Mulching strawberry plants 
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Exercise 1 

STUDY OF AN EAR OF CORN 

Object—To make a study of a mature ear of corn. 

Explanation—A good ear of dent corn should have 

a nearly cylindrical shape. Its length varies with the 

soil and season but should be from 8 to 10 inches. The 

circumference of a good ear is about three-fourths of 

its length. Most ears of dent corn have about 16 rows, 

each row containing about 50 kernels of which about 35 

should be fit for seed. 

Materials —Each member of the class should have a 

fairly good ear of corn of a variety grown in the com- 

munity, and a ruler. A small household balance or 

scales. 

Procedure ——t. Determine the answer to each of the 

following ten items by referring to the ear of corn you 

have. 

SNELL 5 eon ka vie ds wo 0 30 to plant ore acre when 

PC rcuiiierence §.......5.. drilled at 3” 6" x-14” 

epevigaber Of TOWS’....... (10,688 kernels are re- 

a mcernels per TOW ..... quired) 

5: lotal kernels on ear .... 10. Number of ears required 

me Weicht of ear ......... to plant one acre when 

7. Ears required for a bush- checked at. 3° 8" x: 3" 8” 

pleat 70. 1bs. per bu. .... three kernels inahill .... 
8. Kernels fit for seed .... (9,720 kernels are re- 

9. Number of ears required quired ) 

33 
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2. The circumference is usually measured one-third 

of the distance up from the butt, by encircling the ear 

with a strip of paper and then measuring this paper 

with a ruler. 

3. Item 8, “Kernels fit for seed.” All the irregular 

tip and butt kernels are discarded for seed. Count the 

number of regular kernels on an average row and multi- 

ply this number by the number of rows. 

4. In item 7, a common estimate, generally used, is 

L2Quears per bushel. Does the corn you studied run 

above or below this average? 

5. It is commonly estimated that it requires from 12 

to 15 ears of corn to plant an acre. How does the corn 

you studied compare with this estimate ? 

QUESTIONS 

1. Drilling corn in rows 3’ 6” apart and the kernels 14” 

apart in the row would be equivalent to planting how many 

kernels in a hill, if the hills are 3” 6” x 37 67? 

2. What was the average number of rows on all the ears 

studied? 

3. What was the average weight of all the ears? 

4. What would be the number of ears required for 70 

lbs., using the average weight per ear? 

5. How many average ears would be required to plant 

an acre in hills 3’'8” x 3” 8”, three kernels per Inmite 

Exercise 2 

A. LEARNING TO KNOW THE DIFFERENT GRAINS 

Object——To examine heads and threshed samples of 

wheat, rye, barley, and oats; and to be able to identify 

each. 
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Materials —Heads of wheat, rye, barley, and oats, 

and threshed samples of each, balance, 1 pint measure 

(dry). 
Procedure-—1. Examine a head of wheat. Compare 

it with a head of rye, of barley, and of oats, and note 

how it differs from each of them. Compare threshed 

wheat with threshed samples of all the other grains and 

note how it differs from each of them. 

2. Repeat 1 with rye. How do the threshed samples 

of rye differ from those of wheat? . 

3. Repeat 1 with barley. Separate the kernel from 

the hull and compare it with the separated kernel of 

wheat and of rye. 

4. Repeat I with oats. 

5. What is the legal weight per bushel of each of 

these four grains in your state? What is the weight of a 

bushel of shelled corn? Why is oats so much lighter 

than the others? What is the present market price of a 

bushel of each of these grains? 

B. GRADING GRAINS 

1. When car loads of any of these grains reach the 

large markets, they are graded as shown under Market 

“Grades. The prices of the various grades are quoted 
in daily newspapers. 

2. If time permits, practice grading some of these 

grains. One pint, dry measure, of each sample is suffi- 

cient. From the weight of a pint you can determine the 

weight of a bushel. Spread the pint of grain out on a 

tin pie plate and examine it. Then make up your 

mind into what grade it falls. 
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MARKET GRADES 

OaTs 

No. 1 White Oats—Shall be white, dry, sweet, sound, bright, clean, 
‘se pom other grain and weigh not less than 32 lbs. to the measured 
ushel, 

No. 2 White.Oats—Shall be 95 per cent white, dry, sweet, shall con- 
tain not more than 1 per cent of dirt, and 1 per cent of other grain and 
weigh not less than 29 lbs. to the measured bushel. 

Standard White Oats—Shall be 92 per cent white, dry, sweet, shall not 
contain more than 2 per cent of dirt and 2 per cent of other grain and 
weigh not less than 28 lbs. to the measured bushel. : 

No. 3 White Oats—Shall be sweet, 90 per cent white, shall not contain 
more than 3 per cent of dirt and 5 per cent of other grain and weigh not 
less than 24 lbs. to the measured bushel. 

No. 4 White Oats—Shall be 90 per cent white, may be damp, dam- 
aged, musty or very dirty. 

Note—Yellow oats shall not be graded higher than No. 3 White Oats. 

RYE 

No. 1 Rye—Shall be dry, sound, plump, sweet and well cleaned and 
weigh not less than 57 lbs. to the measured bushel. 

No. 2 Rye—Shall be dry, sound and contain not more than 1 per cent 
of other grain or foreign matter and weigh not less than 55 Ibs. to the 
measured bushel, 

No. 3 Rye—Shall include inferior rye not unsound, but from any other 
cause not good enough for No. 2 and weigh not less than 53 lbs. to the 
measured bushel. 

No. 4 Rye—May be damp, musty or dirty, and weigh not less than 50 
lbs. to the measured bushel. 

BARLEY 

No. t Barley—Shall be sound, plump, bright, clean and free from 
other grain, and not scoured nor clipped, shall weigh not less than 48 Ibs. 
to the measured bushel. 

No. 2 Barley—Shall be sound, of healthy color (bright or straw color), 
reasonably clean and reasonably free from other grain and seeds, and not 
Sean nor clipped, shall weigh not less than 46 lbs. to the measured 
ushel. 

No. 3 Barley—Shall include slightly shrunken or otherwise lightly dam- 
aged barley, not good enough for No. 2, and not scoured nor clipped, shall 
weigh not less than 44 Ibs. to the measured bushel. 

No. 4 Barley—Shall include barley fit for malting purposes, not good 
enough for No. 3. 

No. 1 Feed Barley—Shall test not less than 40 lbs. to the measured 
bushel, shall be cool. and reasonably free from other grain and seeds, and 
not good enough for No. 4, and may include barley with a strong ground 
smell, or a slightly musty or bin smell. 

Rejected Barley—Shall include all barley testing under 40 Ibs. to the 
measured bushel, or barley which is badly musty or badly damaged, and 
not good enough to grade ‘‘feed’’ barley. 

WINTER WHEAT 

No. t Hard Winter Wheat—Shall include all varieties of pure, hard 
winter wheat, sound, plump, dry, sweet and well cleaned, and weigh not 
less than 61 Ibs. to the measured bushel. 

No. 2. Hard Winter Wheat—Shall include all varieties of hard winter 
wheat of either or both light and dark colors, dry, sound, sweet and clean, 
and may contain not more than 25 per cent of soft red winter wheat, and 
weigh not less than 59 lbs. to the measured bushel. 

No. 3 Hard Winter Wheat—Shall include all varieties of hard winter 
wheat of either or both light and dark colors, not clean or plump enough 
for No. 2, and may contain not more than 25 per cent of soft red winter 
wheat, and weigh not less than 56 lbs. to the measured bushel. 

————E——— 
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No. 4 Hard Winter Wheat—Shall include all varieties of hard winter 
wheat of either or both light and dark colors. It may be damp, musty or 
dirty, and may contain not more than 25 per cent of soft red winter 
wheat, and weigh not less than 50 lbs. to the measured bushel. 

—From “Grades of Grain’”’—Ill. Grain Inspec- 
tion Dept., Chicago, Illinois. 

QUESTIONS 

1. What are advantages of grading grains? 
2. Which grade of these grains is most abundantly found 

on the markets? (See quotations in newspapers.) 

Exercise 3 

JUDGING A DAIRY COW , 

Object—To learn to judge a dairy cow by means of 

a score card. 

Materials—Score card for dairy cows, and a dairy 

cow. 

Explanation—1. A score card enumerates all the im- 

portant considerations or points commonly considered 

in judging a dairy cow. The score card also gives a 

numerical value to each point; the sum of these numer- 

ical values is 100, the score of an ideally perfect animal. 

There are many different score cards for dairy cattle. 

They differ very little; any one will do. The one here 

given is applicable to all dairy cows. 

SCORE CARD FOR DAIRY CATTLE 

BCC vise 4 vine tax DARINE I 553 to ureieareset 4 Rearster, NOs .« <<: 

General appearance.—A dairy cow should weigh not less 

then 800 pounds, have large capacity for feed, a dairy tem- 

perament, well developed milk organs, fine quality and per- 

fect health, and be capable of a large production of milk and 
butter fat. 
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Points Perfect | Scorer’s | Corrected 

Indication of capacity for feed, 25 points: 
Face, broad between the eyes and long; muzzle 

clean-cut; mouth large; lips strong; lower 
jaws lean and sinewy. 5 | eae ek eee 

Body, wedge shape as viewed from front, ‘side, 
and top; ribs long, far apart and well sprung; 
breast full and wide; flanks, deep and full... TO 5 +}... Seole eee eee 

Back, straight; chine, broad and open; loin, 
broadiandErcomyane eee eee WEE Oe ond ole one 

Hips and thurls, wide apart and high........ 5 a 8S cell eee 
Indication of dairy temperament, 25 points: 

Head, clean-cut and fine in contour; eyes, 
prominent tall vand ibrighteee eee ee 3. |. Oe ees 

Neck, thin, long, neatly joined to head and 
shoulders, and free from throatiness and 
(Ken CAE NOW nt ei uel Mee Se eR aterir no Ashe MES tae 4, |.etsa tee eee 

Brisket, lean and light t:2-:.,.ten sep aes ae 2 
Shoulders, lean, sloping, nicely laid up to 

body; points prominent; withers sharp..... A AAs. Ce eee 
Back, strong, prominent to tail head and 

Open FOMmbed.. ae cline ee ee een oie: 3. Jliaset ee eee 
Hips, prominent, sharp and level with Back Bi Wl echo en cohahel eee 
Thighs, thinvand ineurving. <0. lose sms. san 7 RPE Fe hig oc 
Dathiinelandtapeninges «ae ce ariel { 02... 2:33 
Legs, Straight shankmineueaene eerie iat I ||...315420n eee 

Indication of well-developed milk organs, 25 points: 
Rump, long, wide, and level; pelvis roomy... 3 Hick a See eee 
Thighs, wide apart; twist, high and open.... 3 |i sete eee 
Udder, large, pliable, extending well forward 

and high up behind; quarters, full, sym- 
metrical, evenly joined, and well held up to 
OG /e eit See OE eer te eee EAT Spee TS. (| |. dckegete sll eee 

Teats, plumb, good size, symmetrical, and ° 
well*placed: ti. 4A voce tae Oe eee oe A lasd. Ale] See 

Indications of strong circulatory system, health, 
vigor, and milk flow, 25 Regs 

Eyes, bright and placid.. RELA othe avore sie 2 ls ee anecoseell ees eee 
Nostrls larsevand openseeimrcre seiciniera ster 3 |ecate eee 
Chest, Toomyen so coer eee eae EE RR Ras nA diac 6cc 
Skin, pliable; hair, fine and straight; secretions 
abundant in ear, on body, and at end of tail / ME SA ea esac ic. 

Veins, prominent on face and udder; mam- 
mary veins, large, long, crooked, and branch- { 
ing; milk wells large and numerous........ YE PER se eye Gants occ 

Escutcheon, wide and extending high up.... I | 

SX 250 0c) ol <r ee PN Ann ey te ena MOORS oc GG re 

Name lof: Scorer ni ae soon eee earner Dates ick. Joe. eee 

Bul. 281, U. S. Dept. of Agric. 

Procedure.—1. First, become thoroughly familiar 

with the meaning of all the words mentioned on the 

score card. 
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2. Then learn to locate accurately the parts of a cow 

mentioned on the score card. 

3. Form an ideal of a perfect cow in your mind. 

4. Be able to describe the parts of a cow as they are 

to be found in a perfect animal. . 

5. Go, as a class, to a neighboring farm where per- 

mission has been obtained to judge one of the cows. 
— 

wy HIP BONE. ~~~ ~>- BACH +> >> > et 
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PARTS OF A DAIRY Cow.—Courtesy U. S. Department of Agriculture 

6. With the ideal in mind, proceed to judge the cow. 

View the animal from all sides and record the score for 

each point in the proper place on the score card. 

7. When you have finished, ask the owner of the cow 

to score her. in the third 

Compare your score 

Write the owner’s score 

column, called “corrected score.” 

with his and note the differences. 

8. Does the cow show a good capacity for feed? A 
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good dairy temperament? Well developed milk organs? 

Good health and constitution? Is she a good producer? 

(Ask the owner.) 

To the Teacher.—Make arrangements with some farmer 

near the school to allow your pupils to judge a dairy cow, 

and leave a score card with him. Drill the class in naming 

and describing the parts of a cow before you go out to 

judge the animal. When the pupils have finished their judg- 
. 

ing, get the owner to judge the animal, and have the pupils 

write his score in the last column of the score card headed 

“Corrected.” 

Exercise 4 

COMPETITIVE JUDGING OF DAIRY COWS 

Object—To be able to pick out the first, second, and 

third best dairy cow from a group of four or five cows, 

and to state your reasons for your selections. 

Explanation—There occur everywhere contests for 

boys and girls in judging a group of animals,—that is, 

picking out the first, second, and third best. This exer- . 

cise is to help the pupil to learn how this judging is 

done. To be successful in such contests you’ need to 

practice this judging often. | 

Materials —A group of four or five dairy cows. 

Procedure ——1. The group of cows should be tied to 

a fence or to separate posts far enough apart to permit 

each animal to be studied. The animals should be 

numbered in the group or class. 

2. Carefully observe each cow in the group, bearing 

in mind the four questions asked at the end of exercise 

3, and also the most important points mentioned on the 

score card. Decide which of the cows is the Bese 
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DEVELOPS GOOD JUDGMENT.—Courtesy International 
Harvester Co. 

JUDGING ANIMALS 

Enter her number to right of “First Place,” and briefly 

state under “Remarks,” why you consider her to be the 

best. 

STATEMENT FOR COMPETITIVE JUDGING. 

RTM Te ae et Se ee Ne PATIO Roker orcs, stele s-< i 

Remarks 

BRC LaAGer oc eles ha. terete | 

Remarks 
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3. Follow this same method in selecting the second 

best cow in the group, and also the third. Under “Re- 

marks” be sure to state the most important reasons, 

omitting minor details. 

To the Teacher—Make the arrangements for this exercise 

with a nearby dairy farmer, before undertaking to carry it 

out. This exercise may be carried out the same day you go 

to judge a cow, and on the same farm. Clearly explain the 

exercise to the class before you start out to do the work. 

Chapter 23, pages 260-261, in “An Introduction to Agricul- 

ture,’ gives good suggestions for this exercise. 

Exercise 5 

COST OF A POUND OF DIGESTIBLE NUTRIENTS IN DIFFERENT 

FEEDS : 

Object——To calculate the cost of one pound of diges- 

tible nutrients, and the cost of one pound cof digestible 

protein in a few common feeds. 

Explanation—Review exercise 8 in September. The 

formula for calculating the total amount of digestible 

nutrients in a feeding stuff 1s :— 

Dig. protein-+dig. carbohydrates+ (dig. fat2.25)= 

total amount of digestible nutrients. 

The value of any feeding stuff depends upon the total 

amount of digestible nutrients it contains, and upon the 

amount of protein. 

Procedure—1. Below are four feeding stuffs, or 

feeds. Find the total amount of digestible nutrients, 

and the amount of digestible protein in 100 lbs. in each 

of them. Exercise 8, September, shows these. The 

last column is filled out to serve merely as an illustration. 
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! 

Shelled | Wheat Oats Wheat | Rye 
Corn Bran 

Total dig. nutrients in 100 lbs...... 81.60 
Digestible protein in 100 lbs.. ah 9.50 
Price per 100 lbs.. eee ie $ $ $ $2.50 
Cost of 1 lb. of dig. nutrients...... .03 
ect or © Ib. dig. protein.......... 26 

2. Get the wholesale price of each of the four feeds 

considered in I, as given in local newspapers, or use 

prevailing local prices. Insert these figures in the proper 

places in the outline given above. 

3. Calculate the cost of 1 lb. of digestible nutrients in 

each feed, and insert these figures in the proper places. 

Carry your answers to two decimals. If the third deci- 

mal is five or more add 1 to the second decimal; if it 

is less than 5, drop it. 

| 4, In like manner, calculate the cost of one lb. of 

protein in each of the feeds, as in article 3. 

5. If time permits, make similar calculation with other 

feeds. 

QUESTIONS 

1. In which of the four feeds considered can you get 

I lb. of digestible nutrients for the least money? 

2. In which can you buy protein at the lowest cost? 

3. What is the cheaper feed, corn or oats? 

To the Teacher.—These are good practical problems in 

arithmetic which 7th and &th grade pupils should be able to 

work. Assign them for arithmetic and discuss the results 

in the agricultural period. 
Have the pupils extend all calculations to two decimals. 

If the third decimal is 5 or more add 1 to the second deci- 

mal; if less than 5 drop it. 
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Exercise 6 

HAECKER’S FEEDING STANDARDS 

Object.—To learn how to calculate the amount of 

digestible nutrients dairy cows require, according to the 

results or standards Prof. Haecker established from 

experiments with feeding dairy cows. 

Explanation—After feeding trials with dairy cattle, 

Professor T. L. Haecker, at the Minnesota Agricultural 

Experiment Station, deducted that an animal weighing 

about 1,000 Ibs. needed 

Digestible Nutrients. 

For Maintenance Protein Carbohydrates Fat 
1000 Lbs. sais aes nana | Sema es cen 

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 
Te 7.CO rie 

per day to maintain its own weight, when the animal 

was not producing milk. He called this amount of 

required to00d, “food for maintenance: ” 

If the animal was producing milk, he found that for 

each pound of milk produced per day, the animal needed 

the following additional amounts of food. This amount 

varied with the butter fat test of the milk. He called 

this additional amount “‘food for production.” 

Additional food requirements for 1 lb. of milk testing: 

Digestible Nutrients 

Test of Milk Protein Carbohydrates Fat 
ah et Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 

2% .047 .20 :O17 
3°50 049 22 O19 
4% .054 24 .O21 
4.5% .057 .26 .023 
5% .060 .28 .024 
es, .064 | .30 .028 
% .067 ie Re Ve) .028 
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A. Calculating the Food Requirements for Maintenance. 

Procedure.—1. The food requirements for the main- 

tenance of an 800 Ib. cow are: 

Protein Carbohydrates Fat 
.56 Lbs. 5.60 Lbs, . 80 Lbs. 

.7 lbs. protein .7 lbs. carbohydrates .I Ibs. fat 
x .8 <8 <8 

.56 lbs. protein 5.60 lbs. carbohydrates .80 lbs. fat 

This is so because 800 lbs. is .8 of 1,000 lbs. 

2. Calculate in like manner the food for maintenance 

required by a goo lb. cow; by a 1250 lb. cow. Give the 

results in tabular form as shown above. 

B. Calculating the Food Requirements for Production. 

Procedure.—1. The feed requirements for the produc- 

tion of 20 lbs. of 4% milk are: 

Protein Carbohydrates Fat 
1.08 lbs. 4.80 lbs. .42 Ibs. 

.054 lbs. protein .24 tbs. carbohydrates .021 
X20 X20 X20 

1.08 lbs. protein 4.80 lbs. carbohydrates .42 lbs. fat 

2. In like manner calculate the feed requirements for 

the production of 20 lbs. of 3.5% milk; for 30 lbs. of 

5.5% milk. Give the results in tabular form as shown 

above. 

C. Calculating the Food Requirements for Maintenance 

and Production. 

Procedure—t1. According to the calculations given 

above an 800 lb. cow, producing 20 lbs. of 4% milk per 

day, would require in one day the following digestible 

nutrients : 
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Protein | Carbohydrates Fat 
lbs. lbs. lbs. 

Horamambenance, 600 bse mae eee .56 5.60 .80 
For production, 20 Ibs., 4% milk.......:.... 1.08 4.80 242 

Rotal requirements. sce eee 1.64 | 10.40 | Lez 

2. Ina similar manner calculate the total feed require- 

ments fora 

goo-lb. cow producing 20 lbs. of 3.5% milk per day, 

also for a 

1250-lb. cow producing 30 lbs. of 5.5% milk per day. 

3. The calculations given above are used to aid in 

balancing, scientifically, rations for cows. Standards 

for other animals are used in exactly the same way. 

Another is given in Table 8, Appendix. If an animal 

requires in a day 

Protein Carbohydrates Fat 

1.64 lbs 10.40 Ibs. 1.22 1ps: 

its ration will be balanced when the feed it is fed in a 

day contains these three nutrients in the proportions 

given above. 

QUESTIONS 

I. Two cows weigh 1,000 lbs. each. One gives 20 Ibs. 

of 4 per cent milk in a day, and the other 40 lbs. of 4 per 

cent milk; which one should be given the most feed? 

2. Of two cows, one weighs 800 lbs., and the other, 1,200 

Ibs., and they both give the same amount of milk, testing 4 

per cent; which is the more profitable cow? 

To the Teacher—tThe problems in this exercise constitute 

good work in arithmetic in the practical use of tables. As- 

sign them for arithmetic work and discuss the results in ag- 
riculture. For a further discussion of them, see Bul. 130, 
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Feeding Dairy Cows. College of Agriculture, St. Paul, 
Minn., and Introduction to Agriculture, chap. 21. 

Exercise 7 

BALANCING RATIONS FOR DAIRY COWS 

Object——To learn how rations for dairy cows are 

scientifically balanced. 

Explanation—A balanced ration is one which supplies 

an animal with the proper amount of the three nutrients, 

protein, carbohydrates, and fat, in the proper propor- 

tions by weight. The feeding standards, based on many 

feeding trials, one of which was described in exercise 

6, are our best authority for finding out what the needs 

of the animals are. If we know the needs, or total 

amounts of the three digestible nutrients an animal re- 

quires, and then feed that animal a suitable ration con- 

taining these digestible nutrients in approximately the 

same proportions by weight, the ration will be balanced. 

_ Procedure—1. Let us suppose that we have a 1,000 

lb. cow which is producing 25 lbs. of 5% milk per day, 

and that we want to feed her a balanced ration according 

to the Haecker Feeding Standards. 

2. The feed requirements for this cow are: 

NUTRIENTS REQUIRED 

Total 
Protein | Carbohydrates Fat Nutrients 

bs. Ibs. Ibs. Ibs. 

For maintenance, 1000 lbs........ .70 7.00 .10 
Bormiesibs.-of 5% milk... 2... 5. I.50 7.00 .60 

Total requirements.,........ 2.20 | 14.00 70 17.58 

The nutritive ratio of the requirements is I : 7.0. 
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3. Let us suppose that we have on hand red clover 

hay, corn silage, and ground barley, corn, and oil meal, 

and that by the use of these feeds we wish to feed the 

cow a balanced ration. As the data shows, these feeds, 

taken in the following amounts, approximately balance 

the requirements of the cow. 

NUTRIENTS PROVIDED IN RATION. 

: ; Carbo- Total 
Feed Amount | Protein hydrates Fat Nutene 

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 

Cloverhay ss 13 92 4.91 24 
Corn silage. os). 24 22 .40 4.54 22 
Corn ground 1.5.22 2 .16 1.34 .09 
Oilatea ly, weno es. I 30 n22 107 
Barley, ground.... 2 oi 7) Lipee .03 
Oats; ground... i. 3 32 15. 12 

Nutrients provided. 7 2.25 13.93 77) Eo Gn 

Nutrients required. 220, 14.00 FO 17.58 

The nutritive ratio of the food provided is 1 : 7.0. 

4. The nutrients in the ration provided, approximately 

balance the nutrients required, and the ration is closely 

enough balanced for ordinary purposes. Calculations 

show that the total amount of digestible nutrients in the 

ration slightly exceed the amount in the requirements. 

5. In like manner balance a ration for an 800 Ib. cow 

producing 20 lbs. of 4% milk a day. 

A few hints may not be amiss here. 

In formulating rations— 

Allow about 1 Ib. of hay and 3% lbs. of silage for 

every 100 lbs. of live weight, and 1 lb. of a good grain 
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mixture to each 3 to 4 lbs. of milk produced per day. 

If no silage is fed, allow 2 lbs. of hay for every i100 

Ibs. of live weight. 

6. If time permits, balance a ration for a 1,200 lb. cow 

producing 30 lbs. of 4% milk per day. 

“An Introduction to Agriculture,” Chapter 21, gives.a discussion of 
balanced rations. See Exercise 8, September, for calculating the total 
nutrients. See Exercise 5, October, for calculating the nutritive ratio. 

Exercise 8 

JUDGING POULTRY 

Object.—To learn how to judge poultry. 

Explanation.—In communities which lay considerable 

stress on poultry raising, and where poultry clubs exist 

in the school, it will be advisable to take up this exercise. 

The school should be provided with a copy of “Stan- 

dards of Perfection,” published by the American Poultry 

Association, Chicago. Price $2.00. It is the most au- 

thoritative book on poultry judging, and gives full 

directions, disqualifications, and score cards for each 

breed. 

Procedure—1. Learn the names of the parts of a 

chicken as shown in the cut. Cover the names of the 

parts, and see if you can name them correctly. 

2. Learn to know the characteristics of the different 

parts of a bird of the breed and variety you intend to 

judge. These are given in “Standards of Perfection.” 

3. With your teacher visit a farm where permission 

has been secured to judge a bird of the breed whose 

characteristics you have studied. 
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gs x 
SADDLE 
FEATHERS 

Wh, 
‘afin alu wl & aoe yak é 

eae tie " 
Mae hy, ee ign a iets 

Dt > ae, See seas a. ee 
c Wr yee =n, PRL ty 

CUT SHOWING PARTS OF A GOOD MALE BIRD.—Courtesy Missouri State College 
of Agriculture 

4. With the ideal in mind, proceed to judge the bird. 

Take up each point as it occurs on the score card. 
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PouLTRY SCORE CARD 

The score card is a means of directing the attention 

to the different parts of a chicken with the relative value 

given to each part. It does not propose to give a list 

of cuts, but rather to help one to judge by comparison. 

The following score card divides the bird into ten sec- 

tions. 

We ne eine 4, cee oceh NUN TITEL gp See NE EAA 

2 ee AU Lea Sl ed a acl 

Allowed Cuts 

Shape |} Color | Shape | Color 

———— | eS OO EE OE eee 

me ) Condition, weight and size:,...... Dri Meeeteetvee raee etter 5: 2, 
REET US) yt a)! avai sd x chal n Vee Hk wbx A ee ALS Ne ir el 
Bem AM IMMACES <2 uy. te ok es 2 8 7 tone ot | aan 
vib, <1, 1S" 5 RSS elas anes Are ame a eae 4 SMe eet oda 
ly BES ee IES Been ae ae pearrir eee 6 PEMA reeoe Sires asa » 
La A a na Ee 6 Sa ee es 
MAINES os fase. bos nas aio Sie wn ee els 5 Cal Dn oan 
PPPS. hc aso edie Ses see 5 Ear WE WoL Paes Vins 
(AE) 12 00 SEA ee ee en a oe 5 og Se) ae 

pie Peers GOES. fee arcs es oil aes: 3 a eck ae) | ea 

Pirate aden ye ta ete alas Sardis 60 ARERR, Beat eins 54) 

To the Teacher.—Very often the score card method of judging poultry 
is too difficult to undertake unless one has the assistance of a person who 
has judged poultry in like manner. Much may be gained by taking the 
class to places near the school where the pupils may observe and study 
some of the breeds of the four common classes of poultry. Let the pupils 
pick out in each flock a few birds which are good specimens of their breed. 
If you take up this exercise in this manner, have the class observe, and 
describe in their notes, the characteristics of each class and of each breed 
of poultry studied. 
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Exercise 9 

DAIRY CATTLE BOOKLET 

Object—To make an illustrated booklet showing com- 
mon breeds of dairy cows. } 

Procedure.—i. Read again Exercise 9, October “Poul- 

try Booklet.” The general plan of the dairy cattle book- 

let will be similar to that of the poultry booklet. 

2. Suggested table of contents for a dairy cattle book- 

let. 

SAMPLES OF GOOD DAIRY CATTLE BOOKLETS... TRY TO MAKE BETTER ONES.— 
Courtesy Rural Students, Whitewater, Wis., Normal School 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

I. General characteristics 4. Guernseys 

of Dairy Cattle 5. Ayrshires 

2. Holsteins 6. Brown Swiss, 

3. Jerseys 7 7. Dutch Belted 
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3. Devote page one of the booklet to the ‘‘Table of 

Contents,’ and pages 2 and 3, the two pages opposite 

each other at the same opening, to the general char- 

acteristics of dairy cattle, merely mentioning the differ- 

ent breeds in a columnar form. Illustrate your discus- 

sions. | 

4. Devote the next six pages to the six common breeds 

of dairy cattle,—one breed to a page with one or two 

illustrations for each breed. 

5. Make a cover and bind the booklet as suggested in 

Bx Q,;/Oct. 

6. A beef cattle booklet may be made in a similar 

manner. 

Exercise 10 

DAIRY CATTLE SURVEY 

Object—To make a dairy cattle survey of the school 

district. 
Procedure —t. The following outline is suggested for 

the dairy cattle survey. 

DAIRY CATTLE SURVEY. 

School District No. ...... MOWNGOle ate lake ets are (OTe ae et a a 

DAL Were ee olen sien 

Number of Cows Number of 

Name of Farmer Pure Young : Breed 
Bred Grade | Scrub | tock Sires 

ot a le ae 
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For articles 2-3-4-5, see Exercise 10, October, and 

complete this exercise in same general manner as that 

on potatoes. 

6. A similar outline may be used for beef cattle. 

To the Teacher.—lf the class makes a dairy cattle booklet, 

as outlined in previous exercise, this survey would be an 

interesting sheet to add to the booklet. 

Project 1 

SPROUTING OATS FOR LAYING HENS. 

Object—To sprout oats for laying hens during the 

winter months when no other green feed is available. 

Explanation. — Green feed serves 

as an appetizer for all kinds of poul- 

try. It adds variety to the ration, has mI 

2 
good effect upon the digestive system, 

and also imparts a good yellow color 

to the yolk of the egg. During the 

greater part of the year, the free 

range supplies ample green feed, but 

during the cold winter months sprout- 

ed oats form a good substitute for the 

| 
Ria 
A 

aT Pare 

al 

range. Do not undertake this project 

unless you have a warm cellar which 

contains a heating plant. 
TRY YOUR HAND AT 

MAKING A RACK FOR Preparation—1. Gather all the in- 
TRAYS OF SPROUT- i s 

ING OATS, formation you can about sprouting 

oats. 

2. Try to see some manufactured or home-made oat 

sprouters. If it is possible, inquire also the method used 

in sprouting oats. 
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Procedure-—Make six or seven trays about 1% or 2 

inches high. For the ends and sides use % inch or 34 

inch wood strips. For the bottom of a tray use any 

light lumber, such as found in orange or soap boxes. 

A good size for the trays is 12 x 18 inches. This is 

large enough to supply oats for 30 or 40 hens. 

2. Soak enough oats in a bucket of warm water over 

night to make a layer 34 to 1 inch deep when spread out 

in a tray. The following morning drain off the water 

and spread the oats out in the tray. 

3. set the tray in a warm part of the cellar and 

sprinkle the oats with warm water every morning and 

night. Never let the oats get dry. In about two weeks 

the oats will have sprouted enough to be used as feed. 

4. Every three or four days start a new tray, and 

keep the project going as long as you wish to feed 

sprouted oats. 

+5. If you start a tray every three days you will allow 

three days to feed the oats held in a tray, and since it 

takes about two weeks for these oats to get ready to 

be fed, you will need from four to six trays. 

6. A rack may easily be made which will hold all the 

trays. 

7. Keep accurate account of the amount of oats used 

in a month, and of your time, allowing yourself 15 cts. 

per hour. What does the sprouted oats cost a month? 

Reference.—Poultry Production, Lippincott. Pages 353 and 354. 
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Project 2 

WINTER MANAGEMENT OF A SMALL FLOCK OF PULLETS 

Object.—To take entire charge of the management of 

a small flock, 6 or 12 pullets, during the winter. 

Explanation—This is an excellent project for an 

enterprising boy or girl during the winter. A small 

flock of March or April hatched chicks, fairly well ma- 

ture by October, will 

begin to lay in No- 

vember and continue 

to lay during the 

winter if the flock is 

properly fed and 

housed. 

Procedure.—1. Be- 

fore starting this pro- 

ject, one should have 

a clear and definite 

idea of the different 

TWO GIRLS WHO FOUND MUCH ENJoyMent factors essential to 
IN TAKING CARE OF THE HOME FLOCK.— - 
Courtesy Iowa State Teachers’ College. the successful winter 

management of a 

flock of poultry. The following topics should be studied 

and well understood and all preparations for housing 

made before the project is started. 

a. What kind of a poultry house and how large a house 

do I need for my flock? 

b. What interior fixtures should the house have? 

c. What is a good winter ration? Is this ration balanced 
for egg production? What is its nutritive ratio? 
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d. From what source are the birds going to get animal 
protein? 

e. How am I going to supply the birds with succulent 

and green feed? 

f. How much scratch feed should I feed the birds? 
g. What records ought I to keep? 

h. Where am I going to get the pullets? What should I 
pay for them? How can I pick out good ones? 

2. When all preparations have been made, get the 

birds and start the project. 

3. Make an account book from a 5,or 10 cent compo- 

sition book. Start with the opening inventory. See 

Exercise 8, October, and Project 1, October. 

4. Keep accurate egg records and receipt and expense 

accounts. See Exercise 8, October. 

5. Be sure to fill out the monthly summary sheet as 

suggested in Exercise 8, October. 

6. At the close of the project, get the closing inventory 

and fill out the final summary sheet. 

7. Get some one to feed the birds at noon and evening 

for you when in school. 

8. Keep separate labor records, if you wish, and sub- 

tract the cost of labor from the profit over feed to get 

the net profit. 

References.—F. B. 957: Poultry Diseases. F. B. 287: Poultry Man- 

i ie cab on Paulity for Rilral, Schoo 10 
- cents, Supt. of Public Documents. 

See ‘An Introduction to Agriculture, 
Publications. 

” Table 1, Appendix, Government 

| THINGS TO OBSERVE IN NOVEMBER 

Different Breeds of Cattle Winter Protection of Shrubs 

Good Milk House Model Dairy Barn 
Root Cellar [Grafting A Separator - 

, Cuttings of Twigs for Spring Seed Corn Curing Room 
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Exercise 1 

TESTING MILK FOR BUTTER FAT 

Object—VJo find the per cent of butter fat in milk. 

Explanat'on.—In testing milk for butter fat a definite 

amount of milk is mixed with a definite amount of acid 

in a graduated milk testing bottle. The acid dissolves 

all the constituents of the milk except 

the butter fat. The bottle containing 

the mixture of acid and milk is re- 

volved in a Babcock tester which 

quickly separates the butter fat from 

the mixture. Hot water is then added 

to the bottle, and the mixture is re- 

volved again. This action brings all 

the butter fat up into the graduated 

portion of the test bottle so that it 

can be measured. This test, known 

as the Babcock test, was invented by 

rest BOTTLE GC. | CrOl S, M. Babcock. sor then ame TEST BOM ee 

Court D . . 
Sepuneioe Je Laval sin State Agricultural College. 

Materials—Babcock tester, milk test 

bottles, pipette, acid measure, sulphuric acid, samples of 

milk, two glasses, beaker, water bath, and thermometer. 

Procedure.—1. The fundamental steps in testing milk 

are: 

80 
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a. Sampling e. Heating in a water bath 

b. Pipetting f. Reading the test 
ce. Adding acid [ing g. Cleaning 

d. Whirling and water add- 

2. Sampling.—Stir well the milk you are to bring to 

school to test, before you take a sample of it. Use a 

pint Mason jar in which to carry the milk. When you 

are ready to test it, shake the jar gently to loosen the 

cream which may stick to the sides. Remove the cover 

and pour the milk back and forth in and out of a glass 

several times. | 

3. Pipetting—I m me dt- 

ately draw milk into the pi- 

pette by suction with your 

mouth, to a point about ™% 

of an inch above the circular 

mark on the neck of the pi- 

pette. Firmly press your 

tongue against the opening 
a SHOWING PROPER WAY TO ADD THE 

of the pipette so that you can MILK TO A TEST BOTTLE.—Cour- 
tesy De Laval Separator Co. 

place the forefinger of your 

left hand over the lower opening of the pipette and re- 

lease the tongue. Then press the forefinger of the right 

hand firmly over the top opening of the pipette, and 

remove the finger at the lower end. A large drop of 

milk will fall from the pipette. Now replace the finger 

at the lower end, and remove the finger at the top for 

a moment and then replace. Release the finger at the 

lower end, as before. Continue this until the milk low- 

ers to the mark. You have now 17.6 c.c. of milk, or 18 

grams. Run the milk into the test bottle held at an angle. 
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4. Adding Acid. —Fill the acid measure to the mark, 

with the sulphuric acid used to test milk. Pour it care- 

oe and slowly into the bottle, holding the same at a 

slant, ~Then miaxeiie 

contents by a rotary mo- 

tion, the mouth of the 

: ate A eee See. | bottle being held away 

“-B from the face. Keep on 

mixing the contents un- 

til all the curd has com- 

pletely dissolved. 

Read from A to D 5. Whirling and Add- 

ing Water.— Place the 
bottle in the tester, bal- 

ancing with a similar 

eae bottle filled with milk or 

are water on the other side. 

Whirl at the speed in- 

dicated on the machine 

for five minutes. Stop 

ev BE READ.—-Courtesy Indiana Experiment te Machine, anialea ans 
seats beaker or acid measure, 

add boiling hot soft water to the bottle of milk you are 

testing until the fat is raised to the base of the neck. 

Whirl again for two minutes. Add more hot water 

slowly to bring the fat into the graduated portion of the 

neck of the bottle. Whirl for one minute. 

6. Heating in a Water Bath—Set the bottle in a hot 
water bath, having a temperature of 125° to 135° 

Fahrenheit, for ten minutes. If no water bath is avail- 

able, proceed at once to article 7, reading the test. 
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7. Reading.—Read the fat column from the very bot- 

tom of lower end to the very top of the upper as shown 

in cut. Use dividers if you have them. Record the test. 

8. Cleaning—Empty the bottles, while hot, with con- 

tinuous shaking to loosen the sediment in the bottom. 

Rinse the bottles with hot water. 

QUESTIONS 

I. Why is the testing of milk for butter fat important? 
2. Why do many farmers weigh and test the milk of their 

cows? 

3. If 100 Ibs. of 3.5 per cent milk is worth $2.00, what 
would 100 Ibs. of 5 per cent milk be worth if 4 cents is paid 
for each 1/1o per cent fat over 3.5 per cent. 

Exercise 2 

TESTING CREAM AND SKIM MILK FOR BUTTER FAT 

A. TESTING CREAM 

Object.—To test cream for the per cent of butter fat. 

Materials —Milk testing outfit, cream test bottles and 

cream balance. 
{ 1 

PEEPPTEPTT EEE PETER CEE PPT EEOTTTE deme ne— 4 4 4 

A CREAM TEST BOTTLE, A CREAM _ BALANCE.— 
—Courtesy De La- Courtesy De _ Laval 
val Separator Co, Separator Co. 
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Procedure.—1. Cream is tested for butter fat in 

almost the same manner as milk is. Cream test bottles 

must be used, and exactly 18 grams must be put in the 

bottles. -For this purpose a sensitive cream balance 

must be used. Add the cream from a pipette to the 

bottle on the balance until 18 grams have been added. 

2. The test is read from the bottom of the column of 

butter fat to the top of the meniscus, 

or upper curved surface, of the but- 

ter fat. 

B. TESTING SKIM MILK 

Procedure.—t. In testing skim milk 

special double-necked bottles must be 

used. 

2. 17.6 c.c.. of the skim=miligis 

* Gorm: Courtesy added to ithe bottle -withy ious 
te Gg 8” _nette, but through the. large paieeme 

and the test is read on the narrow 

graduated neck. 

3. Use 21 c.c. of sulphuric acid in testing skim milk. 

QUESTIONS 

1. Why is the neck of a cream test bottle larger than 
that of a milk test bottle? 

2. What is gained by testing skim milk? 

3. Why does a skim milk test bottle have two necks? 
4. How would you write decimally #95% 

To the Teacher.—There are for sale pipettes which have 

two circular marks around the upper portion. The lower 

mark designates the amount of milk to use in making a but- 

ter fat test, and the upper mark designates the amount of 
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cream to use. Such a pipette may be used in place of a 
balance to get the approximate test of the cream. 

Exercise 3 

DAIRY RECORDS AND COMPUTATIONS 

Object—To learn to keep dairy records and to figure 

the profit over feed cost of one or more cows for a 

month. 

Materials —Miulk scales, and record sheets. 

Procedure.—1. Make a milk record sheet as suggested 

below. 

Month Name Name Name Name 

Lal 

wW to > | dp | wap SS|55| 55 | el ef 

Record the weight of the milk of each cow produced at 

each milking. 

2. Make a feed record sheet as suggested below. 

Name of Cow Name of Cow 

Dat Hay Silage Grain Hay Silage Grain 
a8 Ibs. Ibs. Ibs. Ibs. Ibs. Ibs. 

vie 
2. 
3 
4. | 
1 Da fee 

Extend this form to the right according to the num- 

ber of cows, and down for the number of days in the 
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month. Record the weight of the feed fed, weighing the 

ration once or twice a week. 

3. About the middle of the month, test the milk of 

each cow by taking a little milk from the evening and 

morning milkings. Determine the weight of the milk 

produced during the first half of the month. Through 

your test of the milk determine also the amount of butter 

fat produced. Repeat at the end of the month. Get 

the totals for the month for each cow. 

4. Get the total weight of each kind of feed for 

each cow for the month. 

5. Make and fill out the suggested monthly summary 

sheets. 

VALUE OF MILK—MONTHLY REPORT. 

Name of Lbs. of Milk Test Lbs. of | Value 
Cow Produced Fat 

I 
2) 
Be 
Etc. 

FEED COST—MONTHLY REPORT. 

ts 

Name of Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Total 
Cow hay | Cost silage Cost grain Cost | cost of 

all feed 

te 
2. | 
3- | 
Etc, 3] 

PROFITS OVER FEED—MONTHLY REPORT 

Name of Value of Cost of Profit over 
Cow Product Feed Feed 
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To the Teacher.—The teacher should try to obtain milk 

and feed records of a small herd for a period of one to six 

months; and from these data have the class complete the 

records outlined above. It may be possible for some mem- 

ber of the class to get these records for the teacher, or to 

get the data from a tester, if there is a Cow Testing As- 
sociation in the district. 

Exercise 4 

PLACING THREE EARS OF CORN 

Object—To place or rank three ears of corn for each 

of the points mentioned on the score card. 

Materials. — 

Three ears of 

corn and a score 

card. 

Procedure.— 

raake > three 

ears of some va- 

Mery Jol “corn 

and number 

them 1-2-3. This 

is done best by 

placing a rubber 

band around the 

center of each 

ear and then 
opi d THE MIDDLE EAR HAS THE MOST BES EE Se 

LENGTH, AND CIRCUMFERENCE.—Courtesy Waiscon- 
s Ge under sin State Agricultural College 

iiss -o anid. a 

small piece of paper on which the number is written. 

_ 2. In placing or ranking corn for all the points men- 
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tioned on the score card, you want to know which is 

the best, which is the second best, and which is the poor- 

est, or in other words, how the ears rank,—first, second, 

or third, for each point mentioned. If ear three has 

the best tip, and ear one, the second best, the three ears 

THE TIP ON THE RIGHT IS THE MOST DESIRABLE.—Courtesy Wisconsin State 
College of Agriculture 

would rank 3-1-2 under the point, tips, meaning ear 

three has the best tip, and ear two the poorest. 

3. As a guide for this work use the outline given for 

judging corn, Exercise 5, of this month. 

4. Proceed in manner suggested above for each of the 

points on the score card and record your results in the 

form suggested. 

FORM OF RECORD FOR PLACING CORN 

‘ Sample I Sample 2 
Points to Consider —— 

First | Second | Third First | Second | Third 

Lol Type and Uniformity. 
Maturity and Market 

Condition. . Ane 
35) Puntty: (a) Kernel...... 

(DE Coban 
A. ishapeof Har. tidcee ne. 
5. Length of Ear.. 
6. 

7 
8 

iS) 

Circumference of Ear. . . 
Shape of Kernel.. Ne 
Uniformity of Kernel 

. @haracterlof Germ: .-.. 
TO: UBUttiss see ae eae oe 
TT. LTS ite, facet eee 
I2. Space between Rows.... 
rsa “Sizerof) Cob: 22 sone 
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5. Place another sample of three ears, in like manner. 

Let the second sample be one that some other member 

of the class placed. Compare and discuss your results 

with his. Did you agree on all points? 

6. Which was the best ear of each sample you placed ? 

Tell why. 

THE SECOND EAR IS THE BEST FROM EVERY STANDPOINT.—Courtesy Wisconsin 
Agricultural Experiment Station 

Exercise 5 

A. JUDGING CORN 

Object.—To judge by means of a score card a ten ear 

sample of corn. 

Materials—Ten ears of corn, ruler or tape, and a 

score card. 

Explanation.—In judging corn, ten ears are generally 
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The defects of each ear for each point mentioned 

on the score card are determined and charged against 

used. 
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A WELL SELECTED AND WELL ARRANGED TEN-EAR SAMPLE.—Courtesy U. S. 
Department of Agriculture 
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Number the ears I to I0. order, largest ear to the left. 
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VARIETY STANDARDS 
Recognized Varieties: 

Yellow Length Circumference 
PRION SMC LOW: Def tcrs, 5 of oschcve 6 ore fanciers TOMOREOMD . coetonanasshiac eae oe 714%4t0o 7% 

MESSE TATTIAM IRE cos cs c.ciare wigs evaveio le Cleve @ eiciw vin /ons TOYO MOM ene So cicic ete sieciee Gres 74'to 734 

BEINN CLE cc. clos aleleqivs ais « icievelosexe TOWOVT OMG: Miles sucts taneietae)s 71%t0o7% 

White : 
Peone County White.....s!......6.5- EO a HOE We oinems Ae‘ weiers se 70a 7% to 7%4 
PIRES WICC. 05 0. cae ie cee se LOLOMEO Vom aie rie eiataia sco ee 74% to7% 
Other Varieties: 

Yellow Length Circumference 
1S EVP esti oe SS i So Oa Ost Oun Oe yet ares eat 74% to7% 
SEM ATICSHNElOWice os sac os ose ce hese BOYS OME: faite o dels cote coos eo 7144 to 7% 

White : 
Silvermine...... RA as BAN poet see Oe OV COO Gate pine clehe eevee oe 7to7\% 
Wamnson Co. White..../............:. TO LSstOUBE ae ee 6 oie ae eee 7144 to 73% 
MTEL BPHILEICS ./o oes o Ac kee eeleeace oie’ OU POLO LG Mane tenon taht edotonavs 7144 to 7% 
Se etiam ACME aT eer, (hoe aui iene cay aha Ta aecsl Stains a otis ai ahatetre Sansome sua oa late) 6) Sdeteteteteh oye ie 

2. Use the guide in determining the cuts. Judge all 

ten ears for the first point mentioned on the score card. 

If ear 1 does not closely correspond in all particulars to 

the variety or type of corn being judged, and if it does 

not resemble in a general way the remaining nine ears, 

it should be cut for “Type and Uniformity.” How 

much? Use your own estimation. It may be cut all 

the way from 1/1o of a point to 1 point. Study ear 

two in the same manner, then ear three, and so on. Add 

the cuts for the ten ears. Subtract this total from 

the perfect score mentioned on the score card and record 

the difference in the proper place on the score card. 

3. In like manner judge the 10 ears for the second 

point, “Maturity and Market condition”; then for the 

third point and so on to the end. 

4. If time permits, when you have judged a sample 

of 10 ears, exchange your sample with some other mem- 

ber of the class who has judged ten ears and then com- 

pare results. 
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large markets. 

sample is taken by a State Grain Inspector. 

LABORATORY, FIELD AND PROJECT Guin 

GENERAL GUIDE FOR JUDGING CORN 

Things to Consider 

All ears should be alike. Color of 
kernels and of cob, and shape and 
indentation of kernels should re- 
semble the variety. 

Corn should be mature and be of 
grade 1. See grading corn at end 
of this exercise. 

a. True to variety. 
No discolored kernels. 
b. Cherry red for yellow corn. 

Glistening white for white corn. 

Should be cylindrical, not crooked 
or tapering. See illustration. 

See notes on score card. 

See notes on score card. 

Wedge shape, not pointed, deep. 

Alike in size and shape. Uniform 
on each ear. 

Should be smooth and bright. 

Not contracted or enlarged. 
Kernels in regular rows. 
Shank of medium size. 

Rounded. Completely covered 
with uniform kernels in regular 
TOWS. 

No space between kernels in the 
row at the cob or at the crown of 
the kernels. 

Medium size. Large cob and shal- 
low kernels gives a low percentage 
of corn. Percentage of corn 86. 

Guide for Cuts. 

Cuts from_.1 to 1.0 for each ear show- 
ing any differences. 

Cut from .1 to 1.0 for each immature 
ear and for each ear not good enough 
for grade I. 

Cut from .1I to .5 for each ear showing 
discolored kernels. 
Cut from .1 to .5 for each cob off color. 

Cut from .I to 1.0 for each ear not 
cylindrical. 

Add excess and deficiencies of the ten 
ears together and cut 1 point for each 
inch. 

Cut as for 5. 

Cut from .t to .5 for each ear showing 
poorly shaped kernels. 

Cut from .1 to .5 for each ear showing 

Cut from .I to 1.0 for each ear having 

uniform kernels. 

kernels whose germs are shriveled or 
discolored. 

Cut from .1 to I.o for each ear having 
a defective butt. 

Cut from .1 to .5 for each ear. 

Cut from .I to .5 for each ear. 

Cut from .1 to 1.0 for each ear having 
a large cob. 

4 

B. MARKET GRADES OF CORN 

Explanation.—Only shelled corn is shipped to the 

When a carload arrives at a market, a 

He sends 
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this sample to the state laboratory where it is graded. 

Then the whole carload, from which the sample has been 

taken, is given the grade allotted to the sample. The 

value of the corn is determined by the grade into which 

it is put. Daily papers usually publish the current 

wholesale selling price of each grade of corn. The 

market grades of corn are here given. 

RULES FOR GRADING CORN. 
The following maximum limits shall govern all inspection and grading of corn: 

MAXIMUM PERCENTAGES OF 

Grade _ 

Classification Foreign material, “Cracked” 
White, Yellow Damaged | including dirt cob | corn, not in- 

_ and Moisture Corn other grains, fine- | cluding finely 
Mixed Corn ly .broken corn, | broken corn. 

etc. 

LN oa tes ee I4.0 2 I 2 
DN OM Steel cies £525 4 I 3 
INO See cee T75 6 Fe 4 
RU eM estar fet rena 19.5 8 2 4 
AOU ESR areicie ae a 2E5 Io 3 5 
IN Ge SOrcicp atc o.e" os 23.0 I5 5 7 

“Sample’”’ See General Rule No. 5 for Sample Grade. 

General Rules—1. The corn in grades No. 1 to No. 

5 inclusive must be sweet. 

2. White Corn, all grades, shall be at least 98 per cent 

white. 

3. Yellow Corn, all grades, shall be at least 95 per cent 

yellow. 

4. In addition to the various limits indicated, No. 6 

corn may be musty, sour, and may also include corn of 

inferior quality, such as immature and badly blistered. 

5. All corn that does not meet the requirements of 

either of the six numerical grades by reason of an exces- 

sive percentage of moisture, damaged kernels, foreign 
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matter or “cracked” corn; or corn that is hot, heat dam- 

aged, fire burnt, infested with live weevil, or otherwise of 

distinctly low quality, shall be classed as sample grade. 

6. Moisture percentages, as provided for in these 

grade specifications, shall conform to results obtained by 

the standard method and tester as described in Circular 

72, Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Department of Agri- 

culture. | 

Procedure.—1. Grade a quart sample of shelled corn. 

To do this, take a handful of the corn, spread this out 

on the desk, and follow the directions given in the Rules 

for Grading Corn, omitting the moisture test. 

2. Into what grade did you put the corn? Why? 

To the Teacher—A booklet on market grades of corn and 

other grains can be secured, free of charge, from the IIli- 

nois State Grain Inspection Department, Chicago, Illinois. 

Exercise 6 

STRUCTURE OF SEEDS 

Object.—To make a study of a kernel of corn and of 

a lima bean seed. 

Materials —Soaked kernels of corn and soaked lima 

bean seeds. 

A. CORN 

Procedure.—1. Make an enlarged drawing of a kernel 

of corn with the germ, or depressed side, toward you. 

2. Cut a soaked kernel of corn lengthwise through 

the center. Draw a picture of the cut surface and label 

the endosperm, cotyledon, stem, and root. 

3. Cut another kernel crosswise in three regions,—one 
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above the little stem, one through the stem, and a third 

through the region of the little root. Make an enlarged 

drawing of the lower surface of each of the first three 

cut sections. Label all parts. 

4. What is the function of each part of the kernel? 

B,. LIMA BEAN 

Procedure.—t1. Make an enlarged drawing of the side 

view of a lima bean seed. 

2. Carefully remove the seed coat of a soaked lima 

‘bean, being careful not to break off of the seed, the 

small, peg-shaped structure. Draw the seed as you see. 

it now. 

3. Carefully remove one of the cotyledons so as to 

leave the little, peg-shaped structure, or root, and the 

sma!l structures, or leaves, between the cotyledons, at- 

tached to one cotyledon. Draw the inner surface of this 

cotyledon showing the little immature plant attached to 

if... Label. parts. 

4. How does a bean seed differ from a kernel of corn? 

To the Teacher—A few days before you take up this 

exercise with the class, soak in a glass of water enough navy 

bean seeds and kernels of corn to supply the class. 

Exercise 7 

EXAMINATION OF FARM SEEDS 

Object—To become familiar with the characteristics 

of a number of farm seeds, such as clover, alfalfa, tim- 

othy, etc. 

Materials—One ounce samples of three or four com- 

mon farm seeds. 
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Procedure.—1. Place a small teaspoonful of each seed 

sample on a sheet of white paper. 

2. Separate the large, plump seeds from the small, 

shriveled, or broken seeds, and from other material. 

Make four groups out of each sample as:—1. Large 

seeds; 2. small or broken seeds; 3. weed seeds; 4. inert 

matter as chaff, dirt, ete. 

3. Briefly describe the sample you have examined. 

4. In like manner examine other samples. Through 

such exercises as this, learn to detect the difference be- 

tween high grade and low grade seed. 

QUESTIONS 

I. Does it pay to buy low grade seed? Why not? 

2. How are seeds commonly cleaned? 

3. Should oats, wheat, and other large seeds be cleaned 

before they are used for seed? 

To the Teacher—Some of the members of the class may 

be able to bring enough of two or three kinds of small farm 

seeds for this study. If not, buy some from a local mer- 

chant, or send to a seed dealer. See list, Exercise 8, Feb? 

ruary. 

Exercise 8 

DIGESTIBLE NUTRIENTS FROM AN ACRE OF LAND 

Object—To learn how to find out how many pounds 

of total digestible nutrients an acre, sown to one of the 

few common crops, produces. 

Materials —Table showing the amount of digestible 

nutrients in feeds. See table 1 in the Appendix. 

Procedure.—t. If the yields of crops indicated below 
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could be grown on one acre of land, which crop would 

produce the greatest amount of total digestible nutri- 
ents? 

2. To answer this question review Exercise 8, Sep- 

tember, and then fill out the following table: 

bs: af Total Lbs. IU 
Yield Lbs. of : ‘ Lbs. of of Diges- 

Crop per Lbs. | Digestible asec Digestible tible 
Acre Protein hydrates Fat Nutrients 

(Fat x 214) 

Alfalfa hay 3 tons | 6000 
Red clover hay | 1% : 
Timothy hay eee 
Corn silage 8 

QUESTIONS 

I. Which of the crops mentioned above gives the largest 

amount of digestible nutrients per acre? 

2. Which crop gives the largest amount of protein per 

acre ° 

3. Can you suggest what crops it would be most profitable 

to grow on a small dairy farm? 

To the Teacher.—Consult Exercise 8, September, for cal- 

culating “Total Pounds of Digestible Nutrients.” This ex- 

ercise may be assigned for arithmetic work and the results 

discussed in the agriculture class. 

Exercise 9 

THE INFLUENCE OF DRAINAGE ON PLANT GROWTH 

Object—To illustrate how the drainage of free water 

from the soil benefits plant growth. 

Explanation.—This is a class exercise. Assist in pre- 

paring the material. Describe each step under procedure 

in your notes. 
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Materials —Four large empty tin cans. 

Procedure.—1. Fill two empty cans, without any holes 

in the bottom or sides, with a rich light garden soil and 

plant in each can ten wheat or oat grains. 

2. With a nail and hammer make eight or ten small 

holes in the bottoms of the other two tin cans and a 

few more holes around the sides of the cans near the 

bottoms. Fill these cans with the same soil as you did 

the first two cans. Plant the same number and the same 

kinds of kernels in each of these cans that you did in 

the others. 

3. Keep all the cans in a warm room, and about twice 

a week add exactly the same amount of water, % to 

L cupfiul) to each can: 

4. After three or four weeks, describe the results and 

account for the differences. 

QUESTIONS 

1. Why is good drainage necessary for the best growth 

of plants? 

2. How are wet fields generally drained? 

Exercise 10 

GRAIN SURVEY 

Object—The object of this exercise is to find how 

much wheat, oats, barley, and rye are raised in the school 

district. 

Procedure.—t. The following outline is suggested for 

this survey: ) 
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GRAIN SURVEY 

Wheat Oats Barley Rye 
Farmer ———————_ | qjqKr pom —_—) mo —— 

Acres | Yield | Acres | Yield | Acres | Yield | Acres | Yield 

Bu. Bu. Bu. Bu. 

2. Copy this outline on the board and proceed with 

the survey as outlined in Exercise 10, October. 

3. Finally fill out the following suggested record for 

the totals of each crop. 

4. How do the yields per acre of these crops in the 

district, compare with the yields of the same crops per 

acre in the county? In the state? Your state abstract 

from the U. S. census will give the average yields per 

acre of your county and your state. 

Project 1 

KEEPING DAIRY FEED RECORDS 

Object.—To keep a feed record of one or more cows 

for a month. 

. Explanation—With the work thus far outlined in 

feeding animals, Ex. 5 and 6 in October, and Ex. 5, 6, 7 

in November, it should not be difficult to figure the 

amount of the different kinds of feed fed one or more 

cows in a month, and to ascertain the cost of the month’s 

feed. 
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Preparation—1. Find out simple ways of weighing 

the different feeds and provide milk scales or spring bal- 

ances for weighing the feed. 

2. Prepare simple record sheets for recording the 

weight of each kind of feed as suggested in Exercise 3 

of this month. 

Procedure.—1. When the feed is measured out for 

the animal, weigh it and record the weight of each kind 

of feed. See Exercise 3, December. 

2. It will not be necessary to weigh the feeds at each 

feeding, if the proportions remain the same, but when- — 

ever a change is made, be sure to get the accurate 

weights of the changed feeds. 

3. Calculate the total amount of each kind of feed fed 

each animal during the month. 

4. Calculate the cost of each kind of feed forma 

month, using current prices. 

5. Get the total cost of the feed for each animal for a 

month. | 

Reference.—S, R. S. Doc. 38: U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Farm Records 
and Accounts. 

Project 2 

TO KEEP MILK AND BUTTER FAT RECORDS OF THE HOME HERD 

Object—To find out how much milk and how much 

butter fat each cow in the home herd produces in a 

month. 

Preparation—1. Review Exercise 3 of this month. 

2. Prepare a milk record sheet as suggested in Exer- 

cise 3, and make preparations for weighing the milk. 
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3. Review Exercise 1 of this month, and make prep- 

arations for sampling and testing the milk. 

Procedure.—1. Weigh the milk of each cow at each 

milking and record each weight in its proper place on the 

milk record sheet. 

2. On the fifteenth day of the month, take a sample 

of the mixed morning and evening milk of each cow in 

a bottle, and test this sample for the per cent of butter 

fat. Review Exercise 1, December. Find out how 

much milk and how much butter fat each cow has pro- 

duced in the first half of the month. 

3. Repeat the work for the last half of the month. 
4. Determine the total records for the month. 

THINGS TO OBSERVE IN DECEMBER 

A good laying flock. Well protected farm imple- 
A good producing herd. ments. 

The making of butter and How snow protects winter 

cheese. crops. 

A good swine house. Action of ice in forming soil 

particles. 
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Exercise 1 

HOW SEEDS GERMINATE 

Object—To see how seeds germinate and begin to 

grow. 

Materials—Two pie plates, two pieces of cloth, and 

about five kernels each of corn, wheat, oats and five bean 

seeds. | 

Procedure.—t. Place several thicknesses of a clean 

and damp cloth in the bottom of one of the pie plates. 

2. Scatter a few of the four kinds of seeds over this, 

and cover with another plate. 

3. Set the plates aside in a warm place and keep the 

cloths moist. 

4. In about four or five days the seeds will begin to 

germinate. Study them and learn how they begin to 

grow. 

5. Draw bean seedlings in different stages of growth. 

6. Repeat 5 for corn or wheat. 

QUESTIONS 

1. Which of the seedlings studied would have had the 

most difficulty in breaking through the soil? 

2. Through what kind of a soil can beans break most 

easily, a light soil or a heavy soil? Why? 

102 
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To the Teacher—Have the class do this work at home 

and bring the plates with the germinated seeds to school 

to study the results and to make drawings. 

ILLUSTRATING THE PLATE TESTER IN USE.—Courtesy Indiana Agricultural 
Experiment Station 

Exercise 2 

CANDLING EGGS 

Object.—To learn how to candle eggs and to be able 

to tell a bad egg. 
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Materials —An empty shoe box or a round Quaker 

Oats box, or a special egg tester. Lamp or Electric: 

light. 

Procedure.—1. Make an egg tester as is shown in the 

cut. An empty shoe box or a round Quaker Oats box, 

which will fit over a lamp is all that is needed. Make 

several holes in the bottom of the box, to admit air. 

The hole in the side should be smaller than an egg and 

on a level with the flame of the lamp. The top of the 

box should extend above the top of the chimney. An 

egg tester from an incubator may take the place of the 

box. 

2. If electricity is available, an electric light may take 

the place of the lamp, and the bottom and top of the © 

box may be air tight. 

3. Night is the best time to candle eggs. 

4. Spoiled eggs and eggs having blood spots will show 

dark masses in the region of the yolk. Good eggs will 

appear clear before the light. 

5. Practice candling fresh, stale, and bad eggs and 

thus learn to tell fresh and good eggs from stale and bad 

ones. 

QUESTIONS 

1. Why should eggs be tested? 

2. How can you tell a stale egg from a fresh egg? 

3. Are eggs showing blood spots suitable for cooking 

purposes? 

To the Teacher.—Demonstrate to the class how to test 

eggs, so that they may be able to make practical use of this 

exercise at home. Testers coming with incubators may be 

used if available. 
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Exercise 3 ; 

LO STUDY “THE ERPECT OF LIMEVON, \CLAy 

Object—To see how lime causes fine soil particles to 

gather into small masses. 

Materials —Two glasses or large mouthed bottles. 

Samples’ of clay or loam soil. Lime or lime. water. 

Procedure.—1. Add one or two tablespoonsful of a 

clay or loam soil to each of two glasses or bottles of 

water. 

2. Stir or shake these well.. Add a teaspoonful of 

powdered lime, or several tablespoonsful of limewater 

to one of the glasses or bottles and stir well. 

3. What difference do you see in the way the soil 

particles settle, and the way the liquids clear up? 

4. The lime causes the particles of clay in the soil to 

form into tiny clusters and these settle more readily. 

The process of forming these particles is called floccula- 

tion. Clay soils are greatly improved by lime. The 

clustering of the particles makes the soil more porous, 

and this is a benefit both because it allows air and water 

to enter the soil more readily, and because it tends to 

keep the soil from baking, and, therefore, makes the 

soil more suitable for plant growth. | 

QUESTIONS 

1. For what, purpose is lime usually added to soils? 

2. What class of crops are most benefited by lime? 

Exercise 4 

RISE OF WATER IN SOILS 

Object—To show how water rises in different kinds 

of soil and in soil materials. 
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Explanation—This is a class exercise in which the 

entire class should assist. Each member of the class 

should follow the outline when writing up the experi- 

ment. 

Materials.—About six tall lamp chimneys, cheese cloth, 

sand, fine gravel, and samples of different classes of 

soils. Frame to hold the lamp chimneys. 

DEVICE SHOWING THE MOVEMENT OF WATER IN SOIL.—Courtesy U. S. Depari- 
2 ment of Agriculture 

Procedure—1. Assist in making a rack as illustrated 
in the picture, to hold five or six lamp chimneys. 

2. Tie a piece of cheese cloth over the end of each 

chimney. 

3. Fill one chimney with fine gravel, one with sand, 

and the others with different classes of soils, all air 

dried. 

4. Place the chimneys, cheese cloth end downward, in 

the rack so that the lower end of each chimney sinks 
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about one inch into a pan of water or into a glass of 

water under each. 

5. Note the difference in the rate and extent of rise 

in each chimney for one hour, two hours, four hours, 

and aday. Record the results in tabular form. 

6. How do you account for the differences in the rate 

and extent of the upward movement? 

7. This upward movement is due to capillary attrac- 

tion and we commonly speak of the rise of the water 

as capillary rise. 

Exercise 5 

HOW TOO MUCH VEGETABLE MATTER CHECKS CAPILLARY RISE 

OF WATER 

Object—To show how a layer of vegetable matter 

separating two layers of soil checks the capillary rise 

of water. 

Explanation—This exercise should be worked by the 

class as a whole, each pupil assisting the teacher in get- 

ting the materials ready. Each member of the class 

should write up the experiment, and answer the ques- 

~ tions. 

Materials—Same as used in previous experiment and 

a handful of cut straw or hay. 

Procedure.—t. Fill one chimney again with soil simi- 

lar to that used in the previous experiment in which 

the water rose to the top. . 

2. Fill another half. full with the same soil and then 

put in a handful of cut straw or hay to make a layer 

about 1 inch thick. Upon this, pour enough of the 
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soil to fill the chimney. Set both chimneys in water as 

before. : | 

3. Note the difference in the extent of the rise of the 

water in the two chimneys. 

4. What may be the effect upon a field of plowing 

under too much grass or undecayed vegetable matter? 

QUESTIONS 

‘I, What would happen in 2, under Procedure, if the 
vegetable matter and soil were well mixed? 

2. Describe instances when a farmer may plow under 
too much vegetable matter. 

Exercise 6 

TO SHOW HOW SOIL WATER ENTERS THE ROOTS OF PLANTS 

Object—To illustrate the process of osmosis, or how 

soil water enters the roots of plants. 

Explanation—Two or three pupils working together 

should be able to set up the materials for this exercise. 

Each pupil should follow the outline in writing up the 

experiment. This process may also be illustrated by 

putting a slice of a potato into salt water and another 

slice into clear water. Here the movement in and out 

of the potato is illustrated. | 

Materials —1. Lamp chimney, Mason jar, skin of a 

Bologna sausage, and a thick solution of molasses. 

Procedure.—1. Remove the contents of a link of 

Bologna sausage, being careful not to rupture the skin. 

Soak the skin in water a few minutes to remove all the 

meat particles. 
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2. Tie a piece of the skin tightly over the small end 

of the lamp chimney (as shown in the illustration). 

Pour water into the chim- 

ney to test how securely 

you have fastened the skin. 

It should not leak. 

3. Empty the chimney 

of water and half fill it 

with a thick solution of 

molasses, and place the 

chimney in a Mason jar 

nearly filled with water. 

4. Set the apparatus to 

one side and note the rapid- 

ity and height to which the 

liquid rises in the chimney. 

5. The passage of wa- 

ter through the skin into 

DEVICE FOR SHOWING osMosts— the molasses is called osmo- 
Courtesy Massachusetts Depart- : , 
ment of Agriculture sis. Soil water enters )ime 

roots of plants by the process of osmosis. (Your physi- 

ology book may explain this process. ) 

QUESTIONS 

1... What would happen if the molasses solution were in 

the jar and the clear water were in the chimney? 

2. Would plants absorb water from a soil in which there 

was an over-abundance of soluble plant food? 
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Exercise 7 

PLANT FOOD REMOVED BY CROPS 

Object——To learn to be able to find out how many 

pounds of nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium are taken 

by crops from the soil when a crop ts harvested. 

Materials —Table ‘showing the amount of plant food 

contained in farm crops. See Table 2, Appendix. 

Procedure——1. Let us assume that during a period 

of four years we are harvesting from one acre of land 

the four crops mentioned in the following: 

POUNDS OF PLANT FOOD REMOVED PER ACRE 

‘ q Nitrogen Phos- Potas- | Value of 
Cro Yield Weight phorus sium Plant 

* eee Removed | Removed Food 

Lbs Lbs. Lbs Lbs 
1 | Corn 50 bu. 
2 | Corn stover 114 tons 
3 Total 
4| Wheat 20 bu. 
5 | Wheat straw I ton 
6 Total 
7 | Clover hay 11% tons 
8 | Timothy hay | 1 ton 

2. Determine the weight of these crops in pounds 

and, with the aid of Table 2 in the Appendix, determine 

the amount of plant food removed by each crop. Make 

no charge for nitrogen in the clover crop because it is 

assumed that the nitrogen it contains comes indirectly 

from the air in the soil by the action of bacteria. 

3. Find the cost of each element of plant food re- 

moved by each crop, assuming that a pound of nitrogen 

is worth 20 cents, a pound of phosphorus 6 cents, and a 

pound of potassium io cents. Record your results in 

the last column. 
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4. Which crop removed the most plant food? 

5. How can this amount of plant food be returned 

to the soil? 

| QUESTIONS 

1. Is it necessary to put plant food back into the soil? 

2. What would ultimately be the result if no plant food 

were put back into the soil? 

3. What materials do farmers in your community add to 

the soil to replace the plant food removed? 

4. What is the approximate cost of a pound of each of 

these three elements in a complete fertilizer. (Find out 
from a local fertilizer dealer.) 

To the Teacher—This is a good practical problem in 

-arithmetic involving the use of a table. Assign the exer- 

cise for arithmetic work and discuss the results in the ag- 

riculture class. 

Exercise 8 

PLANT FOOD ADDED TO SOILS 

Object—To learn to be able to find out how much 

plant food is added to an acre of land. 

Materials —Table showing the amount of plant food 

in manure and in commercial fertilizers. See Tables 2 

and 3 in Appendix. 

Procedure.—1. Let us assume that a farmer adds 10 

tons of average farm manure and 400 lbs. of phosphate 

rock to an acre of land in four years. How much plant 

food is added? Complete the following table. Refer to 

Tables 2 and 3 in the Appendix. 
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POUNDS OF PLANT FOOD ADDED PER ACRE 

Material Nitrogen Phosphorus Potassium 

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 

2. Does the amount of plant food added equal that 

removed in the four years of cropping in the previous 

exercise ? 

3. Below are given the important factors necessary 

for the maintenance of soil fertility: 

1. Raise live stock 

2. Rotate the crops 

3. Grow clover, alfalfa and 
other legumes 

4. Save the barnyard manure 

5. Pasture rolling lands to pre- 

vent washing 

6. Add humus—don’t burn 
the stalks: 

7. Supply needed elements. 

—International Harvester Co. 

In place of the elements of plant food nitrogen, N, phosphorus, P, and 
potassium, K, the term ammonia NHs, “phosphoric acid’ P2,O;, and potash 
K20, are often used. These last three substances are simple compounds 
containing elements nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium. To change:— 

Nitrogen to Ammonia, multiply by 1.2 
Phosphorus to ‘“‘phosphoric acid” multiply by 2.3 
Potassium to potash, multiply by 1.2. 

Exercise 9 

CROP ROTATIONS 

Object—To make an outline of a number of crop 

rotations. 
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Ex planation.— 

WHY CROP ROTATION IS PROFITABLE 

1. Helps maintain soil fertility 

2. Improves physical condition of soil 

3. Combats weeds, insects and 

plant diseases 

4. Prevents washing of soil 

5. Furnishes a variety of feed 
6. Distributes farm work 

throughout the year 

7. Leads to live stock farming 

8. Insures against crop failure 

g. Means living on the farm. 

ty es ae 3 

A ‘A Calivaled a \3 

A COMMON FOUR YEAR ROTATION 

ore First Year Second Year Third Year Fourth Year 
Clover Mixed Hay Corn ; Small Grain 

B Mixed hay Corn Small grain Clover 
Cc Corn Small grain Clover Mixed hay 
D Small grain Clover Mixed hay Corn 

Courtesy Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station 

Procedure.—t. An outline for a common three year 

rotation of corn, oats, and clover is:— 
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Field A. Field B. Field C. 

Maes VEAL ss cae soa) Ree -« corn oats clover 
PIEROMUL VGAT p 0 sates lees oats clover corn 
PRIPOMYVCOT. S.A No 4 clover corn oats 

2. Make a similar outline for a four year rotation. 

3. For a five year rotation. 

4. Make an outline of some of the rotations prac- 

ticed in your community. 

QUESTIONS 

I. How does the rotation of crops help in maintaining 

soil fertility? 

2. How does crop rotation improve the physical condition 

of the soil? 

3. How does the rotation of crops combat weeds, insects, 
and plant diseases? 

Exercise 10 

FARM CROP BOOKLET 

Object—To make an il- 

lustrated booklet describing 

the common farm crops of 

the community. 

Materials — An old seed 

catalog. 

Procedure.—t. Read again 

Exercise 9, October, “Poul- 

try Booklet.” Follow these 

directions, making them 

applicable to a farm crop 

booklet. Cut your illustra- 

tions from an old seed cata- SAMPLE OF GOOD AGRICULTURAL 

BOOKLETS.—Courtesy Interna- 
log. Devote one or two tional Harvester Co. 
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pages to each crop, and include all the important crops 

of the community. 

Exercise 11 

SILO SURVEY 

Object—To find out how many silos there are in the 

school district. 

Procedure.—1. Read Exercise 11 in September and 

Exercise 10 in October. Follow the same general direc- 

tions and gather the data suggested below, in making 

the silo survey. 

SILO SURVEY 

School District No...:....... Towmolaacaneiec che Co... he eee 

| Kind Diameter | Height 
of silo ft. rt. 

—_———— | | 

Name of Farmer 
: A 

Capacity | required 
in tons to 

HP ODA o Siienus 

Project 1 

CHECKING UP THE HOME ‘HERD 

Object——To find out the value of the milk which the 

cows of a herd are producing in a period of six months 

or a year, to find out the cost of the feed fed to these 

cows during this same period, and finally, to find out the 

profit each cow is making over the cost of her feed. 

Explanation.—In this project we are going to try to 

do exactly what a cow testing association does. There 

are two parts to the project, keeping the milk and butter 

fat records, and keeping the feed records. The work 

of these parts has been explained in Exercise 3, De- 

cember. 
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Preparation—1. Study Exercise 1, December, again. 

-2. Learn how to keep feed and milk records. 

3. If possible, study the records of a member of a 

cow testing association. Get a milk weighing scales for 

weighing the milk and feed. 

4. Make the feed and milk record sheets. See Exer- 

cise 3, December. 

5. Tack these up in a convenient place. 

Procedure—1. Weigh the milk of each cow at each 

milking and record the weight in the proper place on 

the milk sheet. 

2. Find out what the daily ration for each cow is and 

record this on the feed’ sheet Get the current price 

of each feed to make the proper charges. 

3. Once or twice a month, test the milk, and deter- 

mine the amount of fat each cow has produced, as sug- 

gested in Project 2, December. Keep posted on the 

selling price of milk or cream. With these figures, find 

the value of each cow’s milk product for each month. 

4. Determine, monthly, the cost of feed per cow. 

Keep posted on the market value of feeds. See Project 

1, December. 

5. Determine the profit over the cost of feed per cow 

for each month, also the profit over the cost of feed for 

each cow for the entire period. See Exercise 3, De- 

cember. 

THINGS TO OBSERVE IN JANUARY 

‘Silos and silage Care of farm manure 
Ventilating systems in barns Wind breaks 
Commercial egg candling A cow tester at work 

Wintering of beehives 
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Exercise 1 

WATER CAPACITY OF SOILS 

Object—To show that different classes of soils vary 

in the amounts of water they can hold and that decayed 

vegetable matter increases a soil’s power to hold water. 

Explanation —This is an exercise to be worked by the 

class as a whole. Each member of the class is supposed 

to assist in getting the apparatus ready and to help in the 

working of the experiment. Each member, also, should 

briefly write up an account of the experiment, fill out the 

table, and answer the questions. 

Materials—Samples of sand, loam soil, clay soil, leaf 

mold or peat, five tin cans, a spring balance, a nail, and 

a hammer. 

Procedure—1. With a nail and hammer punch 8 to Io 

small holes in the bottom of each of the five tin cans. 

Also punch two holes in the tops on opposite sides. Run 

a strong string between these top holes, that you may 

be able to weigh the can. You may, in this exercise, use 

the lamp chimneys used in Exercise 4, January, in place 

of the tin cans if desired. 

2. Weigh each can with a spring balance. Record 

the weight in the tabulated suggested form. After: 

weighing, fill each can two-thirds full, respectively, with 

118 
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sand, loam soil, clay soil, leaf mold or peat, and with 

one-half sand and half leaf mold or peat, and weigh each 

again. Record weights. 

3. Add water to each can until its contents are thor- 

oughly wet. Allow all the free water to drain off; then 

weigh each can again. Record weights. 

Sand 
Sand Loam Clay Peat and 

Peat 

PeAVWeISIGVOL GAT... occ. s «Secs sess 
. Weight of can and soil........ 
meVeIeltOl SOll ccna ee el cas 
. Weight of both with water... 
. Weight of water retained..... 
. Per cent. of water retained... AunpBWN eH 

5. Which material held the most water? What was 

the per cent of increase in the amount of water held 

when peat or leaf mold was added to the sand? Would 

manure increase the water capacity of a soil? 

Exercise 2 

DOWNWARD MOVEMENT OF WATER IN SOILS 

Object.—To study the rate of the downward movement 

of water in soils and to show how this can be increased 

and decreased. 

Explanation.—tThis is a class exercise. Each mem- 

ber should assist in getting the apparatus ready, and in 

performing the experiment. Also, each pupil in the-class 

should write up briefly the experiment, copy the table, in- 

sert the obtained data, and answer the questions. 

Materials —F¥ive lamp chimneys used in Exercise 4, 

January, or five tin cans used in the previous exercise. 

Sand, loam, clay, peat or leaf mold. 
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Procedure.—1. If lamp chimneys are used, tie a piece 

of cheese cloth over the lower end of each. Fill the 

five lamp chimneys about four-fifths full, respectively, 

with sand, loam, clay; one-half sand and half peat or 

leaf mold; and one-half clay and one-half peat. Where 

two kinds of materials are used in one chimney mix the 

substances well before putting them into the chimney. 

2. Fill the lamp chimneys with water and note the 

amount of time it takes for the water to pass through 

each material. Record results in tabulated form. 

Material | Time Material Time 

Sez) 06 Baal Urn ghia Mog One Sand:and peat:. ol Seve 
| Pre ene van het ace ae ek A Clay and peat’) (gee 
Sy i un iies Ca reeee 

3. Why does water move most rapidly through the 

sand ? 

4. Why does it move most slowly through the clay? 

5. What was the effect of adding peat or leaf mold 

to the sand? To the clay? Can this be done by a 

farmer as a practical measure? How? 

Exercise 3 

MOISTURE AND SOIL TEMPERATURE 

Object—To show that when moisture is evaporating 

from ‘a substance, its temperature is lower than that 

of a similar substance which is dry. 

Explanation.—This is a demonstrational exercise. It 

is to be performed by the class as a whole. Each pupil 
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should assist in conducting the experiments. Each pupil 

should take notes, and should write up the experiment, 

answering all questions. 

Materials —Two thermometers, a drinking glass, two 

jars of soil, a piece of cheese cloth. 

Procedure.—1. Take a piece of cheese cloth about 

four inches square. Roll this around the lower end of 

a thermometer so that about one inch projects up around 

the bulb. Tie the cloth to the thermometer. 

2. Hang the thermometer over a glass of water in 

such a manner that the cloth reaches into the water and 

the bulb is a little above it. 

3. Let another ordinary thermometer hang near the 

first one but outside of the glass. 

4. In about 30 minutes read both thermometers and 

take the temperature of the water. 

5. Why is the wet bulb thermometer colder than the 

air and the water? 

6. Put a thermometer in a jar of wet soil and one in 

a jar of similar dry soil. After an hour read the ther- 

mometers. Results? 

QUESTIONS 

1. How would you expect the temperature of low wet 

soils to compare with that of dry upland soils in a field? 

2. What kinds of soils are best suited for the production 

of early crops? 

3. Would clay and sandy upland soils, similarly located, 

have the same temperature? 
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Exercise 4 

INJURIOUS EFFECTS OF TOO MUCH FERTILIZER 

Object—To see what will happen when too much 

commercial fertilizer is added to growing plants. 

Explanation—This exercise is not to be performed 

individually, but by the class as a whole. Each member 

of the class should write up the experiment and answer 

the questions. 

Materials —Three large flower pots, or large tin cans 

with six or eight small holes punched in the bottoms and 

around the sides near the bottoms. Loam soil, oats. 

Procedure —1. Thoroughly mix enough soil to fill the 

three flower pots or tin cans. Have the soil moist. 

Fill the three pots or cans with this soil to within one, 

inch of the tops. | 

2. Plant eight or ten grains of oats in each of the 

three pots or cans. Water and set aside in a warm place. 

Keep the soil moist. 

3. When the oats are about three inches high, add 

merely a pinch of some complete commercial fertilizer 

to one pot at each watering. To the second add a table- 

spoonful of the fertilizer. Add nothing to the third. 

4. After two or three weeks note and describe the 

results as illustrated by the growth in each pot. 

5. What was the effect of adding too much fertilizer? 

How do you account for this? See Exercise 6, January. 

QUESTIONS 

1. If 1,000 lbs. of a commercial fertilizer were added to 

an acre of soil seven inches deep, the estimate weight of 
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which is two million lbs., how much fertilizer at the same 

rate would need to be added to the soil in the flower pot? 

2. Are commercial fertilizers used in the community? 
What kinds? 

3. Where are commercial fertilizers extensively used? 

Why? 

4. Are all soils benefited by the same kind of commer- 

cial fertilizers? 

Exercise 5 

ACTION OF ACIDS ON LIMESTONE 

Object.—To study the action of acids such as vinegar 

or lemon juice, on limestone, marble, and old plaster. 

Materials —Acid, vinegar, or lemon; limestone, mar- 

ble, or old plaster ; and drinking glasses. 

Procedure.—t. Put a piece of limestone, marble, or 

old plaster in a glass or a piece of each in three different 

glasses, if you have them, and add a little acid to each. 

Try the same, adding instead of the acid, vinegar or 

lemon. 

. 2. Does the solution bubble? The gas given off is 

carbon dioxide and this shows that the material was a 

carbonate. 

3. Repeat, using tablespoonfuls of different samples of 

soil, instead of the limestone marble or plaster. Re- 

sults? When a soil gives off bubbles, on the addition 

of an acid, it is a sign that it is not sour, because the 

bubbling shows the presence of a carbonate and a car- 

bonate will neutralize or destroy any acid in the soil. 

4. Try the test at home with some of the soil from 

your farm. 
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QUESTIONS 

1. Why do farmers add ground limestone to their soils? 
2. Do the farmers in your community lime their soils? 

3. What is considered a good application of ground lime- 

stone per acre? 

Exercise 6 

STUDY OF A MOLD 

Object—To become acquainted with the different 

parts of a mold and to see how molds produce spores. 

Explanation—This exercise should be worked at 

home by each member of the class. If the school has 

a microscope, one or two pupils should bring the mold 

to school for microscopic study. 

Molds and mold-like plants, such as the blight, mil- 

dew, smut, and rust are fungi. The plant bodies of 

these fungi consist usually of many thread-like, branch- 

ing cells. These cells spread out over and down into 

the substances upon which they grow. In the smuts 

and rusts the cells are entirely within the plants upon 

which the fungi grow. These fungous plants produce 

millions of very small, powder-like spores, easily carried 

by the wind. Each spore is capable of developing into 

a plant like the one which produced it, wherever the 

conditions are favorable. This group of fungous plants 

do many millions of dollars worth of damage each year 

in destroying food and crops. 

Materials—A drinking glass, a saucer, blotting paper, 

bread, and bread crumbs. 

Procedure—t. Cut two or three thicknesses of blot- 
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ting paper to fit the bottom of the saucer. Moisten the 

paper and put it in the bottom of the saucer. 

2. From some bread, three or four days old, cut a 

piece about two inches square and two inches high. 

Moisten this with warm water and place it on the blot- 

ting paper in the saucer. 

3. Sprinkle a few fine bread crumbs, taken from the 

bread box, over the piece of bread in the saucer, and » 

cover the piece of bread with a glass tumbler. 

4. Set the saucer in a warm place and examine it 

from day to day. When the blotting paper looks dry 

add a little water to it to keep it moist. 

5. After a week. or so you will notice a growth of 

very slender white threads forming on the bread. This 

is the growing mold and the mass corresponds to the 

root, stem, and leaves of higher plants. 

6. A few days later little round black balls should be 

seen on the outer ends of some of the thread-like struc- 

tures. These black balls are the spore cases and contain 

many little spores. In time the spore cases will become 

so numerous as to give the mold a black color. 

7. If the school has a microscope, mount some of the 

spore cases on a glass slide and examine them. De- 

scribe what you see. Make a few drawings. 

Exercise 7 

STARCH IN SEEDS 

Object.—To test seeds for starch. 

Materials—Al\cohol lamp, iodine solution, various 

seeds, test tubes. 
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Procedure—1. Cut each of four or five kernels of 

corn into two or three pieces. Place these in a test 

tube containing a little water. 

2, Heat the contents of the test tube for a few min- 

utes; then slowly add a few drops of iodine solution. 

3. If enough iodine solution is added, the liquid in 

the tube will turn blue. The blue color obtained by means 

of the iodine solution is a test for starch. 

4. Test other seeds and substances for starch in a 

similar manner. 

QUESTIONS 

1. What other foodstuffs are found in seeds? How 

could you make a test for these? (See Chapter 13, “An In- 

troduction to Agriculture,” or consult a physiology text book. ) 

2. What seeds are commonly used to make starch? 

3. What seeds contain much oil? Protein? See Table 

2, Appendix, in “An Introduction to Agriculture,” or Henry 

and Morrison’s “Feeds and Feeding.” 

To the Teacher—For 5 cents any druggist will sell you a 

small bottle of a solution of iodine to use in this exercise. 

Exercise 8 

STUDY OF A SEED CATALOG 

Object—To get familiar with the names of the good 

varieties of the common vegetables. 

Materials —Vegetable seed catalogs. 

Procedure.—1. On the extreme left hand side of a 

sheet of your note book paper, write in a vertical column 

the names of all the kinds of vegetables grown in the 

home garden last year. If necessary, get your parents 

to help you complete the list. 
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2. Add to the list names of other common vegetables 

that may be planted in your garden. . 

3. Study a seed catalog and determine the names 

of one or two good varieties of each of the vegetables 

you have on your list. Write the names of these varie- 

ties to the right and on the same lines with the names 

of the vegetables. If there are early and late varieties, 

list them as suggested. 

1. Cabbage, Early Jersey Wakefield; Flat Dutch, late. 

2) Teas, Nott’s Excelsior, early; Improved Stratagem, 

main crop. 

4. Take the list and the catalog home. Discuss the 

list with your parents. Make changes if suggested. 

5. Keep the list for use in Exercise 2, March. 

To the Teacher.—Take one vegetable at a time and let the 

pupils look up in the seed catalogs the descriptions of the 

different varieties. The class should then decide which va- 

rieties are best adapted to the soil and the climate of the 

community. 

Send to your nearest seed merchants for enough seed 

catalogs to supply the class, or, better still, let each member 

of the class send for one. 

These firms issue good catalogs: Northrup and King, 

Minneapolis, Minn.; Vaughan’s Seed Store, Chicago, III.; 

W. Atlee Burpee & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; Peter Henderson 

& Co., New York City, N. Y. 

Exercise 9 

ORIGIN OF BREEDS OF CATTLE 

Object——To draw a map to show where the different 

breeds of cattle originated. 
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Materials —Geography. 

Procedure-—1. From your geography, copy a. small 

map of northwestern Europe. This map should show 

Switzerland, Holland, Channel Islands, and Great 

Britain. 

2. On this map, shade those places, or portions of 

places, where the following breeds of cattle originated : 

Dairy Breeds 

Holstein Ayrshire 

Jersey Dutch Belted 

Guernsey Brown Swiss 

Meat Breeds 
Shorthorns Galloway 

Herefords Aberdeen-Angus 

3. Briefly discuss the origin of each breed mentioned 

above. 

4. A similar map showing the origin of the breeds of 

horses may be made. 

To the Teacher—This would be a good exercise to add 

to Exercise 9, November, “Making a Dairy Cattle Booklet.” 

References.—F. B. 612: Breeds of Beef Cattle. F. B. 893: Breeds 
of Dairy Cattle. ‘An Introduction to Agriculture,” Chapter 23. Breeds of 
Light Horses, F. B. 952. Breeds of Draft Horses, F. B. 619. 

Exercise 10 

LEADING ALFALFA GROWING STATES 

Object—To make a map showing the states leading in 

the production of alfalfa. 

Materials —Outline map of the United States, Agri- 

cultural Yearbook. 

Procedure—t. Enumerate in a tabular form the ten 
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states leading in the production of alfalfa. Consult the 

latest Agricultural Yearbook. 

State Acreage Total Yield Yield per Acre 
mm |_| 
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Chicago, Uk 9 Copyright 1908, by Tho University of Chicago. 

2. On an outline map of the United States shade these 

states and write in each the total acreage of alfalfa. 

3. Discuss the map. 

4. A similar exercise may be devoted to any of the 

other crops grown in the community. 

QUESTIONS 

1. Why is more alfalfa grown in western than in eastern 
States ? 

2. Why is alfalfa an important crop to grow? 
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Exercise 11 

RAISING SEEDLINGS IN FLATS 

Object—To learn how to raise plants in shallow plant 
boxes or flats. 

Materials—A number of flats of shallow plant boxes 

2 tO" 2, aniches, deen, measuring I2 x 18 inches) anick 

garden soil, sand, and seeds, coarse and fine sieves, fine 

gravel, or cinders. 

A FLAT WITH SEEDLINGS. WHY NOT RAISE YOUR OWN PLANTS?—Courtesy 
U. S. Department of Agriculture 

Ex planation—Many greenhouse men sow all the seed 

for early plants in flats or shallow plant boxes. These 

flats are then placed on the benches in the greenhouse or 

in the hotbeds. Flats are easily carried about; they 

make the sowing and transplanting easy, are of great 

convenience in taking the plants to the field or to the 

market. Flats are also used in planting seeds in the 

house or cellar for early plants. 

Procedure——1t. Spread a layer of fine gravel or sifted 

cinders % inch deep in the bottom of the flats to aid 

in draining off free water. 
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2. Mix good garden soil with a little coarse sand until 

the soil is light and crumbly. Add water to the mixture 

to get it moist. 

3. Run this through a % inch sieve and fill the flat 

with the sifted soil. Slightly press the soil in the flat 

with a piece of 2 x 4. 

4. Run some of the sifted soil through a finer sieve 

made of window screening and almost fill the box with 

the fine soil. Level this with a scraper. 

5. Make little furrows 1g to 4 inch deep about two 

inches apart. In these sow the seeds about ten to an inch. 

6. Cover lightly the seeds. Press the soil and sprinkle 

with a fine spray, being careful not to wash out the seeds. 

7. Set the flats in a warm, light place, and keep the soil 

FOR MAKING HOLES IN THE SOIL INTO WHICH THE SEEDLINGS ARE SET.— 
Courtesy U. S. Department of Agriculture 

8. When the plants have their second leaves or about 

four weeks after the seeds were planted, thin them to 

stand about two inches each way. 

g. Plant those plants you have removed in other flats. 

(Read Exercise 4 in May.) 

References.—F. B. 818: The Small Vegetable Garden. Any vegetable 
garden book. 
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Exercise 12 

ORCHARD SURVEY 

Object—To make an orchard survey of the school 
district. 

Procedure.—1. The following is a suggested outline 

for an orchard survey of the school district. 

Orchard Survey 

school, District No....... --) - TownJory steer CO! ase wenden 

Date Cereal 

Number Yield in Number Yield in f 
Farmer of apple bushels of cherry bushels Spraying 

trees last year trees last year 
—— | | | |S | 

2. To the list given above may be added other fruit 

trees if they are common to the community. 

3. For general directions in gathering the information, 

see Exercise 11, September. 

4. In column headed spraying, state whether or not 

orchard was sprayed. 

Project 1 

RAISING FLOWER SEEDLINGS 

Object.—To raise flower seedlings for home use. 

Explanation—Any boy or girl who loves flowers can 
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grow many of them by starting the plants indoors late 

in February, or early in March. 

Preparation.—1. Make a study of seed boxes or flats. 

Try to see some. 

2. Make a study of the best soil for seed boxes and 

of how this is mixed. 

3. What common flowers should be started indoors 

at this time of the year? 

4. Where are good places in which to keep the seed 

boxes? How often should they be watered? 

5. When should the plants be transplanted? 

6. Read Exercise 11, February, and Exercise 4, May. 

Operation—1. Order the seeds. 

2. Make the seed boxes. 

3. Prepare the soil and fill the flats. 

4. Sow the seeds, water the soil. 

Eewake proper-care ofthe plants: .Transplant’ to 

proper intervals. 

6. Sell surplus plants. 

7. Keep accurate account of all your time and ex- 

penses and determine the cost of raising the seedlings. 

References.—‘‘An Introduction to Agriculture,” Chapter 17. Any vege- 
table garden book. F. B. 255: The Home Vegetable Garden. F. B. 818: 
The Small Vegetable Garden. 

Project 2 

RAISING VEGETABLE SEEDLINGS 

Object.—To raise vegetable seedlings for the home 

garden. 

Explanation—Any boy or girl in the upper grades 

should be able to raise tomato, cabbage, cauliflower, 
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head lettuce and other seedlings for the home garden. 

This may be done in seed boxes or in hot beds, or better 

still, by a combination of both these methods. 

Preparation.—1-5. Review articles 1-5 in previous 

project. 

SMALL SEEDLINGS TRANSPLANTED INTO PAPER BANDS.—Courtesy Indiana Agri- 
cultural Experiment Station 

6. Make a study of hot beds and cold frames. Decide 

which you want to use. 

O peration.—1-6. Review the similar articles on the 

previous project. 

References.—See previous exercise. 

THINGS TO OBSERVE IN FEBRUARY 

The scales covering buds Common blemishes on horses 

The buds of some common The birds that stay with us 

trees all winter 

How frost helps in soil for- How some animals spend the 
mation winter. 
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Exercise 1 

TESTING SEED CORN 

Object—To learn how to test seed corn. 

Explanation—Why seed corn should be tested. 

Testing enables one to discard weak and dead 
ears. 

Weak and dead seed means a poor stand. 

A poor stand means a poor crop. 

To plant a dead ear means 500 to 700 missing 

stalks. 

It is only good business to know what we are 

planting. 

Like tends to produce like. 

If we want good corn we must plant good corn. 

We cannot guess how corn will grow. 

Testing shows how the corn will grow. 

Materials.—Seed corn testers, muslin, sawdust, corn. 

A. Sawdust Box Method 

Procedure—1. From any old lumber make a box 4 

inches deep and 19 inches wide and 24 inches long, 

inside measurements. The bottom boards should be 

1g of an inch apart to permit good drainage. This box 

will be large enough to test 48 ears of corn. A box 

30 x 30 inches will test 100 ears. 

135 
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2. Half fill the box with clean sawdust which has been 

thoroughly soaked in hot water. Pack this firmly and 

level the surface. | 

TACKING THE MARKED CLOTH FIRMLY OVER 
THE SAWDUST TO THE CORNERS OF THE 
TESTER.—Courtesy International Harves- 
ter Co. 

3. Take a piece of 

firm muslin. Mark 

off on it, with a soft 

pencil, 48 two and 

one-half inch squares 

and leave a two inch 

margin on all four 

sides. Number the 

squares 1 to 48. Wet 

this muslin and tack 

it at the four corners of the box so as to hold the cloth 

tightly in place, so that the corn will not be disturbed. 

4. Number 48 ears 

of corn, or place them 

so that you can keep 

track of the number 

of each ear. Take 

six kernels from ear 

one, two from near 

the top, two from the 

center, and two from 

near the bottom, and 

place these in square 

1. Have the germ 

sides up and all the 

tips pointing in one direction. 

Carts; 

COVERING THE KERNELS WITH THE SECOND 
IT, TOO, SHOULD BE TACKED TO 

TESTER. — Courtesy International 
Harvester Co. 

Continue this with all 48 

5. Cover the kernels with another piece of moistened 
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muslin and tack this in the 

four corners. 

6. Over this place still 

another piece of muslin 

large enough to overlap by 

10 inches on all four sides 

of the box. Pour into this 

cloth enough moistened 

sawdust to fill the box. 

Pack the sawdust and turn 

in the ends of the cloth. 

7. weep, the: box. in a 

warm room and raise it 

about an inch at one end 

SPREADING THE LARGE CLOTH OVER 
THE TESTER TO HOLD THE TOP 
LAYER OF SAWDUST.—Courtesy In- 
ternational Harvester Ca, 

so that the tip of the kernels point downward. 

8. After seven or eight days, remove the cloth with 

the sawdust, then carefully remove the second cloth, and 

FOLDING THE PROJECTIONS OF THE LARGE 
CLOTH OVER THE TOP LAYER OF SAWDUST. 
—Courtesy International Harvester Co. 

record the results of 

the test. 

9g. Write numbers 

‘ont 3. 10 46. or: a 

sheet of paper, and 

after each number, 

write figures such as 

6-0-0, 0-6-0, or 0-0-6, 

the first 

dicating the number 

figure in- 

of strong kernels, the 

second, the number 

of the weak ones, 

and the third, the 
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dead ones. Only the ears testing 6-0-0 should be used 

for seed. 

WHAT A PORTION OF THE TESTER LOOKS LIKE AFTER THE CORN IS UNCOV- 
ERED. DID IT, IN THIS CASE, PAY TO TEST THE CORN ?—Courtesy Wisconsin 
Agricultural Experiment Station 

QUESTIONS 

1. What is gained by testing shelled seed corn? 

2. Which kind of seed corn is the better to buy, ear corn 

or shelled corn? 

3. Why should the cloths and sawdust be scalded the 

second time the tester is used? 

B. The Rag Doll Method 

Procedure.—\. Procure a piece of well washed, tightly 

woven muslin about Io inches wide and 28 inches long. 
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In the center of this, mark off ten 214 inch squares, five 

on a side. This will leave a 2%4 inch margin at each 

side, and a 734-inch margin at each end: Number the 

squares from I to Io. 

2. Arrange 10 ears of corn so that you can keep track 

of the numbers. Place 6 kernels from ear I in square I, 

ROLLING UP A RAG DOLL TESTER.—Courtesy University of Wisconsin 

tips pointing to one side and germs sides up. Continue 

this for the ten ears. 

3. Place two handfuls of soaked sawdust on the lower 

end of the cloth and roll up the cloth loosely. 

4. Tie a string around each end and around the 

center. Make an arrow to indicate the direction the 

tips are pointing. 

5. Put the rag doll in water over night. The next morn- 

ing, pour off the water and cut the strings. Put the doll 

in a bread pan. Raise one end an inch so that the tips 
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point downward. Keep the pan in a warm room and 

keep the doll moist by occasional watering. Keep the 

pan partly covered. 

6. After seven or eight days, carefully unroll the 

doll and record the results as suggested in the sawdust 

box method. 

7. If you wish to test very many ears of corn by this 

method, make the cloth 13 inches longer, and then you 

can tést 20 ears at atime: 

8. A bread pan will easily accommodate three rag. 

dolls. If a pail is used in which to keep the dolls instead 

of a bread pan, you can accommodate many more. 

QUESTIONS 

1. Which method of testing corn do you prefer? Why? 
2. With which method must you be most particular? 

Why? 

To the Teacher—Demonstrate these exercises in the 
school room, getting the pupils in the class to assist you. 
Encourage the class to test seed corn at home. F. B. 948, 

The Rag Doll Tester gives good suggestions. 

Exercise 2 

PLANNING THE HOME GARDEN 

Object—To plan the home garden so that the work 

may be systematized, no space wasted, and all the dif- 

ferent desired varieties of vegetables given the proper 

amount of space. 

Materials —Ruler, tape, or rod stick. 

Procedure—1. Determine the exact size of the home 

garden by careful measuring. 
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2. Consult your parents and obtain both a list of the 

various vegetables to be grown in the garden, and also 

an idea of the amount of space in rows, to be devoted to 

each kind of vegetable. Exercise 8, February. 

3. Look up the cultural directions given for each 

variety in a seed catalog and in Table 11, Appendix. 

Find out how far apart the rows should be and how 

far apart the seeds are to be planted in the row, accord- 

ing to the method of cultivation you are going to use. 

4. Make an outline of the garden, drawn accurately 

to some scale, such as making % or % inch on paper 

equal to one foot of the garden. 

5. Indicate, by light lines on the garden map, the rows 

of vegetables. Have the proper distances between the 

rows. Place on the plan the names of the vegetables to 

be grown and give to each its proper proportion of space. 

6. Show the plan to your parents, discuss it with 

them, and make suggested changes. If necessary, make 

a revised plan. 

7. Determine the number of linear feet for each kind 

of vegetable, and the quantity of seed required. 

8. Determine, with your parents, having the notes 

from Exercise 8, February, with you, the variety and 

amount of each kind of seed to order. Order the seeds 

early. 

g. Keep the plan to use in staking out and planting 

the garden. 
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SUGGESTIVE PLAN OF A GARDEN 

Corn or Potatoes 

Spinach or Onion Sets 

Corn or Potatoes 

Beans follow with Turnips 

Beans follow with Lettuce 

Spinach or Onion Sets 

Spinach follow with Tomatoes 

Early Beets and Carrots 

Swiss Chard or Parsnip 

Peas follow with Beans 

Peas follow with Beans 

Radish and Lettuce follow with Beets 

Suggestive Garden Plan, Scale 4” = 1’. 
Garden is 24% ft. wide. Rows may be as long as desired. 

Exercise 3 

HOTBEDS 

Object—To make a hotbed. 

Materials —Lumber, nails, tools, fresh horse manure, 

soul. 

Explanation.—This is a splendid exercise for the boys 
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of the agriculture class; they should build a hotbed either 

on the school grounds or on the home farm of one of the 

boys living near the school. 

Procedure.—1. Study the sectional view of a hotbed 

shown below. 

2. Plan to locate the hotbed on the south side of some 

building. Make it to fit the sash you are going to use. 

A storm window will answer well. 

; =] SAS H 

— is 

‘GROUND LEVEL. CATT. : | GROUND LEVEL 

SS SSS | = 
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HOTBED SHOWING PLAN OF CONSTRUCTION.—Courtesy Pennsylvania State 
Board of Agriculture 

3. Make the frame 28 inches high in the front, 34 

inches in the back, and a few inches shorter and narrower 

than the sash. Fit the sash to the frame before you nail 

it together permanently. 

4. Make an excavation about two feet deep and a few 

inches longer and wider than the frame; then set the 

frame in it as shown in sketch. 

5. Fill the hotbed with fresh horse manure and tramp 

this down firmly to make a layer 18 inches deep. Level 

the surface and place about 4 inches of a rich garden 

loam upon the manure. 
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6. Bank the outer sides with manure. 

7. Cover with the sash and place a thermometer in 

the hotbed, inserting it a few inches in the soil. After 

the heat has reached its maximum and subsided to about 

80°, plant the seeds in rows about 4 inches apart. 

8. Water often enough to keep the soil moist but only 

in the morning. Regulate the temperature by raising and 

lowering the sash. On clear warm days remove the sash 

entirely. 

QUESTIONS 

1. Why use only horse manure? 

2. What is the danger of keeping the soil too moist? 

3. How can you protect the hotbed during cold weather? 

Exercise 4 

A COLD FRAME 

Object—To make a cold frame. 

Materials —Lumber, nails, tools, sash or muslin. 

Ex planation.—The cold frame is used to harden plants 

grown indoors, and to raise plants after the soil and 

weather have become mild. No manure is used in a cold 

frame. 

Procedure—1. Decide how large the frame is to be. 

Make a frame 8 inches high in the front, and 14 or 16 

inches high in the rear, and just a little shorter and nar- 

rower than the sash or muslin to be used. 

2. Place the frame in a sheltered position facing the 

south. Spade the soil within it, and, if necessary, add 

some good rich soil. 

3. Bank the outer sides with manure or soil. 

4. Plant seeds in the soil as directed in previous ex- 

ercise. 
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5. Cover the frame with muslin during cold nights and 
chilly days. 

To the Teacher—As a demonstration get several of the 

boys in the class to build a cold frame, to be used either 

on the school grounds, or at the home of some member of 

the class. 

Exercise 5 

TREE PLANTING 

Object—To learn how to transplant properly a tree. 

Materials —Spade, ee shears, a tree. 

Explanation, — : 

Each year the teach- 

er and the class 

should plant a tree on 

or near the school 

grounds. This exer- 

cise should be carried 

out by the class as a 

whole. 

Procedure, — 1. 

Careiully dig up a 

small tree from a 

wood lot, being care- 

ful to disturb the 

roots as little as pos- 

sible. 

2. Dig a hole large 

enough to take all the 
A CUT SHOWING HOW LARGE TO MAKE THE 

= = HOLE AND HOW TO SPREAD THE ROOTS 
roots in their natural ba bo PLANTING TREES ae ey rer. 

*,° ourt Neosho N o., Neosho position and d eep Ties osho Nurseries S 
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enough to allow the tree to be planted a few inches 

deeper than it has been. If soil appears to be dry pour 

a bucket of water in the hole. 

3. Cut off any bruised or broken roots, and the rough 

ends of the large roots, with smooth cuts. 

4. Place the tree in the hole and press the dirt very 

firmly about the roots so that the roots come into close 

contact with the soil. Fill the hole and leave the top 

few inches of soil loose. 

5. Prune back the top of the tree fully one-half, and 

cut out all unnecessary branches to give the transplanted 

tree a good shape. 

QUESTIONS 

1. Why cut off about % of the top of the tree after 

transplanting? 

2. When is the best time to transplant trees? 

3. Why leave the top few inches of soil unpacked? 

Exercise 6 

PREPARING THE GARDEN 

Object——To prepare the garden soil. 

Materials —Spade or garden fork, rake, manure. 

Explanation—Each spring the pupils should assist 

their teacher in all the different operations of prepar- 

ing a garden. This may be done on or near the school 

grounds or at the home of one of the pupils who lives 

near by. In writing up the exercise each member of the 

class should follow the outline given below. 

Procedure.—1. See that all rubbish which will not 

readily decay is removed from the garden spot. 
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2. Apply some well rotted manure, if available, to the 

garden. Usually 20 loads or tons per acre is considered 

a good application. According to this scale, how many 

loads or tons would be a good application of manure for 

the intended garden? 

3. If the garden is large enough and conveniently 

located, it should be plowed and harrowed. If it must 

AFTER THE MANURE IS EVENLY SPREAD, SPADE AS DEEPLY AS POSSIBLE WITH- 
OUT BRINGING ANY RAW SUBSOIL TO THE SURFACE.—Courtesy W. Atlee 
Burpee & Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 

be spaded, spade 8 to Io inches deep. As soon as a 

spade full of earth is turned over it should be broken 

up by blows with the implement. 

4. After a strip three or four feet wide across the 

garden has been thus broken, fine and smooth the surface 

with a garden rake. 

5. Take a handful of the soil from each of several 

places to be tested for acidity. (See following exercises. ) 

6. If commercial fertilizer is to be used, apply half the 
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proper amount now to the prepared soil, and rake it in. 

Apply the other half, between the rows, after the plants 

are started. Fifteen hundred pounds of an average com- 

plete fertilizer is a good application when no manure is 

used and 300 to 500 lbs. when manure is used. According 

to this scale how much could be safely applied to the 

garden which has been prepared? 

‘THE HANDFUL OF FERTILIZER BEING DROPPED INTO EACH. HOLE WILL BE WELL 
MIXED WITH THE SOIL BEFORE THE PLANT Is SET.—Courtesy W. Atlee 
Burpee Co. 

7. Wood ashes make a good fertilizer and 1000 lbs. of 

unleached wood ashes per acre is a good application. 

According to this scale how much could safely be applied 

to this garden? 

8. If the soil is sour, this is a good time to sweeten it. 

g. After every rain, or whenever many weeds begin 

to show, cultivate or rake the garden. This process also 

conserves moisture as shown in Exercise 1, April. 
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QUESTIONS 

1. Which is the best time to plow or spade a garden, the 
fall or spring? Why? 

2. Why add lime or fertilizer after plowing or spading, 

instead of before? 

3. Why add manure before plowing? 

4. When is the soil in a good condition to plow or spade? 

Exercise 7 

TES TENG JISOTLES FOR ACIDITY, 

Object——To learn how soils may be tested for acidity. 

Materials —Blue and red litmus paper, vinegar, lime, 

sample of garden soil, piece of glass about 4 inches 

Square, several drinking glasses. 

Procedure.—1. Review Exercise 5, February. To half 

a glass of water add a tablespoonful of vinegar. Thrust 

into the liquid a piece of blue litmus paper and note the 

change of color. (Litmus paper may be purchased at 

drug stores.) 
2. Add a tablespoonful of lime to another glass of 

water and into this liquid place a piece of red litmus 

paper and note the change of color. 

3. Acids turn blue litmus paper red and alkalies turn 

red litmus paper blue. 

4. With as little handling as possible gather a little 

soil from several places in the garden and put this into 

a clean tin can. 

5. Place a piece of moistened blue litmus paper on 

a piece of glass. Moisten in a saucer some of the soil 

you have gathered. Get it so wet that a little mass just 

stays in a pile. With a spoon place this moistened 
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soil over the blue litmus on the glass, and let it stay 

there for I0 or 15 minutes. 

6. Look up through the glass and note the color of 

the litmus paper. If the soil is sour the paper will have * 

turned red. 

7. Laboratory supply companies, see Appendix, sell 

the Truog Soil Testing Apparatus. With it you can tell 

just how sour a soil is. 

8. If the soil is sour make a few other tests to con- 

firm your first results. Add a little vinegar to some 

of the soil as directed in Exercise 5, February. Results? 

g. One thousand pounds of slaked lime, or one to two 

tons of finely crushed limestone, are applied per acre to 

sweeten a soil. According to this scale, how much does 

your garden need? 

10. Test at home with red and blue litmus paper :— 

soap, milk, Dutch cleanser, coal ashes, wood ashes, orange 

juice, and other substances. 

QUESTIONS 

I. Why do soils get sour? 

2. What kinds of soils get sour? 

3. Does it pay to sweeten soils? Ask your father. 

Exercise 8 

HARD WOOD CUTTINGS 

Object.—To learn how to propagate plants like grapes, 

currants, gooseberries, and shrubs, such as the privet, by 

means of cuttings. 

Materials.—Access to plants to be propagated, knife. 

Procedure.—1. From last year’s growth of any of the 
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plants mentioned, cut off pieces having about three buds. 

Make each cut just below the third bud. 

2. Plant these indoors, or directly outdoors, in a light 

sheet yate “Fs eta ghey 

vive 
Wai }.¢ 

ac 4 pl Shee 

sity 
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CUTTINGS SET IN TRENCH 

Department of Agriculture 

soil, so that only one bud appears just above the ground. 

The buried buds will develop roots and make new plants. 

3. Later in the season when the new plants have de- 

veloped, they may be transplanted whenever desired. 

QUESTIONS 

1. Why cut off the pieces just below a bud? 

2. Should or should not the portion of the branch from 

which the cutting was made be cut back to a bud? Reasons? 

See Exercise 3, October. 
3. Why should all cuts be made as smooth as possible? 

Exercise 9 

ROOT GRAFTING 

Object—To learn how to make a root graft. 

Materials —Willow twigs and roots, sharp knife, 

string. 

Explanation.—The principle of grafting is simply the 
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bringing together of two portions of two different in- 

dividual plants of the same species, so that the cambium 

layers, or growing portions, will be brought into con- 

tact with each other. That portion of the plant which 

contains the root is known as the stock, and the upper 

part which is grafted on to this, is known as the scion. 

seth ? Procedure. —1. Dig 

| up a young willow 

tree and use it to 

b learn how to graft. 

Wi 2. Cut off from the 
i Hh branches a number of 

Wg scions, 6 or 8 inches 

i long. 

¢ it q 3.. Cut from ‘tite 
i roots, stocks or pieces 

aay three to four inches 

long, and of the same 

thickness as the 

scions. 
ROOT OR WHIP GRAFTING. A, STOCK; 8B, 

SCHON: MOOR ARR S010H ED 7 4 oe ar 
ihe end of the scion and 

the upper end of the stock as is shown in the illustration. 

5. Fit these together and fasten the twe with string. 

6. Practice this joining several times and, as an ex- 

periment, plant some of the joined scions and stocks to 

see if they will grow. 

7. Apples are propagated in the manner described. 

The scions are taken from trees having the desired fruit 

and these are grafted to the roots of apple seed- 

lings. 
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QUESTIONS 

1. Why are apple trees propagated by grafting? 

2. Why is it necessary to have the cambium layer of the 
scion come in contact with the cambium layer of the stock? 

Exercise 10 

GARDEN RECORDS AND ACCOUNTS 

Object—To learn how to make and use garden records 

and accounts. | 

Explanation—Garden records afford excellent op- 

portunities for training in elementary bookkeeping. The 

garden record should show all the time devoted to the 

work, all expenditures, all receipts, and monthly and 

final summaries. 

Procedure.—1. Procure a composition book ; one meas- 

uring 7x8 inches will do. . Use the first page for the 

index. 

2. Use the second page for the labor records of the 

first month and the third page for expenses and receipts 

for the same month, as here suggested. 

Labor Records. Dera Ee wee ate eet as eo 

Date Hours Kind of work. 

I I Clean up the garden. 
2 2 Hauling and spreading manure. 
3 etc. 
4 

etc. 

Insert all hired labor under expense. Put down what 

you paid for this labor if you had to pay for it. 
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Miron ls aa. va.scok cere baat 
Date Expenses. Dr. Amount 

Item 
I Seeds—(specify kinds) $.25 
Bir Team and man—hauling manure .80 

Etc. 2 hours @ 4o¢ 

Enter all expenses. If you did not pay in cash for any 

item, enter its worth. If you buy any tools especially 

for your own use, enter % of their value; this assumes 

they will last 3 years. 

Recerpis.. Cr. 
Date Vegetables or Vegetables used Amount 

plants sold at home 
20 3 doz. tomato plants steees $. 30 
30 BA 2 bunches onions .10 

Estimate value of all vegetables used, at price they 

would bring if sold. 

3. For each remaining month, you will need two pages 

of your note book, preferably two that open together. 

4. Somewhere near the back of the book have a: page 

for the monthly summary sheet as suggested :— 

Monthly Summary 
Month Hours of Total Expenses Cash Other 

labor value receipts receipts 

March se) $1.00 $2.50 $.50 $.75 
April 
May 
Ete. 

5. Under “Hours of Labor” insert totals from your 

monthly labor records. Charge 10 to 15 cents per hour, 

according to what you are worth. Insert the value of this 

labor under ‘Total Value.” Under “Expenses 7 msert 

monthly totals. This should include cost of seed, special 

garden equipment, hired or donated help, etc. Under 

“Other Receipts,” enter value of vegetables used at 

home. Under “Cash Receipts” enter your cash sales. 
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6. Close tne year’s work with a summary sheet as 

suggested. ; 

Yearly Summary 

Peteatial labore oy sa.) Eb ss an eee 
oo DFE SIN RS NER ae a oe ee ee 

fas PECSUIS oy )ro os acfarerss a ese Cae ena 
Pret tecettna: naa keane lin we. ee lee oa we 

To the Teacher—In many states rural teachers are sup- 

posed to teach some form of cash accounts in the upper 

grades. Why not start this exercise with the seventh grade 

pupils? Let them carry it through the season and bring it 

to a close in the fall. 

Exercise 11 

HORSE SURVEY 

Object——To make a horse survey of the school district. 

Procedure.—1. In making this survey, or census re- 

port of the number and kinds of horses in the school 

district, follow all the directions given in Exercise I1, 

September. 

2. In this survey use the following, suggested, tabu- 

lated form. 

HORSE SURVEY. 

mcuee! Dist. ING. 2. os 21s. Mferyray OLN. 127, 351-0 wfe,si6 Osho IA Rae Desk aoe Hee 

REC ra tice Mics sae sts 

Number Number of 
Name of Farmer horses over | colts under Breed ta 

3 yrs. of age | 3 yrs. of age 
—_— | | 

Pe be 
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3. If there are any mules in the district include an- 

other column and head it ““Number of Mules.” 

Project 1 

TESTING SEED CORN 

Object—To make a germination test of the corn to 

be used at home for seed. : 

LET THE BOYS AND GIRLS TEST THE SEED CORN.—Courtesy Wisconsin Agricul- 
tural Experiment Station 

Preparation —1. Study different practical methods of 

testing seed corn. 

2. Read Exercise 1, March. 

3. Decide upon the method to be used, and prepare 

the testers. | 

4. Be sure that you have a proper place in which to 

keep the testers. 
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5. If possible, try to see how some farmer in the 

neighborhood tests corn. 

6. Learn to know the difference between weak and 

strong germinating powers. 

Procedure.—t1. Arrange the corn so that you can keep 

track of the number of each ear, or number the ears. 

2. Prepare the tester. Number the squares. 

geal the tester, all eer up and tips all pointing 

in one direction. 

4. Properly cover the corn and raise one side of the 

tester an inch so that the tips point downward. 

5. After 7 or 8 days note the results and keep for 

seed only those ears testing 6 strong. 

6. Figure the percentage of strong, of weak, and of 

dead ears. 

7. Keep a record of your time, and figure the cost 

of testing 100 ears of corn. 

Reference.—F. B. 948: The Rag Doll Tester. Seed Corn. Do you 
Know That It Will Grow? Ext. Dept. International Harvester Co., Har- 
vester Bldg., Chicago, IIl., 3 cents. 

Project 2 

MANAGEMENT OF THE HOME GARDEN 

Object—To take complete charge of the manage- 

ment of the home garden and to keep accurate garden 

accounts. 

Preparation.—1. Secure permission from your parents 

to take charge of the garden this year, and solicit their 

cooperation. 

2. Make a study of garden records and accounts. 

Read Exercise 10, March. 
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3. Study how to make a garden plan, how to get the 

soil rich in plant food, and into an ideal tilth. 

4. Become familiar with the names of good varieties 

of vegetables. Read Exercise 8, February. 

Procedure.—1. Procure a composition book. One 

about 7 x 8 inches, the size commonly used in school, 

will answer. Use this for your record book. Devote 

the first page to a ta- 

ble of contents, and 

the following pages 

to the records as out- 

lined in Exercise I0, 

March, 7 

2. Make the garden 

plan. See Exercise 2, 

March, . Tage 

planning over with 

your parents. Ask 

them what to plant 
A CONFERENCE BETWEEN PUPIL AND 

TEACHER IN THE GIRLS’ GARDEN. SUCH and the amount of 
CONFERENCES BRING GOOD RESULTS.—Cour- \ 
tesy lowa State Teachers’ College the space to give to 

each variety of vege- 

table. Consider rotation of crops in the plan. 

3. Keep accurate record of your time, of all expenses, 

and all receipts. 

4. Prepare the garden. See Exercise 6, March. 

5. Stake out the garden, and at proper time begin to 

plant. 

6. Seek your parents’ advice from the beginning to 

the end of the project. 

7. Make an effort to sell all surplus vegetables. 
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8. Be sure to make out your monthly summary at the 

close of each month, and your final yearly summary. 

9g. Use the last four or five pages of your record book 

for a story of your project. Give a little history of it, 

telling the interesting things about the work and some- 

thing about the final financial statement. 

Project 3 

PIG PROJECT 

Object.—To raise one or more pigs and to keep very 

accurate records of the cost of raising one or more 

pigs. 

Explanation.—Pig projects are popular because of the 

great number of boys’ 

and girls’ pig clubs. 

If a number of boys 

and girls in the school 

start this project they 

should form a pig club 

and get into commu- 

nication with the 

State Leader of Boys’ 

and Girls’ Club work. 

This project is best 

started with weaned 

Pp i gs from 8 to I2 some oF ouR MosT SUCCESSFUL PIG PROJECT 
WORKERS ARE_ GIRLS.—Courtesy Iowa 

weeks old. These — State feachers’ College 

must be purchased 

and the records must show the purchase price. The 

project should be started sometime in May and be con- 
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tinued from 4 to 8 months. Each pupil taking up this 

project must feed his pigs, care for them, and keep 

his own accurate records. 

Preparation.—1. Get permission from your father to 

start a pig project and solicit his advice on all important 

matters. 

ALL THE MEMBERS OF A BOYS’ PIG CLUB. THESE BOYS HAVE LEARNED HOW 
TO RAISE PIGS.—Courtesy U. S. Department of Agriculture 

2. Carefully consider and study the following ques- 

tions:—a. How many pigs shall I attempt to raise? 

b. Shall I get grades or pure breds? What breed? 

c. Where and how am I going to get the pigs? d. 

Where can I keep and house them? e. What should I 

feed them and where am I going to get the feed? f. 

Should I grow special forage crops? What kind and 
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how large an area shall I need? g. How shall I be able 

to weigh the pigs? What records should I keep? 

Procedure-—1. Get a composition book, similar to 

those you use in school, and use it for your record book. 

2. Use page 1 for the table of contents. 

3. Use page 2 for the following, devoting one line to 

each item:—a. Number of pigs in project? b. Breed? 

c. Grade or pure breds? d. Date project started? e. 

Age of pigs at start? f. Value at start? g. Weight at 

start? 

4. Use page 3 for recording at close of each month 

the weights of the pigs, if the pigs can be weighed each 

month. Use suggested form. If no scales are at hand 

merely record initial and final weights. 

Record of Weights by Months 

Month Weight in Pounds Gain in Pounds 
First (insert dates) 
Second 
Etc. 

5. Use sheets 4 and 5 for one month’s labor and feed 

records. Record the hours spent each day on the 

project. If, while at school, the pigs were fed for you, 

get the time and add it to your time. 

6. On page 5 record the feed purchased during the 

month as suggested :— 

Monthly Feed Record 

Date Kind of Feed Pounds Cost 
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Weigh and make charge for skim milk if used. Make 

charge for foraging, at actual cost or at so much per day 

for pasturing. Use 2 pages for the same uses for each 

following month. Allow about 16 pages for these 

monthly records. Get totals for each month. 

7. Transfer monthly totals to a summary sheet as 

suggested. 

Month Hours of Labor Feed Cost Other Expenses 
1 

Fae: 

8. Formulate the ration you are going to feed. 

g. Make preparations for housing the pigs before 

starting the project. 

10. Get the totals of the summary sheet (item 7) and 

fill out the following summary : 

| Expenses 

a.) Costiokpigs at besinnine of project. - 2.4. Ds. sae 
bu Lotal feed costs sag) oe Ss oo oe 
c.. ‘Total labor cost, @. to¢ per*hour: -. 0.5...) 
als Other“expenses 0074. A250 o. sn ee ieee 

etal expense. Uew..cteeug2 ne hie ete A Ps 

Receipts 

a. ' Final weizhtiof a2... DISS AH As nem lbsss. (3 tee 
bi Value of pigs'@*\.... 70. ¢ per pound $..) 25 eee 

Rotalreceipts...o! See ne eee ae Go. a ae 
Total expenses, c. 24,25 b abe ne an ee 

Promte: aoereenee oe ee ee Se ee 

Other Data 

a. . Weight of pigs at beginning of project... ©. :n.eeeee lbs: 
b. Weight of pigsiat close of project... 2... 0... . 8. ase ee lbs: 
C BUR co ig Gi GIS LE cee eo sea NST ado orca Do lbs 
d. "Number of days ‘fed ....23../5.4 5) om ccs 0 cere ee 
e. ~Average daily gain. oo: 600.9 ee oa occ ee 
f..+ Cost per potind ‘of eam: .. fos. ee koe ee 
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11. Write a story or discussion of your project on 

some of the remaining pages of the record book. 

F. B. 765: Breeds of Swine. F. B. 874: Swine Management. F. B. 
909: Self Feeder for Hogs. F. B. 951: Hog Pastures for Southern States: 
Yearbook Separate, 667 Boys’ Pig Club Work, 5 cents. F. B. 566: Boys’ 
Pig Clubs. Cir. 6: Swine, Armour’s Research Bureau, Stock Yards, Chi- 
cago. Dept. Bul. 646: Lessons in Pork Production for Rural Schools, 
5 cents. 

THINGS TO OBSERVE IN MARCH 

Good plowing Grafting work 
Treating oats for smut Results of freezing on fall 

Treating potatoes for scab plowed land 

Fanning mill cleaning seeds 
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Exercise 1 

CHECKING EVAPORATION 

Object.—To see how a dust mulch acts in checking 

evaporation. 

Materials ——Two pieces of lump sugar, teaspoonful of 

powdered sugar, saucer. 

A DUST MULCH CHECKS EVAPORATION.— 
Courtesy International Harvester Co. 

Procedure.—t. Put 

enough water in two 

saucers to make a lay- 

er of about % of an 

inch deep, and add a 

few drops of ink to 

the water in each 

saucer. | 

2. Put a heaping 

pile of powdered su- 

gar on a piece oer 

lump sugar and care- 

fully set this in a 

saucer containing thecolored water. 

3. In the other saucer, place an ordinary lump of 

sugar. 

4. How high does the water rise in each lump of 

sugar? Why does it not rise to the top of the powdered 

sugar? 

164 
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QUESTIONS 

1. If the powdered sugar is regarded as the light mulch 

on a soil, explain how it checks evaporation. (See “An In- 

troduction to Agriculture,” page 44.) 

2. What effect would hoeing a garden and leaving it 
rough and lumpy have upon evaporation? 

3. How could one establish a fine dust mulch on the 
garden soil? 

SEED CUT IN BLOCKY PIECES LIKE NUMBERS 3, 4, 6, AND 8, IS PREFERRED. 
POTATOES LIKE NUMBER 5 SHOULD NOT BE USED.—Courtesy Wisconsin Ag- 
ricultural Experiment Station 

Exercise 2 

CUTTING SEED POTATOES 

Object——To learn how to cut seed potatoes. 

Materials —Knife, a number of potatoes. 

Procedure.—1. Study the pictures and practice cutting 

a number of potatoes. 
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2. Cut them any way, provided that each piece has 

two eyes and a good portion of the flesh of the potato. 

Remember that until the roots can develop sufficiently 

to begin to take raw plant food from the soil, the young 

potato draws its food from the cutting. 

3. Many potato growers dust the cut pieces in land 

plaster to check wilting. If land plaster is available 

dust a few cut pieces and expose them with undusted 

pieces a few days and notice the difference. 

To the Teacher—tThis exercise should be worked a day 

or two before potatoes are planted in the community, so 

that the cut pieces need not be wasted. Some one living 

near the school may be glad to have the class cut a bushel 

of seed for them. 

Exercise 3 

HATCHING CHICKS 

Object-—To observe different methods of hatching 

chicks. 

Procedure.—1. With your teacher visit some farms 

near the school where chicks are successfully raised 

both by means of hens and by means of incubators. 

2. Where eggs are hatched by means of hens, each 

member of the class should observe the following :— 

Location of nest, kind, size, how kept free of lice, 

number of eggs in nests, the breed of the hen, feed given 

to the hen, source and kind of eggs used, testing for in- 

fertile eggs. 

3. Where incubators are used observe the following: 

Temperature and moisture, condition of the room, capac- 
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ity of incubators and number of eggs in each, care of 

the incubator, the turning and testing of the eggs, the 

circulation of heat through the incubator, the tempera- 

ture in the incubator. 

4. No child should hesitate to ask any questions. 

SUMMER HATCHED CHICKS NEED SHADE. THE COOPS HAVE NO BOTTOMS AND 
ARE MOVED TO A NEW SPOT EVERY DAY.—Courtesy Wisconsin Agricultural 
Experiment Station 

There are always important points arising in observation 

trips not mentioned in the outline. ‘The trips are made 

to gain information. 

5. Briefly write up where you went, and what you 

saw. 

To the Teacher.—Locate places where these observations 

may be made, and secure permission to take the class to 

study the methods. 
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Exercise 4 

CARE OF CHICKS 

Object—To observe the care given to chicks when 

hatched by means of hens, and by means of incubators. 

Explanation—The hatching of chicks is a simple 

matter and easily accomplished. The raising of chickens 

is a more difficult problem. The critical period is the 

first month of their lives. How they may be brought 

through this period successfully is the subject matter of 

this exercise. | 

Procedure-—1. With your teacher visit one or two 

places where chicks are successfully raised with hens, 

and note the location of the coops. 

2. How are the coops kept clean? How often are 

they moved? How protected in bad weather? 

3. Inquire what ration is being fed and how often 

the chicks are fed. | 

4. How is the drinking water kept clean? 

5. If possible visit a place where chicks are artifi- 

cially raised. 

6. Examine the brooders. Where are they kept? 

7. How are the brooders kept warm? How many 

chicks are put in a brooder? 

8. Find out what and how often the chicks are fed. 

9. How often are the floors of the brooders cleaned? 

Is any material used as litter on the floor? 

10. Make a drawing of a coop and of a brooder. 

11. Briefly write up where you went and what you 

saw. | 
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To the Teacher.—Make arrangements beforehand with 

successful poultry raisers for a class demonstration. 

Exercise 5 

PRESERVING EGGS 

Object——To learn how to preserve eggs. 

Explanation—There are two common methods of 

preserving eggs at home. These are the water-glass 

method, and the lime solution method. 

= 

RESY ATES 

SSE on 
n Cart» 

—saen ES 

» Z}:!) 

re 
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COMMER CIAL WATE 
WATER GLASS 8B0/L£08 ANDO COOLED 

4£GGS 
1N DILUTED WATER GLASS! 

IT PAYS TO PUT DOWN EGGS WHEN THE PRICE Is Low.—Courtesy U. S. 
Department of Agriculture 

Materials —Two quart Mason jars, a little water glass, 

and lime, and one dozen eggs. Water glass may be pur- 

chased in any drug store. 

Procedure.—t. In this demonstration, the class should 

preserve 6 eggs in a Mason jar containing the water- 

- glass solution and 6 eggs in the lime solution. If they 

cannot be kept in a cool place at school, one of the 
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pupils should take the jars home and put them away in 

a cool, dark place for a period of four to six months. 

2. Water-glass method.—Add one part of water glass 

(about 4% of a glass) to nine parts of boiled water 

(about a quart) which has been allowed to cool. Stir 

the mixture thoroughly and almost fill a quart Mason 

jar with it. Put six eggs in the jar and lightly screw on 

the top. Keep the jar in a cool cellar and see that the 

eggs are always covered with about two inches of the 

liquid. 

3. Lime solution method.—In this method, one pound 

of quick or stone lime is used with one gallon of water 

and a half pound of salt. Weigh out enough lime and 

salt for 1 quart of the solution. How much of these 

will be needed? Slack the lime with a little hot water. 

Mix the slacked lime with the required amount of water 

and add the salt. Stir the mixture thoroughly and allow 

to settle. Pour off the clear solution into a Mason jar 

and use it for preserving the eggs. Put six eggs into 

this and keep the jar covered. Also keep it in a cool 

place. 

4. After a period of 4 or 6 months, use eggs from 

both jars. Did they keep equally well in both solutions ? 

When may eggs be preserved in these solutions ? 

5. Large earthenware crocks should be used for pre- 

serving eggs for home use. 

6. In your notes briefly describe these two methods 

of preserving eggs. 
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Exercise 6 

EXAMINATION OF COMMERCIAL FERTILIZERS 

Object.—To get familiar with the appearance, compo- 

sition, solubility, and reactive action toward litmus of 

commercial fertilizers. 

Materials —Samples of commercial fertilizers, several 

glasses of water, blue and red litmus paper. 

Procedure.—1. The results of this exercise should be 

tabulated in the form suggested below: 

Solubili idi 
Name of Formula Color Form a Wate Seas: 
| 

2. Examine different kinds of commercial fertilizers, 

especially those used in the community. Note their 

color and form and record these in suggested forms. 

3. Add a little of each to some water in a glass and 

stir well. Are they soluble? Record results. Test the 

water containing them with a small piece of blue and 

red litmus paper and note and record the results. 

To the Teacher—Litmus paper may be purchased in 

drug stores, or from laboratory supply companies. Samples 

of commercial fertilizers also may be purchased from lab- 

oratory supply companies, or from dealers. (See Appendix, 

Table 9.) 

Exercise 7 

MIXING COMMERCIAL FERTILIZERS 

Object—To learn how to compound a certain ferti- 

lizer. 
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Explanation.—Complete or mixed commercial fertil- 

izers are sold on the percentage composition basis. A 

4-8-2 fertilizer contains 4 per cent nitrogen or ammonia, 

8 per cent soluble “phosphoric acid,’ and 2 per cent pot- 

ash. Where much fertilizer is used, there is economy in 

buying the ingredients and mixing these at home in the 

proper proportion to get the raw plant food. 

Materials—Table showing composition of fertilizing 

substances. See Appendix, Table 3. 

Procedure.—1. All commercial fertilizers are figured 

on a ton basis. The following method shows how to 

mix a 2-8-2 fertilizer. 

2% of nitrogen equals 40 lbs. in a ton 
8% of phos. acid equals 160“ ““ “ 

2% of potash equals op Kk & 

These ingredients may be obtained from the following: 

250 lbs. of 16% nitrate of soda will give 40 lbs. of nitrogen 
1000 “ “ 16% acid phosphate «© 60 “ “ phos. acid 

go “ “ 50% chloride of potassium “ “ 40 “ “ potash 

1330 ‘© ‘* material required, and the remainder 

670 Ibs. in a ton will be filler containing no raw plant 

food. | 

2. In a similar manner show how a 4-6-4 fertilizer 

may be mixed. 

3. Show how a 2-6-8 fertilizer may be mixed. 

To the Teacher.—This is a good problem in arithmetic. 

Assign it for arithmetic and discuss the results when the 
class meets for agriculture. 
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Exercise 8 

STAKING OUT THE GARDEN 

Object—To learn how a garden is staked out accord- 

ing to a plan. 

LEARNING THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF ARITHMETIC.—Courtesy Massachu- 
setts State Board of Agriculture 

Explanation.—This is an excellent observation lesson 

in which many of the boys and girls in the school may 

take part. | 

Materials—Tape line, yard sticks, and small stakes. 

Two stakes will be required for each row on the plan 
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and four for the corners of the garden. Narrow strips, 

about an inch wide, made from cedar shingles will 

answer. 

Procedure.—1. This exercise may be best demon- 

strated at the time the first planting is to be done, at 

the home of a member of the class who has made an 

accurate plan of his garden, as outlined in Exercise 2, 

March. 

2. Place the four corner stakes. 

3. At each end of the garden place a stake at the 

proper distance to mark each row. The distances be- 

tween the stakes should be equal to that designated- on 

‘the plan. 

4. What is gained by staking out the garden before 

planting? 

5. Briefly write up how you staked out a garden. 

QUESTIONS 

1. What is gained by staking out a garden before doing 

any planting? 

2. Need a large garden, cultivated with horse-drawn im- 

plements, be staked out? How are the rows to be planted, 

indicated in such gardens? 

Exercise 9 

PLANTING THE GARDEN 

Object.—To observe how to plant the seeds in a gar- 

den properly. 

Materials——Garden plan, garden line, required seeds. 

Procedure.—1. This is another demonstrational exer- 

cise, and, if possible, should be conducted at the home 
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farm of some pupil where an accurate plan of the gar- 

den has been made and the garden has been staked 

out, and made ready to be planted. 

2. Stretch the garden line between the two stakes of 

the first row to be planted. 

3. With a stick or hoe, make a furrow directly under 

FOR SMALL SEEDS USE THE HANDLE OF THE HOE FOR MARKING OUT THE ROW 
ALONGSIDE OF THE LINE.—Courtesy W. Atlee Burpee Co., Phila., Pa. 

the stretched line and deep enough for the kind of seed 

to be planted. 

4. Plant the seeds according to directions. 

5. Cover seeds to the proper depth. Remove the line 

and stretch it between the stakes of the next row to be 

planted. | 

6. Firm the soil above the planted seeds with the back 

of the hoe or with the foot. Why? 

7. In like manner, plant all seeds to be planted at this 

time. 

8. Briefly write up the different steps in planting seeds. 
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QUESTIONS 

1. What are the advantages of straight rows? 

2. Why are some seeds planted deeper than others? 

Exercise 10 

PLAN OF THE HOME FARM 

Object—To draw an accurate plan of the home farm 

and to find the number of acres in each field. 

Procedure ——1. The plan here given is of a I00 acre 

farm. It shows the fields, 

80 Rods 40 Rods 80 Rods 
n n 

us) 
E A. eo D. 
iPS 20 acres I5 acres 20 acres 
1S Corn Wheat S Meadow 
| 4 © ae 
2 B Cc mae: E. 
1S 20 acres aly ee 

Oats Orchard o eacem E acaae 
4 Garden | 

the orchard, garden, grounds, and buildings. On this 

plan the scale used is,—5 rods equals % of an inch. 

2. Draw a plan of the home farm getting the distances 

on all sides of the fields from your father and, wherever 

in doubt, actually measure them. 

3. If time permits, make a large plan of the farm in 

which the scale is 5 rods equal to one inch, and indicate 

the crops grown on each field for the last 5 years. This 

will show the rotation on each field. 

Exercise 11 

FORAGE CROPS SURVEY 

Object—To make a survey of the number of acres 

devoted to forage crops in the school district. 
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Procedure.—1. The following outline is suggested for 

this survey. 

Forage Crops Survey 

School Mist. Nossssccoss gece PROWIMOLS ae cre oie ctel se cies Cones fcc oar ie 

DAGet en orserte Ook 

Acres in Acres in 
Name of Acres in | Total Clover { Total other | Total 
Farmer Timothy | Yield _and Yield }| Forage | Yield 

Timothy | Tons Crops | Tons 

T: 
2. 
3% 
4-— 
Etc. 

2. For directions in conducting this survey, see Exer- 

cise I1, September. 

3. In place of the column headed “Other Forage 

Crops” alfalfa may be used, or the name of any other 

crops raised for forage purposes in the community. 

Exercise 11 

GARDEN DIARY BOOKLET 

Object—A garden booklet for young boys in which 

they may keep any or all of the following items: 

Dates on which different vegetables were planted. 

The first vegetables to appear. 

List of vegetables planted. 

List of flowers planted. 

Insects seen in the garden. 

Birds seen in the garden, dates. 

First flower to bloom. 

First flowers picked. 

First vegetables used. Date. 
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To this may be added other items. This material will 

offer excellent language and composition lessons. 

THINGS TO OBSERVE IN APRIL 

Incubators in operation Spreading fertilizers 

Brooding of chicks The birds 

Preparation of a seed bed Opening of buds 
Liming soils 

Project 1 

HATCHING AND RAISING CHICKS 

Object—To hatch one or more sittings of eggs from 

pure bred stock and to raise the chicks. 

Explanation.—This project should be started early in 

April and continue until November 1. The pupil should 

do all the work necessary in hatching and raising the 

chicks except that which must be done while he is in 

school, when the necessary work may be done for him. 

Accurate records of cost of eggs, feed, and other cash 

expenses should be kept. If desired, labor records may 

also be kept. 

Preparation.—Study the matters related to se project 

as outlined below. 

1. What breed of poultry shall I raise? 
2. Do I want to raise the chickens for meat, eggs, or 

both? 
3. Where can I get good eggs from pure bred stock at 

reasonable prices? 

4. What hens can I get for hatching the eggs? 

5. Where should I put the nest? How feed the sitting 
hen? 

6. Where and how should I keep the hen and chicks? 
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sourt Poultry Experiment Station 

7. What and how often should I feed the chicks? 

8. How should I manage the growing chicks? 

Procedure—1. Get a clear idea of all the points in- 

volved in the project, and get everything ready to start 

the project. : 
2. Keep records in an ordinary composition book such 

as you use in school. 

3. Use the first page for the table of contents. Use 

the second page for the following: 

Breed of poultry raised. 

Number of eggs and cost. 

Date eggs were set. 

Number hatched? Percentage? 

Number raised up to November If. 

— e 

PEN 
4. Reserve two or three of the following pages for 

expenses, recording these in the order they occur. 

s. If labor records are kept, use one page for each 

month and record as accurately as possible the number 

of minutes devoted to the project each day. 
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6. Use one sheet for receipts, recording what birds, 

if any, were sold. Sell all the cockerels. 

7. November Ist, make out a summary sheet showing 

cost of chicks, not including labor, as suggested. 

“Cost Of ‘eersis. Seed oa eee 

Cost: ‘of  feedas. SG auctk aa eee 
Other «cash “expenses sc eee 

PoOtal (Cost ceiteeteh wns eee eee 

Deduct from this all the sales. 

8. If possible, sell all the cockerels. If they are pure 

bred you should get a good price for them. Use the 

pullets to start, on November Ist, an egg laying project 

as outlined in Project 2, November. 

References.—F. B. 562: Boys’ and Girls’ Poultry Clubs. F. B. 808: 
Mediterranean Class of Chickens. F. B. 806: American Class of Chickens. 
F. B. 530: Hints to Poultry Raisers.- F. B. 624: Brooding Chicks: 
F. B. 889: Backyard Poultry Keeping. F. B. 957: Poultry Diseases. 

To the Teacher——A few similar projects are goose, duck, 

and turkey raising. Hints for these projects can be found 

in: F. B. 767: Goose Raising; F. B. 791: Turkey Raising; 

F, B. 200: Turkeys, 5c., F. B. 697: Duck Raising. Dept. Bul. 

464, Lessons on Poultry for Rural Schools, Ioc. 

Project 2 

RAISING A CALF 

Object—To raise a calf. 

Explanation.—Calf clubs for rural school boys and 

girls have been organized in practically every state, and 

any boy or girl may take up this project and, if desired, 

enter a club. In this project, as in all others, all the 

work must be done by the pupil, except that which must 
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be performed when he is in school or is sick. The calf 

should preferably be a pure bred or grade female. The 

project should be started in the spring and continue until 

the fall. If possible, the calf should continue to be the 

property of the pupil and later be used in a milk pro- 

ducing project. Before starting the project get a clear 

idea of what is necessary to conduct it successfully. The 

calf should be your property, paid for out of your own 

pocket, and not given to you. You should either pay 

cash for it, or have your father loan you the money 

to buy it, or you should work out its cost. The records 

should show the value of the calf when the project is 

started. 

Preparation.—1. Where and how am I going to get a 

good calf? 

2. What breed of calf should I get? 

3. Where and how am I going to keep it? 

4. Where am I going to get the feed? Have I money 

to buy it? Shall I ask father to loan me the money? Can 

I do work for him for the feed? 

5- How can I weigh the calf occasionally ? 

6. What shall I feed it to make it grow well and keep 

healthy ? 
7. Where and how can I manage to keep it when I close 

up the project in the fall? 

Procedure.—1. Prepare to keep records. Read Proj- 

ect 1, April, and Project 2, December, Enter in your 

record book the following: 

1.. Breed of calf. 3. Age when taken. 

2. Date of birth. 4. Pure bred or grade. 
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b Site 6 NAME). 62 No... 7. From whom purchased. 
6, .Dam’s name *..... No... 8 Purchase price. 

2. Open a feed expense account in your record book, 

and charge all items of feed,—weight and value,—as you 

purchase them, in order, including the whole and skim 

~ milk. 

3. Enter all other items of expense. 

4. When you close up the project, fill out a summary 

feed table as suggested: 

SUMMARY FEED TABLE 

Price per Lb. 
Feed Pounds Fed | Hundredweight} Total Cost 

of ton 

Tt aWihole milk: se eee 
oH AS} steayecad ll ESE dam omni oar 
Be Grain’ Ae Aa eee 
Pras, ae 
SS PCE eS Se eeeea ate SC eee 
Os ay cere cates cee meester 
F  MAOIUAGE te eit ere 
Sue Pasture see oe eee 

Motals cect dler etre whe 

For pasture put down what your father would charge 

for pasturing a calf for a neighbor. 

5. Finally fill out the following summary: 

. Date when project started. 

. Date when project closed. 

. Weight when entered on project. 

. Weight at close of project. 

. Total gain in pounds. 

. Average daily gain. 

Cost of feed. 

. Cost of 100 Ibs. gain in weight. CONT Ov On Gor i 
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6. Prepare to do the work well. Enter all expenses 

promptly, and if scales are available, weigh the calf 

every 30 days. 

References.—F. B. 7: Feeding and Management of Dairy Calves. 
F. B. 893: Breeds of eee Cattle. F. B. 612: Breeds of Beef Cattle. 
F. B. 811: Production of Baby Beef. 

To the Teacher—The State Leader of Boys’ and Girls’ 

Club Work, located at your State Agricultural College, will 

gladly mail you leaflets pertaining to calf projects. Write 

to him. 
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Exercise 1 

EFFECT OF LIGHT UPON PLANT GROWTH 

Object.—To study the effects of light upon a growing 

plant. 

Explanation—This is a demonstrational exercise in 

which the class, as a whole, should assist. Each member 

should briefly write up the experiment and answer the 

questions. 

Materials—Two tin cans with holes punched in the 

bottoms and around the sides near the bottoms; oats. 

Procedure.—1. Mix two parts of a rich garden soil 

with one part coarse sand, and fill the two tin cans with 

the mixed soil. 

2. Plant about ten oat kernels in each pot. Water the 

soil regularly and put the cans where the plants will 

grow well. 

3. When the oats are about three inches high, put one 

of the cans in a dark place for three or four days, then 

compare its plants with those of the other can. What 

changes were caused by the absence of sunlight? 

4. Keep the two cans in the lighted place for several 

days longer and note the effect the sunlight has upon the 

plants which have been in the dark. What are some of 

the effects of sunlight upon plant growth? 

184 
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QUESTIONS 

1. Of what use is the green coloring matter of plants? 

2. Would this coloring matter be of any use to plants 
deprived of sunlight? | 

3. Why is sunlight essential? See Chapter 2 in “An 

Introduction to Agriculture’ or how plants make food, in 
any agricultural text book. 

Exercise 2 

CIRCULATION OF WATER IN PLANTS 

Object—To show how water circulates in a plant. 

Explanation—See previous exercise. 

Materials —Glass of water containing a few drops of 

red ink, one or two white flowers with long stems such 

as the lily of the valley, or white carnation. 

Procedure.—t. Insert the freshly cut ends of one or 

two of the flowers mentioned, in the colored water in the 

glass. 

2. At intervals of about one half an hour examine the 

plants to discover how far up the stems the red solution 

has moved. 

3. Did the red solution color the white petals? How 

long did it take? 

4. Hold a few of the petals and leaves up to the light 

and see if you can see the veins in which the water circu- 

lates? Are they very numerous? 

QUESTIONS 

I. Does much water circulate through plants? 
2. Why does the water go up into the leaves of plants? 

3. Does the water circulating through plants have any 

particular uses? (See Chapter 4, “An Introduction to Agri- 

culture.”) 
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Exercise 3 

SOIL TESTS 

Object.—To study the effects of commercial fertilizers 

and of lime upon plant growth. 

Materials —About a pound of each of the following: 
nitrate of soda, acid phosphate, chloride of potassium, 

and 2 pounds of slaked lime. 

Explanation—This is a demonstrational exercise in 

ON THE LEFT, CLOVER ON UNFERTILIZED PLOT. ON THE RIGHT, CLOVER ON 
SOIL TREATED WITH GROUND LIMESTONE AND ACID PHOSPHATE.—Courtesy 
Kentucky Agricultural Experimental Station 

which the whole class should take part. The demon- 

stration should be carried on in a field near the school, 

and should be started a day or two before the crop, 

which may be wheat, oats, potatoes, corn, alfalfa or 

clover, is planted. 

Procedure.—1. Assist your teacher in laying off four 

strips of ground, 10 feet square, with a space of three 

feet between them, on one edge of the field. 
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2. Broadcast over these four strips, respectively, one 

pound of nitrate of soda, one pound of acid phosphate, 

one pound of chloride of potassium, and two pounds of 

slaked lime. 

3. Rake the materials into the soil. 

4. While the crop is being planted the stakes may be 

temporarily taken out and later, after the planting, be 

put back in some places. . 

5. The demonstration plats should be a regular part 

of a field and should receive the same treatment in plant- 

ing and care as the rest of the field. 

6. Note carefully the rate of growth, the vigor, and 

the color of the crop on each plat, and compare it, in 

each case, with the strips between the plots on which no 

fertilizers were applied. 

7. This is a good practical method of determining 

what elements of plant food, if any, do not occur in 

sufficient quantities in the soil. 

8. Briefly write up the tests that were made; and the 

results obtained. 

To the Teacher—Secure permission to conduct such a 

test and have all the materials on hand. 

Exercise 4 

TRANSPLANTING 

Object——To learn how to transplant seedlings into the 

garden. 

Materials—A flat of tomato, cabbage, or cauliflower 

plants. 
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Explanation—This is a demonstrational exercise in 

which the whole class should take part, the pupils doing 

just as much of the work as possible. 

No plant should be taken directly from a warm room 

or hotbed and exposed suddenly to open weather con- 

ditions. The change should be made gradually by ex- 

posing the plants on warm days, then. on warm nights, 
4 

PROPER THINNING IS ESSENTIAL FOR GOOD RESULTS. DON’T JUST PULL THE 
PLANTS UP BUT USE A STICK TO LOOSEN THE SOIL AROUND THE ROOTS BEFORE 
REMOVING. Courtesy W. Atlee Burpee Co., Phila., Pa. 

and finally on cool nights. Besides exposing the plants 

to the open, they should also be made accustomed to the 

dryer conditions of the outdoor air, by giving them 

during the week before they are transplanted only 

enough water to keep them healthy. The plants should 

be watered an hour or two before transplanting to fill 

their tissues with water. The best time to transplant 

is on the evening of a cloudy day, either before or after 

a rain. 
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Procedure.—1. Transplant some plants following di- 

rections here given. 

2. Remove the plants with as much soil adhering to 

the roots as possible. 

3. Make a hole in the ground deep enough to allow 

the plants to be set down to the first leaves, and insert 

the plant to the proper depth. 

4. Cover the roots with some fine soil. Press this down 

firmly to fill up all air spaces and to bring the soil in 

close contact with the roots. 

5. Add water to moisten the soil thoroughly and when 

this water has disappeared fill the rest of the hole with 

loose soil. Do not firm this, as it should act as a mulch 

to check evaporation. 

6. Tomato plants with long stems should be trans- 

planted differently. Make a hole deep and long enough 

to lay the roots in the trench and turn up the tops of 

the plants. 

7. The tops of beets, tomatoes, celery, etc., may be 

partly sheared to reduce the evaporation from the plant. 

8. If the following day is bright and warm, protect 

the plants. 

9. In your notes briefly tell how you transplanted some 

seedlings. 

Exercise 5 

NODULES AND LEGUMES 

Object.—To study the nodules on the roots of legumes. 

Materials —Several different legumes, spade. 
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Explanation—This is an observational exercise and 

should be taken up on a field trip. 
STEN IER IS Procedure. — I. 

Carefully dig up a 

number of different 

leguminous plants 

such as sweet clover, 

“fed. clover, ~aliamas 

and garden peas. Be 

careful not to break 

off the tiny roots. 

2. Gently shake the 

soil from the roots 

and notice the small 

onus, on A anor \cievae Gor Coke. ) swellin ye ie 
the _ roots. These 

are called nodules or tubercles. Draw and describe 

them. 

QUESTIONS 

I. Where do they occur on the roots? How do those of 
different varieties of plants differ? 

2. What use have these nodules? 

3. What is in them? 

4. What may be the results if a legume had no nodules? 

(See Chapter 8, “An Introduction to Agriculture.” ) 

To the Teacher.—When you take this exercise up with the 

class, take the pupils out and have one or two of the boys 
dig up some legumes for study. 
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Exercise 6 

MAKING SPRAYING SOLUTIONS 

| Object—To make a gallon of each of the different 

spraying solutions. 

RE ee cues) sda Oe mepaciment Of Agriculture) 

Materials —Copper sulphate, quicklime, arsenate of 

lead, Paris green, small scales. 

Procedure-——See A, B, C, for formulas for different 

mixtures. 
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A Preparation of Bordeaux Mixture. 

_ The formula for common Bordeaux mixture is: 4-4-50, 

meaning, 

4 lbs. of copper sulphate 

4 lbs. of quicklime 

50 gal. of water 

1. How many ounces of the ingredients are needed 

for I gallon of water? 

2. Weigh these out. 

3. Good lime for this purpose should be lumpy. 

Slake the lime with hot water. Add the water no faster 

than it is taken up. When the lime has formed into a 

light powder, slowly add two quarts of water to get it 

into solution. 

4. Dissolve the required amount of copper sulphate in 

two quarts of water. 

5. Mix the two solutions, and test the mixture with 

an iron wire slightly filed at one end. If the amount of 

lime is insufficient, copper will be deposited on the bright 

part of the wire. In this case, add more lime until the 

copper no longer deposits on the wire. 

B. Paris Green Solution. 

The formula for the standard Paris Green solution is 

Patish-@reena. sa near I pound 

IS estas ek Fogo Seg ern ghee 2 pounds 

Watenn sid: tee ete es een 200 gallons 

1. How many ounces of these two ingredients are 

needed for 5 gallons of the solution? 

2. Make the Paris green into a paste with a little 
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water, then dilute the paste with more water. Mix the 

lime as for Bordeaux mixture. 

3. Do not prepare this solution unless it can be used. 

C. Arsenate of Lead Spray. 

The most common formula for arsenate of lead is 

2-50; that is, 

2 pounds, of arsenate of lead 
50 gallons of water 

1. How many ounces of lead arsenate are required for: 

5 gallons of water? 

2. If the solution can be used, make it. Add the 

arsenate to a little water to make a paste; then add the 

rest of the water. ; 

3. Paris green or arsenate of lead may be combined 

with Bordeaux mixture if a combined fungicide and 

insecticide is desired. Generally % lb. Paris green or 2 

Ibs. of arsenate are added to 50 gallons of Bordeaux 

mixture. 

To the Teacher.—Let the class working in one or more 

groups prepare small quantities of these spraying solutions. 

Do this at a time when you can take the class to a farm 

near by to demonstrate with several types of small sprayers 

the use of the solutions, spraying such plants as potatoes, 

cabbage, melons and tomatoes with the proper solutions. 

Exercise 7 

EAR-TO-ROW CORN TEST 

Object.—To plant short rows of corn from different 

ears, each row representing one ear, and to note the 

results. 

Materials —Ears of corn, hand planters or hoes. 
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Explanation.—This is a demonstrational exercise re- 

quiring the work and cooperation of the entire class. 

The demonstration should be conducted in a field near 

LEFT. ROWS PLANTED FROM EARS WHICH GREW LOW ON PLANTS. 

EARS WHICH GREW HIGH ON PLANTS. . 

PLANTS IN THE FIELD.—Courtesy Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station 

the school about to be planted to corn, and should be 

started about ten days before the owner of the field 

intends to plant it. The test consists in planting the 

ends of 10 to 20 corn rows nearest the road, to corn, in 

RIGHT, FROM 

IT PAYS TO SELECT CORN FROM 
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such a way that about 50 feet in each row is planted with 

corn from individual ears. The end of each of these 

rows should represent a single ear. The ends of the 

rows used in the test should be cultivated by the farmer 

whenever he cultivates the corn. The corn should be 

given to the farmer in return for the permission to run 

the test. 

Each member of the class should briefly write up the 

demonstration and should make a plan of the test plot. 

Procedure—1. About two weeks before the corn is 

to be planted secure and test about 50 ears of corn of the 

same variety as that which the farmer is going to use in 

planting the field. 

2. When the tester is opened, select a variety of ears 

if possible, some testing very weak, some weak, and some 

strong, but only as many ears as there are rows in the 

test. 

3. Plant the end of row one to corn from ear one and 

so on, and keep the data about the test of each ear. 

4. Observe from time to time the growth of the corn. 

5. Which row seems to have the largest and most 

vigorous plants? How did the corn planted in this row 

test? Which row has the weakest plants? How did the 

corn used in this row test? 

6. The stalks of the poor corn may be detasseled to 

prevent crossing without any effect upon the plants. 

This will eliminate any possibility of injury to the quality 

of the corn the farmer plants in the field. 

To the Teacher.—Secure permission from a farmer near 

by to conduct this test. 
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Exercise 8 

POTATO TESTS 

Object——To plant a few dozen hills of potatoes from 

each of three or four varieties grown in the community, 

to see which variety gives the best results. 

CUT ILLUSTRATING HILL SELECTION OF SEED POTATOES, IT PAYS TO SELECT 
POTATOES FROM THE BEST HILLS FOR SEED.—Courtesy U. S. Department of 
Agriculture 

Materials —Eight to ten good seed potatoes from three 

or four standard varieties. 

Explanation—tThis exercise should be conducted on 

a potato field of a near-by farm as was the corn exercise 

outlined in the previous exercise. The only work this 

will make for the school will be the cutting and the 

planting of the potatoes. It is assumed that these 

potatoes will finish out rows of a regular potato field 
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and that when the field is cultivated and sprayed the 

experimental plot will receive the same treatment as the 

rest of the field. The crop should go to the farmer 

for the use of the land. A spraying demonstration may 

be introduced if desired. 

Procedure.—1. Cut the potatoes on the day the farmer 

1s going to plant the field. See Exercise 2, April. 

2. Plant them at the same distances apart as the regu- 

lar field of potatoes is being planted. 

3. Observe, at occasional intervals, the characteristics 

of the plants and flowers and the growth of each variety 

planted. 

4. In the fall, have the potatoes dug by hand, digging 

and weighing separately the marketable potatoes of each 

variety, from an equal number of hills, to determine 

the comparative yields. 

5. Weigh the crop from an equal number of hills 

from the farmer’s potatoes. Discuss the results. Was 

there any noticeable difference in yield? In favor of 

which variety ? 

To the Teacher.—This is an excellent method of getting 

samples of common varieties of potatoes for study in Exer- 

cises 2 and 3 outlined for September.. See F. B. 533: How 
- to Produce Good Seed Potatoes. 

Exercise 9 

POULTRY SURVEY 

Object—To make a poultry survey of the school dis- 

trict. 

Procedure.—1t. The following is a suggested outline 

for a poultry survey, or census of the school district: 
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POULTRY SURVEY 

School Dist: Nios: . aceon oe Rowmiiol, jem erertarsre eh COS t sate eee 
Date st eycrae@isirors ates 

Name of Number Number Number Number 
Farmer 0 Breed oO Oo fc) 

Chickens Ducks Geese Turkeys 
eee | ce | Ee | ER | a | | ED 

2. Conduct this survey exactly as outlined for the 

Corn Survey, Exercise 11, September. 

Project 1 

GROWING A PLOT OF BEANS 

Object—To grow a plot of navy beans. 

Explanation—The growing of navy beans is always a 

good project because there is a constant demand for the 

crop at good prices. Beans keep well, the crop is easily 

handled, and, with the exception of preparing the land, a 

boy or girl can do all the work himself. A patch cover- 

ing about 1/10 of an acre, if well cared for, should yield 

from one to two bushels of shelled beans. 

Preparation.—Some of the more important factors en- 

tering into this project are enumerated below. Study 

them before you start the work. 

1. What kind of a soil is best adapted to beans? 

2. Will beans grow well on a sour soil? 

3. Where on our farm is the best place to grow the 

beans? 
4. Should the field be fertilized? With what? 

5. What variety of beans is best adapted to our locality? 

6. Where can I buy the best grade of seed, guaranteed 
free of disease? Should I test. the seed? How? 
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7. How should I plant the seed? How thick? How 
deep? 

8. How much seed shall I need? 

9. How should the seed bed be prepared? 

10. When should I plant the seeds? 

11. How, when, and how often should beans be culti- 

vated? 
12. How should I harvest and cure the crop? 

13. How should I thresh them? 

Procedure——t. Prepare a record book in which all ex- 

penses and time devoted to the project may be recorded. 

pce Frayect3, March. 

2. In the record book, draw to an accurate scale the 

plot, indicating number of rows and the distance be- 

tween the rows. Give the dimensions of the plot. De- 

termine the number of square rods in it. Determine what 

part of an acre it is. 

3. Devote several pages to the expenses which should 

include 

1. Land rental 5. Cost of any fertilizer 

2. Cost of seed used 

3. Cost of preparing field , 6. Other expenses 
4. All labor not your own 

4. On separate sheets keep track of your time. 

5. When the project is completed fill out a summary 

sheet as directed. 

PS rey SS Gea tcecl gle Acie rch edsas eh Sik soe im «024 ¥ eakesaiais 

MEME AGAGIES ORPENSES J sik saa i ls.¢ sic ccd'e es cceiae nea 

. Total expense, not including your time........ 
Pee ite thE Ohler CLIP) 5 c's 2 srw sek oh 8b ia face erare'a a o's 

Rerodene BOL COUmtine VIADOT ).% o.).000.'s 00s aie sae mh WN & 
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6. Value. of: labore. o. ace ea ee eee eee 

7. Net :profit : ss 0. Saeten kindawisale coe oh eer 

Under value of crop give value of the beans sold and 

of those kept for home use; also record the yield. 

6. Start all work at the proper time. 

7. Pay attention to the points you learned about grow- 

ing the crop. 

8. Record all expenses and all time items on the days 

they occur. 

Beas Production, gublished fy ‘Soil Uaproyerent Commitee aimee atime 
graph Building, Chicago, Illinois. Free. 

To the Teacher.—See the next project. Other similar 

projects are growing a plot of pop corn or sweet corn. In 

helping a child to select a project of this kind the market 

demands must be carefully considered. The parents may 

be able to help you to decide what crops would be most 
profitable to grow. 

Project 2 

GROWING A PLOT OF CORN 

Object—To grow a plot of corn. 

Explanation.—The size of a land plat for a corn proj- 

ect for rural schools varies from 1/10 of an acre to 

one acre. The aim of the project is to raise the largest 

quantity and the best quality of corn at the cheapest cost 

of production. Nothing but pure bred corn of a variety 

grown in the community should be used)\for seed. 

Preparation—1. Before starting this project make a 

study of the following questions : 

1.. What kind of soil is best adapted to corn? 

2. Where on our farm may I get the best piece of land 

for my corn project? 
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3. Should I fertilize it? When? With what? 

4. What variety of 

buy pure bred seed? 

for seed. 

pea omould IT test th 

corn should I plant? Where can I 

Shall I get shelled corn or ear corn 

e seed? 

6. How should I plant the corn? How thick? 

7. How should I plant the seed? 

8. How and how often should I cultivate the crop? 

Procedure.—1. Purchase and test the seed. 

2. Make preparations to have the land fertilized and 

plowed. 

3. Keep accurate records of the project. See Proce- 

dure under Project 1, 

4. Prepare the seed 

bed. Plant the crop. 

Pro eu iti vate 

the crop. 

6. Keep accurate 

records and record all 

items each day. 

7. Close up the pro- 

ject with a summary 

sheet as suggested in 

Project 1, May. 

S.. In’ a’ project of 

this sort, in which 

horses and imple- 

ments are used, charg 

May. 

PLANNING TOGETHER FOR A BUMPER_CROP.— 
Courtesy Iowa State Teachers’ College 

e 10 or 15 cents per hour for your 

time, 10 cents per hour for the time of each horse used, 

$2.00 per acre for rental of implements, and $5.00 per 

acre for rent of land. 
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Other projects of this kind are :— 

Growing a plot of potatoes 

Growing a plot of tomatoes. 

Growing a plot of onions. 

References.—F. B. 948: The Rag Doll Tester. F. B. 400: Methods of 
Planting Corn. F. B. 414: Corn Cultivation, F. B. 415: ‘Seed Cor: 
F. B. 537: How to Grow an Acre of Corn. 

THINGS TO OBSERVE IN MAY 

Tillage implements Weeds in the garden 

Spraying machines Some well planned home 

Good gardens » gardens 
Planting of farm crops The opening of buds 

Planting of a garden Insects pollinating flowers. 

The birds and insects of the 

garden 



JUNE 

Exercise 1 

A STUDY OF FLOWERS 

Object—To make a study of the different parts of a 

flower. | 

Materials—Several simple flowers, hand magnifier, 

knife. 

Procedure.—1. Procure one or two simple flowers in 

blossom at this time. 

2. Note the shape of the flower. Has it an odor? 

Where is the odor produced? Why? 

3. What is the color of the flower? Why are some 

flowers brightly colored? What flowers have no color? 

Why not? 

4. The lower, outer set of parts of the flower, just 

below or surrounding the colored parts, are called the 

sepals. How many sepals are there? What name is 

given to all the sepals taken together? 

5. The colored parts of the flower, just inside or above 

the sepals, are the petals. How many petals are there? 

What collective name is given to the petals? 

6. The group of small structures inside of the petals 

are called the stamens. How many stamens are there? 

Of how many parts does each consist? What use have 

the stamens? Shake the flower over a piece of paper. 

203 
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Does a powdery mass drop from the flower? What is 

this? 

7. In the center of the circle of stamens is the pistil. 

It has three parts. What is the use of the pistil? The 

swollen lower part of the pistil is the ovary. In it the 

seeds develop. Cut an ovary cross-wise and look at the 

cut section with a hand magnifier. Can you see the little 

seeds? 

QUESTIONS 

1. How do flowers form seeds? 

2. Why do not all flowers have colored petals? 

3. What part of a flower is the silk on an immature corn 

plant? 

Reference.—Any botany book. 

Exercise 2 

ASSTUDY TOR SINSEGIS 

Object—To study a few insects. 

Materials.—June beetle, and other insects. 

Procedure.—1 Notice the body parts of the insects ;— 

the head, thorax, and abdomen. 

2. What is attached to the thorax? 

3. How many pairs of legs have the insects? To 

what part of the body are these attached? 

4. How many pairs of wings have the insects? To 

what part of the body are these attached? What is 

the difference between the two pairs of wings? 

5. How many parts or segments has the abdomen? 

QUESTIONS 

1. How do insects breathe? Can you see their breathing 

pores? 



THE LEGS AND WINGS ARE ATTACHED TO THE THORAX 

2. Could you drown an insect by putting its head under 

water ? , 

3. Can you give an account of the complete life history 

of a June beetle? 

4. If possible, examine some of the grubs and pupe. 

References.—F. B. 543: Common White Grubs. F. B. 747: Grass- 
1 F. B. 76; The Common Cabbage Worm. Any zoology text 
ook. 

Exercise 3 

THr LaFrkE HiStorRy OF A FLY 

Object—To make a study of the life history of a fly. 

Materials —An empty cigar box or old bucket, a piece 

of fresh meat, a piece of cheese cloth. 

Procedure—1. Half fill an empty cigar box or old 

bucket with some moist soil and place upon the soil a 

piece of fresh meat. 

2. Expose the meat to the open air for a few hours, or 

until you have seen some flies hovering about it. 

3. Observe the meat carefully and notice if you can 

see any small eggs deposited by the flies upon it. If so, 
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cover the top of the receptacle with a piece of cheese 

cloth and keep it in a warm place. 

4. Examine the meat daily for little maggots or larve. 

How long has it taken the eggs to change to larve? 

5. Several days after the maggots have all disappeared 

stir up the soil two or three times, at intervals of a few 

days, and see if you can see any pupe. How long has 

it taken a larva to change to a pupa? 

6. Keep the receptacle covered. Examine it daily for 

flies? How many days has it taken the pupe to change 

into flies? Flies undergo a complete metamorphosis in 

their development. Name each stage in the complete 

life cycle. 

7. Mention other insects which undergo a complete 

metamorphosis. 

8. Do grasshoppers undergo similar changes in their 

development ° 

References.—F. B. 459 and 851: House Flies. F. B. 540: The Stable 
Fly. Any zoology text book. 

To the Teacher—Have each member of the class perform 

this experiment at home, or else let one or two of the boys 

work it at school to demonstrate it to the class. 

Exercise 4 

POULTRY PESTS 

Object—To study poultry pests and to learn how to 

exterminate them. 

Explanation—The common poultry pests are mites 

and lice. The most troublesome is the mite, a little gray 

insect which becomes red after it has sucked blood from 

the poultry. Poultry lice have a pale dull yellow color 

and when seen under a hand magnifier show a segmented 
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body. Lice gnaw the surface of the infected animal and 

eat the blood and tissue. The body of mites is not seg- 

mented. 

Materials —Poultry, hand magnifier. 

Procedure——1. With your teacher visit a nearby poul- 

try house to study mites and lice. Examine also the 

poultry house and the chickens at your home. 

2. Look carefully in the cracks and crevices of the 

perches and nests for mites. Brush some on a piece of 

paper and look at them with a hand magnifier. Mites in 

general infect the poultry only at night or when a hen 

is brooding or laying. 

3. Lice are usually found on the poultry, between the 

feathers, about the thighs, and rear of the body. Ex- 

amine several hens for lice. Put one or two on a piece ° 

of paper and observe them with a hand magnifier. 

QUESTIONS 

I. How can mites and lice be exterminated? 
2. What harm do lice and mites do? See F. B. 8o!; 

Mites and Lice on Poultry. Any poultry book. 

To the Teacher—Make arrangements for the class with 

a farmer where it is possible to see these poultry pests or 

have the pupils do the work at home. 

Exercise 5 

STUDY OF A GARDEN 

Object——To observe and study a well planned, well 

planted, and well cared for garden. 

Explanation—Near all schools one should be able to 

find at least one really good garden. Much may be 

learned about gardening by observing a really good gar- 
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den. The class should go with the teacher to study 

a garden as suggested below. 

Procedure.—1. Make a plan of the garden, indicating 

dimensions, each row of vegetables, and distances be- 

tween the rows. 

A WELL PLANNED GARDEN. TOMATOES ARE BEING TRAINED TO STAKES.—Cour- 
tesy Indiana Agricultural Experiment Station 

2. Get the intervals between corn, potatoes, tomatoes, 

etc., in the row. 

3. Ask when and how the garden was prepared. 

4. Ask when and with what the garden was fertilized. 

5s. Ask why certain crops were planted in certain 

places. 

6. Find out if any spraying has been done. If it has, 

what was used, and for what purpose? 

7. Ask any questions which you think will help you 

in your garden work. } 
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A WHEELED HAND CULTIVATOR MAKES GARDEN WORK EASY AND PRODUCES 
EXCELLENT RESULTS.—Courtesy W. Atlee Burpee 

Exercise 6 

SPRING WEEDS 

Object—To get familiar with the names and char- 

acteristics of some of the early summer weeds. 

Procedure-—t. Read over Exercise 4, September, Fall 

Weeds. 

2. In studying spring weeds follow either one of the 

two suggested ways of studying weeds given in Exer- 

cise 4, September. 

3. Make a list of the common weeds found in the 

garden at this time. 

Exercise 7 

KEEPING MILK SWEET 

Object—To learn what effect temperature has upon 

keeping milk sweet. 
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Explanation—Each member in the class should try 

this test at home. : 

Materials —Two pint Mason jars each half filled with 

sweet milk. 

Procedure—1. Keep one of the jars of milk in a 

warm place and the other in a cold place, ice box if pos- 

sible. 

2. Examine both samples daily and find out which one 

sours first. 

QUESTIONS 

1. What causes milk to sour? 

2. Would dirty milk and clean milk kept in the same 

warm place sour at the same time? 

3. Why does a low temperature check souring ? 

Reference.—F. B. 976: Cooling Milk and Cream on the Farm. 

Exercise 8 

SWINE SURVEY 

Object-—To make a swine survey of the school dis. 

trict. 

Procedure.—The following is a suggested outline for 

a swine survey of the school district: 

SWINE SURVEY. 

Schools Dista NOs meni. MROwni Oli. see. COvaue.scctiolostee eee 

Daten. oocccedkaldo we. lanseald ds cease eee 

Name Number Number Number 
of of Breed fe) Breed 

Farmer Sows Boars igs 
——— | | | | | | 
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2. Conduct this survey exactly as outlined for the 

Corn Survey, Exercise 11, September. 

Exercise 9 

SURVEY BOOKLET 

Object.—To combine all the different surveys made 

of the school district into one booklet and to draw a map 

of the district on which some of the important agricul- 

tural facts are recorded. 

Explanation. —The 

survey booklet, if it 

contains the surveys 

suggested for each 

month, will be a piece Xs 

of wark which will pit. 
reflect great credit P 

upen. the. pupil. It 

will show the agricul- 9 Qweuine Hf Housreins 
® ScHoow 
@ SiLo SCHOOL CLERK 

tural conditions of 

Ge edistict,- anid, |: Aree get unee 
should interest the - ae ae SURVEY MADE BY RURAL 

Winer ee community. / Toews Eepoines sonon 
Many counties throughout the United States have been 

surveyed by the school children, and one entire state. 

Procedure—1. Make an index of the surveys in the 

booklet. 

2. Draw a map of the school district as suggested, 

and on it indicate the most important facts deducted 

from the survey. 

3. Neatly bind the material together with colored con- 

struction paper to form a neat booklet. 

rf 
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Project 1 

SUMMER WORK 

Object.—To keep record of any definite piece of work 

done during the summer which has not been taken up 

under the heading of any projects listed in this book. 

Explanation.—lf during the school year, no definite 

projects have beén started, which will run into the sum- 

mer months requiring some definite summer work from 

the pupils, every boy or girl should think of what he 

can and would like to do and should talk over this matter 

with his parents. No boy or girl among you should 

aimlessly while away a whole summer. Let part of 

your time be devoted to some worth-while project which, . 

when carried on regularly and in a good business-like 

manner, will show that your summer vacation has not 

been wasted. 

Procedure.—t. Read over some of the projects which 

have been outlined. 

2. Think of what you can do and would most enjoy 

doing and being responsible for. Consult your parents. 

3. Plan the work. Keep records of what you do, be 

able at the close of the summer to show a neat booklet, 

giving all the information about your project. 

THINGS TO OBSERVE IN JUNE 

Some good stands of corn Injurious insects 

Some well managed chicks Good cultivation 

A good alfalfa field Well pruned trees 

Leaves of common trees A bee hive 

The work of earthworms 
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Table 1 

AVERAGE- NUMBER OF POUNDS OF DIGES ETE NUTRIENTS 
IN ONE.-HUNDRED LBS. OF FEE 
(From Henry’s “Feeds and Peeding}> 

Total Dry Digestible 
Name of Feed lees in 

100 Lbs. : Carbo- 
Protein hydrates Fat 

Concentrates Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 
GCorm—eTrain none eis cient ice eee 89.4 7.8 66.8 4.3 
Cormanealey eer eee hick os cetacee 85.0 6.1 64.3 3.5 
Cormnandicobmuealen i. 40 ee nine 84.9 4.4 60.0 2.9 
Gluten: fear se eect). 305s nsec 90.8 2153 52.8 2.9 
Wiheat—-prainiy secon ois wv se ciette aes 890.5 8.8 67.5 tS 
Wiheati brates sitscs cateleten ce 88.1 II.9 42.0 265 
Wiheatemiddllingseerecisre sects cence 88.8 I3.0 Ala 4.5 
Barley--orainenn ovis sc.cye i netetnieee 89.2 8.4 65.3 140) 
Oats=erain vet cceeres 2.6 eve einte oie anes 89.6 8.8 49.2 4.3 
OatS— Grounds s Femie wus slerecs hehe ee aie 88.0 TOME S2e5 Say) 
LO ilimnealls as acre ee coa ee orenteratote 90.2 30.2 32.0 6.9 
Cottonscedimealiereecee ce sae. 92.6 35.8 Bane 8.0 
Cows miles, foseatin. Oaeneeeewc 128 3.4 4.8 3.7 
Dlcimcrnalic es pectat atari sce egcen or ween 9.4 2.9 es} 33 
Butterumille Se .5.25 Poe cee sas ree ete 9.9 208 3.9 1.0 

CY: sch se adettiicl si cueteuchenebavarevecebebecetaeees 6.2 .6 5. ae 
IMGAEISCrADS= seieooe tetera ay okie ee 89.3 66.2 ee rig han! 
PATA SE ate, ove uycvetere fer tere e Chen Korean 93.0 50.1 : Awe (S 

Roughages 
SPIT OLL Ys (seve a ereyeatate eyes ele a eueuste Sater 86.8 2.8 42.4 ges} 
Redicloverwhayaaos nme oor 84.7 Ghat 37.8 1.8 
Alfalta hay.tien cicemcnraliniine een eee 91.9 10.5 40.5 .9 
Corn Stover {acne sae eh ers eee 59.5 TA! Zhe2 a7) 
Wheatistraw..c. otic cence 90.4 8 S552 -4 
Oatistraw: if sac cme a ro cereione oie ee 90.8 m3 39.5 .8 
Barleyistra wine eo socoGhic oon lee 85.8 9 40.1 .6 
Corn silage...... airctaveeron tetere leonora 26.4 esl 14.2 a7 

Table 2 

The table below shows the number of pounds of dry 

matter and the number of pounds of the three elements 

of plant food contained in 1,000 pounds of grains, seeds, 
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. 

cured hay, stalks, stovers, silages, and miscellaneous sub- 

stances. 

: Dry : Phos- Potas- 
Materials Nfattor Nitrogen phovus aie 

Grain and Seeds Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 
COTDy ci eet ee RS SE ek ers rea 894 16.5 Bhi And 
PAV ereicralesereata icy evciscel v ceevoleo efeiapsienas a1 913 18.1 3.8 4.8 
Wileatt yee siesta cj ave a s).<s, Siow eerstate 895 19.0 3.8 4.6 
WATS ert rcoe citiere wisfe,s oleatelsie e shee 806 18.2 354 4.0 
PRAT CURE ete cht seein alae oTOGie eStore 892 TO)}.2 Zigt! 4.0 
PSMCISWIEAG Ge cise ace cnkit head eo areas 866 T7553 3.0 Fels 
SOAS GENTS yin OO RR ae Doerner 883 53.6 4.5 10.5 
WWOULOMNSEEOL icc oe cles che. erste fe eialere 8907 29.4 4.6 9.0 
BOW DEAS ioe ce cle arn oe ineigis neh stele oe 854 32.8 4.4 10.0 

Cured Hays 
Tbnrsoi any 35 Eh ee ee eno Ie Tein rOr 868 9.4 I.4 tr. 8 
Redi Tope 22.3-' Rrstatassheonetay Sratel ous voperals OIL DZnG 1.6 8.5 
PRE CMICRGVEE aah ets c's) Fhe izjm ee 's) ove le: hort 847 19.7 2HAl TS. 5 
ISIE GIO VET cists s10icys 2 aciw sie piece es 903 20.5 Ae Tes 
Shieiaists (COMES Gag GERI Oe 908 27 Bhs 15.2 
LAL EIEG oo Os CORD RI EOE DO ee aera 919 22. 2.7 14.8 
Labihbe) WG) tol 0p) See ee ee 887 2722 An 20.2 
(CEG erate Were) 0s, a ena a eee ee eee 850 20.5 2.6 10.5 

Cured Straws and Stovers 
Vil BT) Boe SOC I OE ROR ee RS Re Eee 904 5.0 1.0 rae} 
02 codiko Rees CORenEe ORC oer 929 5.0 DR 6 Wer 
DAIS A558 BASIC R ID cin IERIE 908 5.8 t23 14.7 
BASIE Vee sah eee 2 ahciole a ieee eia-enit 858 7.0 0.9 8.7 
Biucewheatsecce es ecient eo got 8.0 0.6 9.5 
Corn Stover (no ears)............. 595 6.1 G7 9.0 

Miscellaneous 
BOC AVOMEDENSIan eis 3.cii aia che are Obie Cane 209 34.8 fy 4.8 
RUTAM CEES A i acia tiie cvclelicveeieuete 2 135 24.6 4 Bak 
SOGTMES APE Raa. sci noe cele ee 264 5.8 5G 3.0 
NOVDeAMSUAGE Ey .,.)5% )«/orelareie clea's 258 25.0 I.0 Te7 
PRO DACCOMMEAVIES:. <0 ociss SoS slp era's 850 34.8 3.0 35.4 
PRODACCOMOUEINS ac oscie'. se cle maa 850 24.6 4.2 24.4 

AVR rr Lee cestes so) et «1 s3< 1 6,0 e%e ale «cto ie 128 5.8 I.9 Ted 
Bi aGteerilen tec tare siscoiecs’ 6 eve die si Gudlabers 100 6.5 I.0 Tey 
LS ;ONMAS Cok Gages AOE BSE eon aitte 2.0 a5 -25 
Ate aubiC wr eae oc stiere ntarote ak oer 25.0 7.0 I.0 
StL OP Sie Nota custens casey ores a ears Res 18.0 3.0 1.0 
Ragivard. IVianitnrerisits «ce 0) icles eine 250 5.0 ras 4.0 

To change the wt. of Nitrogen, N, to ammonia, NH3, multiply by 1.2. 
To change the wt. of phosphorus, P, to Phos. acid, P2O;, multiply by 2.3. 
To change the wt. of potassium, K, to potash, K,O, multiply by 1.2. 

: 8 Chapter 7 for discussion of this table, compiled from Feeds and 
eeding. ; 

—From “Soil Fertility and Permanent Agriculture,” by Hopkins. 

Table 3 

This table shows the average amount of plant food 

contained in 1,000 pounds of common fertilizing ma- 

terials. 
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f Phosphorus 
Material Nitrogen Potassium 

Soluble | Insoluble 

Barnyard mame hate er\siaissle «sale itnicrere 5 Ta5 Sse 4 
SOG MET ALE a. as Soci chee oreys laieeerene 150 ohare =) 
Ammonitim sulphates... sect ele 200 Sie Saw 
Raw bone: meal i cohaes. & cles ee hele 40 HSK: 90 
Steamed bone!meall: o.oo. cea - melons 10 bars 125 
Raw phosphate rock). souenc sera een 125 
AGide phosphates, «ccidewlese aie eee 70 10 
Basicisla ge wana sctevceuc coat bin cise an 80 eave 
Wioodtashest tert crs.aic aes cre where cholerae 5 Jas 50 
Reaaite cinta cnet tora cies ee ate es aires Sooner aha Aste 120 
Potasstim chloride mess sci ete 400 
Potassium) sulphates gee. cise cleo 400 

—Compiled from Hopkins’ “Soil Fertility and Permanent Agriculture.” 

Table 4 

LIST OF STATE EXPERIMENT STATIONS 

(Post-office address in italics. 

ALABAMA— 
College Station: Auburn 
Canebrake Station: Uniontown 

ARIZONA—Tucson 
ARKANSAS—Fayetteville 
CALIFORNIA—Berkeley 
COLORA DO—Fort Collins 
CONNECTICUT— 

State Station: New Haven 
Storrs Station: Storrs 

DELAWARE— Newark 
FLORIDA—Gainesville 
GEORGIA—Ex periment 
IDAHO—Moscow 
ILLINOIS—Urbana 
INDIANA—Lafayette 
TOW A—Ames 
KANSAS— Manhattan 
KENTUCKY—Lexington 
LOUISIANA— 

State Station: Baton Rouge 
Sugar Station: Audubon Park, 
New Orleans 

North La. Station: Calhoun 
MAINE—Orono 
MARYLAND—College Park 
MASSACHUSETTS—4Amherst 
MICHIGAN—East Lansing 
MINNESOTA—University Farm: 

St.- Paul 
MISSISSIPPI—Agricultural _Col- 

lege 
MISSOURI— 

College Station: Columbia 

Bulletins are free to residents of a State) 

Fruit Station: Mountain Grove 
MONTANA—Bozeman 
NEBRASKA—Lincoln 
NEVADA—Reno 
NEW HAMPSHIRE—Durham 
NEW JERSEY—New Brunswick 
N. MEXICO—Agricultural College 
NEW YORK 

State Station: Geneva 
Cornell Station: Jthaca 

NORTH CAROLINA— 
College Station: West Raleigh 
State Station: Raleigh 

N. DAKOTA—A gricultural College 
OHIO—W ooster 
OKLAHOMA—Stillwater 
OREGON—Cornwallis 
PENNSYLVANIA—State College 
PORTO RICO—Mayaguez 
RHODE ISLAND—Kingston 
S. CAROLINA—Clemson College 
S. DAKOTA—Brookings 
TENNESSEE—K noxville 
TEXAS—College Station 
UTAH—Logan 
VERMONT_Burlington 
VIRGINIA—Blacksburg 

Truck Station: Norfolk 
WASHINGTON—Pullman 
WEST VIRGINIA—Morgantown 
WISCONSIN—Madison 
W YOMING—Laramie 
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Send for the list of available bulletins of your State 

Experiment Station. 

Table 5 

LEGAL WEIGHT OF VARIOUS COMMODITIES 
(Minimum weight, by U. S. Statute) 

Pounds per Pounds per 
Bushel Bushel 

PIES HOTIC™ <5, c%- 6 visi orste eae 26 Aime mcimMSlaked ccc) ss «2-6 30 
RAE ie erate aictins 1 Soviets a ead 48 AURA oR Rae a i 38 
EHRs MeISLOL yo) cles Geese 46 MEMS tRS@E Cit. evetecrive 1c, cise cm 50 
eanSewihttes.siccs occ cs eis ss e « 60 OAS Eee tates aires, bievonsy eteas s 32 
BI ePrass SECU a). ce ce cities sic 44 OnionsSie& socio ee ata 57 

RELL VR MEE PR soos te forcie areccreweer She 20 IDEASR eae St iehiiee cian eco 60 
PTC MWI EV bleetie/1s wuensueieceis helene’ 48 Peas, ground pea meal..... 42 
R@lonenv SEM )ac cers Cuda ate Ciel es 60 Popatoeslirishek sclecisc arses 60 
OE ee I re 80 Potatoes, sweet........... 55 
ROE SMeMeO 256. walnssae sus 56 LEASE Th Artes a A eee 50 
@orne im the Gavi ts. «6s 8 70 Salteiihiemeerrciesien «carte oes 167 
AVGuApIMeAl ec teieeie ic clove g eree swale 48 PP OAlG COATSE Mette cate seie ele I51 
BTRGEEC rig ark ch clevsceiaw ere o <6 56 Timothy SECU re re.s iste tders one 46 
Pieri SCQU cet isle cee eesateiaiee.e 44 Sletten tp Sveracieratert itn oh ob slays e 55 
Hungarian grass seed......... 50 WIC ALA A ae atten tots tetichalcuatera.s 60 

Rule for Estimating Hay 

Hay is often sold in the mow or stack where the 

weight has to be estimated. For this purpose 400 cubic 

feet of hay is considered a ton. The actual weight of 

400 cubic feet of hay will vary according to the 

quality of the hay, time of cutting, position in the 

mow, etc. For making an estimate in a given case mul- 

tiply together the length, breadth and height of the mow 

or stack in feet and divide the product tise 400. The 

quotient will be the number of tons. 

Measuring Corn in Bulk 

Two cubic feet of sound, dry corn in the ear will make 

a bushel shelled. To get the quantity of shelled corn in 
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a crib of corn in the ear, measure the length, breadth and 

height of the crib, inside of the rail; multiply the length 

by the breadth, and the product by the height; then 

divide the product by two, and you have the number of 

bushels in the crib. 

Table 6 

WHAT CONCENTRATED FEEDS WEIGH 
pS fs ee 

Weight of Pound 
FEED One Quart Measures 

Pounds Quarts 
Driedibeet pull pee tsts oriole rower eerste eel enerenes afore -55 1.8 
Weds brewers TeralnSeeyetene eerie eters) Siete ie .6 Te7 
CGormiandicobimealens ere ere er ie sir 1.4 54/ 
Cormandtoat, feeders reuterom siete eral reteleleiere rei ay | I.4 
(Oras aulloy czholeeetina a. sesoid tales Ci OC. OND Ole. O CURE C -5 2.0 

Gornumieall 5 praca ere rere to ekore ene eas Sic, ooh atage res 29 

GOrnswholenctesrtorrcterece clatetescuelelelenete ers rs few tela teie £27 .6 

Gottonseedimmeal beers wis s cheval cet cs ele ora eeosereitete 1.5 oF 

(Brenrepneciobnn MAR Sea oes Meee Ob De oe 1.0 I.0 

Germ oilimealOare yest eniss cc coke cisielas cic ecnale 10s 71 .7 

Gltiten eed ia tctere rere oe hauersasrishoe ote sos cis ate oreiens 13 .8 

Glaten aneal cry cceyecicho ekerees es ensheneteeworc inca victens To) .6 

Hominy meale ost sta ten atereieue sista seo) siee epatietslens nae 8 .9 
RGahir ri Gall ok che totale die: et sete evel be Guakedene ie isnetsie ease 1.6 .6 
Linseed meal (new process)........-.---++-008 .9 Tat 

Winsecasmealu( Old) process) his. cieclsemitesel elie ibe me) 

IMIBihe GoobUS oyun Hoe eewobocaéupdacaguousocc Mo) ri7 

Wiheati brates. 2008 scene steve cr enrerieeeclelovcfevenelele a 2.0 

Wiheata enone eicre cletitetcnstel t= hele) al- te Dey, .6 

Wheat middlingss(loun)aco---oceeieeeee ier = r2 8 

Wiheatunddiines:(Standard))k ej -miier-ioi- ore tele 1.9 a5 

Wiheat: wholeeccmes serie crore ree revel ciete .8 133 

Table 7 

APPROXIMATE CAPACITY IN TONS OF CYLINDRICAL SILOS 

Pee of Inside Diameter of Silo—Feet 

Feet ro | 12,| 14. | 15 |. 16°| 18 ,| 20 || 2t | 22 1 23°) °24 eee 

PO eT a Sete 26 | 38 51 59 | 67 85 || 205 | 1rS | 127 1 1385) DSS aes, 
DB eer’ nee he 28140| 55| 63 42|, OF | TL2'|\ 123 | 135+) 148}, 10m | ones 
DD a awepette eter 30 | 43 59 | 67 fal 97 || 120] 132 |} T45 | 158) | u72a esa eos 
2S cis stahefakedete Z2|-AOn| poz 72 82 | 103 | 128 | 141 | 154 | 169 | 184] 199 | 216 
DAR eee: 34|49| 66] 76] 87] 110] 135 | 149 | 164] 179 | 195 | 212 | 229 
DS Fi atc oie xy 36152| 70| 81} 90] 116 | 143] 158] 173 | 190 | 206 | 224 | 242 
2On pe kasveeecte 38 | 55 74) 85] 97] 123] 152 | 168 | 184 | 201 | 219.| 237 | 257 
DY ataree eres 40 | 58 78 | 90 | 103 | ©30 | 160} 177 | 194\| 2E2 | 231 25h) S272 
DB sober tane al eee 42 |6r| 83] 95 | 108 | 137] 169 | 186 | 204 | 223 | 243 | 264] 285 
710 eae Beees 45 | 64] 88 | 100 | 114 | 144 | 178] 196] 215 | 235 | 256 | 278 | 300 
SOn salsa 47 | 68] 93] 105 | 119 | 151 | 187 | 206 | 226] 247 | 269 | 292 | 315 
Bi Tivpctarie aust s 49| 70] 96] 110 | 125 | 158 | 195 | 215 | 236 | 258 | 282 | 305 | 330 
K PA Crees 51 | 73 | ror | 115 | 131 | 166! 205 | 226 | 248 | 271 | 295 | 320 | 346 
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Table 8 

MODIFIED WOLFF-LEHMANN FEEDING STANDARDS FOR 
FARM ANIMALS 

: : Total 
: Digestible Digestible 

Dairy Cows Protein  Netriente 
Lbs. Lbs. 

I. Dairy Cows: 
For maintenance of 1,000-lb. cow.......... 0.700 7.925 
To allow for maintenance add: 

For each lb. of 3.0 per cent. milk...........] 0.047-0.057 0.286 
= Se at EES eT ee Can aneeisanvern|) | O040-0-00L 0.316 
G eae SA On = SHy Sahec ealetorcncteren Fotos 0.054—-0.065 0.346 
< pee aes. Sa plese. OF057=02000 0.376 
- SEO eI EEG = LOR AD aS 0.060—0.073 0.402 
« My oft Faas £ SPO peated 0.064-0.077 0.428 
lees 0.0", § Me Saige heh sialin 0.067—-0.081 0.454 

Per Day per 1,000 lbs. Live Weight 

‘Animals Dry Digestible Total 

Steers, Horses, Colts, Sheep Matter Protein Digestible 
and Swine Nutrients 

. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 

2. Growing, fattening steers: 
Wreteite SOO! 1S i crcreiic one folate re-av< 23.9 Zt 15.8 

S GOO Siarscionrs meee 23.2 2.0 15.4 
“ TOON GEN steno rere 22.6 2.0 14.8 
. 800 * 21.4 2.0 14.3 
€ QOGUUS Hirse is catn ws 20.2 2.0 13.6 
= TFOOOMi ae racine ae tawaes 19.7 1.8 105 
S TEOO Men ones cites oniee 18.1 1.6 12.6 
. TH20Ob Moh eteon ona ita a5 1253 

3. Horses 
LUGE is Be ey hae ee A I3.0-18.0 0.8-1.0 7.0-9.0 
PG MehtiwOrkes. cies sa sesnle ws I5.0—-22.0 I.I-1.4 I0.0-13.I 
At mediim work... o< 62:6 se 16.0-24.0 I.4-1.7 I2.8-15.6 
At heawy, Works * 22.2.0. !cee. 18.0-26.0 2.0-2.2 I5.9-19.5 

4. Growing colts over: 
Ginionths eee cise oer 18 .0-22.0 I.6-1.8 II.0-13.0 

5. Fattening Lambs: 
Wreirht, SO0—r7OnlbS:.hn ccc ok. 27.0-30.0 3.1-3.3 I9.0-22.0 

& FO=AOO® Wier raten te aoe ts 28.0-31.0 2.5-2.8 20.0-23.0 
« GU—LUOW ns eel edna ok 27.0-31.0 2.3-2.5 I9.0-23.0 

6. Fattening Pigs: 
Weight 30— 50 Ibsi..32....0.:. 46.2-51.0 7.8-8.5 4I.0-45.4 

- BO—TOOON It at tiiece ee 37.0-40.8 5.5-0.0 32.9-36.4 
§ HOO—US5O Nee eee os ot. 32.4-35.8 4.4-4.9 28 .8-31.9 
& MSO 200) dice si ade ih cys 29 .0-32.0 3.5-3.9 25.8-28.5 
= Cte es Tg ee eR 25.5-28.1 3.0-3.4 22.7-25.0 
: SSO—SOOS WS) ws aise eateidn 22.4-24.8 2.6-2.9 fa) | 20.0-22. 
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Per Day per 100 lbs. Live 
Weight 

Digestible Total 
Poultry _ Protein Digestible 

Nutrients 
Lbs. Lbs. 

7- Wheeler Standards for poultry: 
For maintenance— 

Hensior5 tOW7 lbsweilshitent ie tes wert ie 0.40 2.85 
Hensiois3) tors lbseaweipiic ner sere te elec 0.50 iy 

For hens in full laying— 
Hens\oiis tors bsiweilehte. cso. sence 0.65 335 
HienstonestorselbStawelahGee nt sce) aaeterae fe I.00 5.54 

—From ‘‘Feeds and Feeding Abridged,’”’ by Henry & Morrison. 
Exercises 8, Sept., 6, Nov., and 7, Nov., explain the use of the above 

table. To illustrate the calculation for determining from the table, the 
nutritive ratio of any of the requirements, let us take the requirements 
for laying hens weighing 3 to 5 lbs. 

5-54 — > 1.00 = 4.54 lbs. of CH -- (Fat x‘2:25) 
A.S4) =) 1.00) = 4.54. =) nutritive) ratio —1 a 342545 

(See exercise 5, October). 

Table 9 
LABORATORY AND SCHOOL SUPPLIES 

The following school supply companies and manufac- 

turers have much material pertaining to agriculture for 

sale. From them may be purchased milk testing outfits, 

specimens of grains and weed seeds, charts of animals, 

score cards, litmus paper, chemicals, and in fact most 

anything needed in the school room. Write for their 

catalog, stating what kind of material you desire. 
CentraliScientitier Come vere ce ee ee Chicago, III. 
WM WelehtSererntificsConss.cicsins.c ole oitrcicie reteincin tice eid Chicago, Ill. 
Chicago Apparatits oe ca nsete fx sietecs)a © misietisede oa einen Chicago, Ill. 
Industral Batueationalt( Gorin eee ee encore Indianapolis, Ind. 
The Columbianjschooltsupply (Conse eee eee eee Indianapolis, Ind. 
ThevkKauttman-lathimern CoO:oatn« as eivasee ole meee eta Columbus, Ohio. 
Lobe KnottpApparatucn Osc) cn oceitan ee tooteoeene re Boston, Mass. 
The CreameryaPackaperCoste. sect oon ele eevee sete Chicago, Ill., and 

(Milk testing supplies only) Philadelphia, Pa. 
They American Morcandultoes Coyne ecee acre tiaae Cleveland, Ohio. 
Sal: (Allens G2 Comioee ec tic SNORE Aaron ee ea TE eo Cleveland, Ohio. 

(These two companies handle garden implements.) 
Ther PranvaGosiers ocd cee) hares eee ee EP es Chicago, Ill., and. 

(Colored construction paper for agricultural booklets.) New York City 
Gaylord Brose rect svaeeis Sale cua a Te pep lee eaaotaie Lae tee Syracuse, N. Y 

(Index cards, note book covers, bulletin covers, and 
gummed letters and numbers.) 

University.of Chicago Press.55.0.45 su. aes dae Sw ae bere Chicago, IIl. 
(Outline maps for note books.) 

Modern Mito GON fy uate ah tae i Re arr a On lee ot bet Lees 543 N. Lawrence St., 4 
(Paper pots and bands.) Philadelphia, Pa. 
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Table 10 

NUMBER OF TREES OR SHRUBS REQUIRED TO SET ONE ACRE 

pega MMU tes ATM o's s eens 60 rahe sw lea 0-0 11,880 OMEN LESMEC pate ots ois eica-s She d.ales, 6 363 
Pee StS IMs «ss ss, s dies af aie 5,940 TEA UGS SEAMED se ty sxey-sier sis st wiero 6 1s 302 
SUNOM EMRE Sa crs'-fs, 6 0:4! shei e's 9 #8 4,356 Tis Pinte: 119 84 Barat eg ee a 226 
PEEPS ener Rs fei cians pica o's es as 4,840 NOMEN PN OWL ECs tate cir attest ov'erele >.c 170 
Ae 33) 0), 1 ee 2,420 Lips} 92,6." eal Fl Cave tenCR an ee asa ee ee 134 
RUNES sic dusters nenaa tava ane 1,815 ZO DOmut ee eieleteials ececes sai)» 108 
PKA Loic ick siotes ss iecalh Mies o%6 2,722 BOa KG SO Milas wucietsters lene, she afd ove ts 2 72 
PRESTIGE. cs sare bd a'ote <a! 8 08s Tess Damo Titi ere oS Beek os os al a 75 
2) Se. BPR es oes ee eeeere ae 1,742 Bis a SSO TR lee ee a 69 
EPS Cosatickenaia ates: sre.ssi'e. cveuerers 1,089 BOueRd 6a Ol chbrterctelounsre eters Cie ia\letise 49 
Pimpae OM Ears ayers «re o's areitce boos I,210 BOERS ES Benes tanmente aac 4 6 «bts & 42 
Res a tliiere la disyec sls. c\els efeies eas 907 ZAMS USAW ete efor ay faeier Sel of alia! 2 « 37, 
OMECMN SIA alata cic so wie ls jie scie elea"e 680 GB Gea a OmeN ttre bies le) aieiets oo esi g. die 33 
RENAME EG eye tle rs 5,5 eis. eXe¥eis' diss BAAN 3 OUEReIS Gu lit ethane Sis) oeese o.s¥ei's: oust 30 

MOMANOMO ec exciee Sieidie’s « a.eie a 435 ADAG "AOL Wtacrctorc castors cies » s Z.ev0 27, 

To determine the number of trees per acre for any 

given distance, multiply the distance between the trees 

in the row by the width of the row. Take the resulting 

answer and divide 43,560 by it. The resulting figures 

will give you the number of trees per acre. 

For example: To determine the number of trees, plant- 

ed) 30. x 30; required to set one acre: 30 x 30 — goo. 

43,560 —— 900 = 49 trees per acre. 

NUMBER OF PLANTS REQUIRED TO SET ONE ACRE 
AT anes fea Wo (0 | ee aa 43,560 ee ome EGET Clon ial oyei o's, she so 7,260 
Reet atOOt Oe INehes. o.. ss 29,040 Bixee eteete Oiitenes).|. <2: «\. 8,712 
Dep SM CCUsr esse ores aps,c bie 0:3 21,780 Sree eet On HTCMESs..4 so. <5 6,22 
1). 32 ge PCa SA oben GeeosiaNs 14,520 a meXMe AML OC trae ate ercnsiecel s eons sane 8 5,445 
Hie a HEGk ea hieteisiolere te caress 10,890 are. EGA BS ao See ec eee 4,840 
ee L EOL thal cletateiesois a's shee: is 10,890 aoe Xo AML CELensierefeieis)s steit os Sere a 3,630 

To determine the number of plants per acre for any 

given distance, multiply the distance between the plants 

in the row by the distance the rows are apart. Take the 

resulting answer and divide 43,560 by it. The result- 

ing figures will give you the number of plants per acre. 

For example: To determine the number of plants, 

planted 2 feet by 4 feet, required to set I acre: 2x4=8; 

43,560 -- 8 = 5,445. 
—From Stark Bros, “More Profitable Fruit Growing.’” 
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Table 12 

SCORE CARD FOR COMMERCIAL EGGS 

Perfect ; Student’s | Corrected 
SCALE OF POINTS Score Score Scare REMARKS 

Ty) (WeIPRE. Fas scesa desea BO! be Sood hes oafaewly mein We elles Br 

2, Uniformity of Size...... TO: ) Worece cece s duce [leg o-e/clgpyanenet all os Ore eee 

3. Shaper. tssicedve cence od ee DRE, 

4. Strength and Smooth- 
MESSTOL nelle eie eee TO Wave ta eyasdye oe of Sate aS reagekes ol] \ngetels eee 

Condition of Shell...... TO! i | csjew cece cael oleate slate Ri ell eke oes er 

Uniformity of Color.... EO, asda cong: eiedevesa | ete ciecang tots pelten| ee ape eee 

7. Quality (a) Fullness : 
(Small Air Cell)... TS © Was eles mus Sill ne mcevae 6 toll rears ee 

(b) Clearness.. . TS hada Sccedsvatell e efo aeaa eee OR 

Potala. seers. 7 TOO: |e eres cegce = os Ifo eAR ove & foretell hol eee eee 

DISQUALIFICATIONS 

Double yolk, cracked and extremely dirty shells, extremely shrunken, 
spotted or loose contents in any one egg of the dozen. 

1. WEIGHT 

24 to 28 ounces per dozen. Cut two points for each ounce over or 

2. UNIFORMITY OF SIZE 

All eggs should be of the same size. 

ay Saves 

Should be typical egg shape, free from ridges, and should be uniformly 
the same for the entire dozen. 

4. STRENGTH AND SMOOTHNESS OF SHELL 

Shell should be free from wrinkles, cracks and rough places. 

5. CONDITION OF SHELL 

Free from dirt or stain, and free from gloss, showing that the egg is 
fresh and unwashed. 
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6. UNIFORMITY OF COLOR 

If white, the eggs should be all pure white and of the same shade; if 
brown, the color may be any shade, but should be uniformly the same for 
the entire dozen. 

7. QUALITY 

Test with candler. A very small air cell not larger than a dime indicates 
freshness. The egg must appear clear and free from dark-colored spots, 
the white thick, the yolk barely visible. Large air cells or floating yolks 
are disqualifications. 

PSUR MM MAEINOL |e diy x's sa 8 aia mine a: «ale ga ea wade Wester Gare even iaiate sicvord «sie % \s ela eran Wuetatone 

Preece bemOw Sic: scale ciosielers esate c ClacsHUBTOWA TOI VWHILG) e cclcie 20.0 5.010 er a 

Reid dedee tubeste NATE pated lee ate sc ycinise Ware iacast. 84 Ser ayaievees a ane Belt. > Ap A AAR SOND DAC ate OF 

HBL eRHEM te iat. a ts\ Sra ats w choke dreneeer sieeve Sree wleie o SUING TE DY ohare Cetera etiahai aera efene tel s eiele % 

Table 13 

SCORE CARD FOR VEGETABLES. 

Ree e ia setsctcta sod oils Bheln «araveiw at cratekele Me iomwral G-araice Wariety. cs. ateichatarej crass 

Sars ENE ERR ara rie asi sewers auaietelt Gere inane Exhibit Nels. ..%,. 

Points Perfect Scorer’s Corrected 

1 UEPIREP ACTA See 2S, ees a a eet eee Pa Zo |. @l Peiee Rite epmetnes oar 
SRNR Se Gero Sed siete She areas pte oo wie a tome ates» TG PEt | ick. ts ahaha eke coll ocecactone cde 
Ona TIN ye oe fot aan Mae ee eee eae ree iF aetna yee cl lena tminte? a; Sta eae 
TRESS HSER ES A ae Oe ee et eS A EO Were tae ache th clan obec cereal cents 
Beeemomlitand WlenMiISheS, 5.06.66 cn ets oak oss LISD Soe ea iepeaai en ab eee hea ake 
Commercialor table, value... 2... 25 sc. ss... 6 > 3 DOPE les edie nie | era nes aectare 

tales coers yh eR ee ee era ie Sa. ears SS TOO teres eat sro ene Wauhecm aracete 

Pe TCC Sloe Peete tenn Le aw PMN ert eee yy ee rode Schr ie\a\ty sieve ciae ool be diese’ aes 66 Sea's 
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SCORE CARD FOR APPLES—PLATE. 

OR OTHER FRUITS. 
Widittetyicc cae sivetors vite tive SERS Soi. o ot ROL Exhibit NOsccoce cere ae 

Point Perfect Scorer’s Corrected 

Size (Normal: Neither too large nor too small) TOW © i|isietdceyerdetarecallostereeee tetas 
Colorstypicalaeas.- Peg om Myo cist ano a eee 215 FP Saute slevare oll hereon ne erane : 
Mreedomtromy/blemishs. ce. sone eeisien es. 200° finde Tepe eee A 
Memtire e MawOr woinclaanctaters scteveiie eyaleinely's,; 10 a PRES Peme eah e Si cine 
Uniformity and trueness to type.............- 25). . |tuaceSieiereierae | Reon renee 

tales a ietei-aces tye ieaneumeoic ie yarePalakel nie asada Seca aie TOO! * [ccc cekals terete tovotebere greece 

Remarks 9 8 SiS e. Oe, 8) Oe 6 8S OS 10! 'S 'U Ole) 8 @ 6) 8 6''8 6.B eeeeeeneeeveneeteeeeeeeeveeeeeeveee eeee ° eevee 

NAME VOLISCOTET. Sisters sterarcie cyere Citta! ovecc ace'siavojslele sis-evetsretere7s Date waco eee cketetetate ae 

SCORE CARD FOR CANNED FRUIT OR VEGETABLES. 

AUG tec keer are Wariety sous sues Caenaee ne eee Exhibit. No... eer 

Points Perfect Scorer’s Corrected 

Flavor: The flavor should be agreeable and as 
nearly as possible that of the fresh, perfect 
fruit or vegetable. ....: 2.2... ; Parad lecaieoeetenve Oe V1 ie SPINOR (Coe ie + 

Texture: Well cooked—so that it is tender, yet 
MOCIOVERCOO KER Hare pareve arenes eel nae IN, SOM PA RO (oD Ooo oc 

Condition: Liquid clear. No sign of decom- 
position. Product should be uniform in size, 
well arranged in can, and of good color..... TO). |iciececeve dels S03] pe are 

Purity: Free from foreign material, preserva- 
HIVES VOL AartinClalcolorentam nase. sere en TO [ode sc. Seare: chal eeorreeeeaeiene 

Package: Cans should be uniform and of 
quality, shape, and size practicable to the 
average home. The labels should be suitable, 
(hhavhiorpaols Gholol so PN ANS Se Blo oleh oo Ra oa OOO GE bo De PPR RM (ee clic ouster 

Mo tale cts ave stearate ee eee eae ene TOO. | [2S LOSI eee 

FRSA ATES Gs ras a, thee eke ey carr RHeE OP eee whe fis ie Tal ee Aoas oS cao ae 

Name of SCOPET ications Coaa ata eter anie ohare ictal leer ee ee as Date cick eos 

—From Bul, 281—U. S. Department of Agriculture. 
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